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Antitrust Suit Filed Against A BA
EDITOR 'S NOTE : The following is an excerpt from
the American Bar News by President of the ABA
Lawrence E. Welsh.

On June 25, 1976, the Department of
commenced a legal action against
~ American Bar Association under the
Sherman Antitrust Act alleging that the
Association conspired to restrain competition among lawyers by restricting
advertising by lawyers. Actually the
Association has no power to restrain
advertising. It merely promulgates a
model Code of Professional Responsibility
for consideration by the state bodies
regulating the practice of law. This effort
by the Department of Justice to extend
the antitrust statutes to prevent such an
activity raises constitutional and political
problems of fundamental importance to
our profession. The question is whether
the Department of Justice under the guise
of the antitrust laws can dominate the
recommendations of the American Bar
_
sociation to
states
which
are
•
mselves exempt from these statutes.
~ tice

Advertising

The claim of the plaintiff is that the
restraint on advertising reduces price
competition among lawyers and therefore
disserves the public_ Although in some
fields and as to some products,
particularly uniform products, advertising
as to price is useful, a heavy
preponderance of the lawyers commenting on lawyer advertising have felt that it
would not be useful. They are also
concerned that advertising has in it the
danger of deceit and overstatement.
Proponents say that this danger can be
controlled by supervision and prosecution.
Yet we are aware of the delay and
frequent omissions and failures of the
Federal Trade Commission, with a staff of
thousands, and that there is no
comparable agency now capably of
. monitoring the
advertisements
of
lawyers. The efforts of the American Bar
Association to encourage the states to

improve professional discipline have
barely reached a level that enables it to
deal appropriately with gross misconduct,
let alone policing the subtleties of lawyers'
advertising claims.
There is also concern that the expense
of advertising would bear hardest on the
new members of the profession rather
than established firms and that all
expense would inevitably be passed on to
the public. If advertising expenses became
heavy enough, they could also serve as a
force for concentration of the profession
and ultimately reduce the proportion of
individual practitioners and small firms.

It is nevertheless recognized that
advertising is one of the problems which
the profession must keep under active
consideration, not because of its own
value, but because it is a problem
incidental to valuable new forms for the
delivery of legal services to the public and
in particular to the poor and lower income
groups. The Legal Services Corporation,
which was created with the support of the
American Bar Association, now provides
free legal services for the indigent.
Prepaid legal service plans (like Blue
Cross and Blue Shield medical plans) now
(Continued on Page 6)

St. Mary's Announces New
Women Faculty
by Ruth Russell

Mrs. Sue Hall, a 1975 graduate of St.
Mary's Law School, is the newest member
of both the law school faculty and
administration. She and her husband,
Philip, an assistant administrator in the
Drug Rehabiliation Program of the
Patrician Movement, have two children;
Rebecca, five and Stephen, three and a
half (born after her Tort's exam and
before Contracts). Before accepting her
current position, Mrs. Hall practiced
as an assistant D.A. in San Antonio,
handling child welfare cases in the civil
district court. She also holds a masters
degree in Social Work and has been
involved in that area for ten years.
Her administerial position is titled
Director of Placement and Alumni
Relations. Focusing on the placement
aspect of her job, she conceives her task as
being twofold: 1) to help law students
evaluate themselves, their desires and
their potentials in an effort to achieve
some direction and goals prior to
gradution; and 2) to help students and
graduates obtain jobs. She emphasized
the importance of early contact with the
office in order to allow ample time for the

planning of individual curriculum and
activities .
The Placement Office will have a
regular column in the Witan and plans to
set up mini-seminars concerned · with
different areas of the law, of practical
importance to the law student. Two of the
proposed topics for these seminars include
"How to start your own law practice," and
"Alternatives to the practice of law." Mrs.
Hall will also be scheduling lectures by
attorneys involved in various fields of law,
throughout the course of the upcoming
school year.
Mrs. Hall also joins the ranks of the
faculty and will teach Domestic Relations
this fall. She has a great interest in areas
\ of law that overlap social work.
Assisting Mrs. Hall in her duties as
placement director is Pat Turner,
placement office secretary. Pat holds a
master degree in European History from
Villanova. She is married and is the
mother of five children. Pat will be happy
to discuss with students job listing.
resumes, and information that pertains to
job applications.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Editorial
This year, as in the past, the Witan
hopes to keep its readers informed of
relevant and important developments on
our campus. Whether it be administrative
or faculty news, SBA involvements or
general matters of inter~st, we provide a
forum for the exposition of ideas and
viewpoints and a medium of communication for the law student. Again, we
encourage participation by all members of
the law school community and in the
upcoming year will feature items of
interest ranging from class schedules to a
call for better graduating ceremonies. We
envision at this point full Presidential and
Congressional campaign coverage, as well
as featuring on a regular basis updates
from the leaders and directors of various
campus programs, organizations and
services in order to better inform the local
campus polity of events and happenings of
importance.
'8.

For this edition I would like to comment
on the removal of the coffee pot from the
law journal office. Its not a subject of
profound ramificating or significance in
the total law school experience, nor is it a
matter involving constitutional or moral
dilemma, yet a few words explicating my
observation of this matters seems needed.
The pot (coffee) was a means of promoting
social intercourse between the plebian
class of the law school and the Harper and
Row elite. That is to say, the law journal
members and non law journal types could
intermingle over a cup and it seemed to
effectuate an understanding and tolerance
between varied elements of the law
school population. People of previous
stereo-typed dimensions were . seen and
appreciated with a new perspective. A
free flow of conversation and discussion
seemed to promote a learning experience
in itself. And of course the caffeine
dependency that many of us suffer under
was satisfied. It proved a good idea nearly
all around because the journal made a few
bucks and many students were saved the
trouble of migrating further to get that
cup they needed.
The hassle, as
understand it,
emanated from two sources. One, the
electrical system was overloaded or
something like that because of the
. simultaneous operation of two twenty
cuppers which ended in a fuse or two

being blown. The other problem and truly
one of serious proportions was that
several faculty members located next to
the law journal office were truly bothered
by the rather obtrusive roar of these mid
morning coffee sessions. Thus, the
removal of the pot (coffee) in the end
result was perhaps necessitated by the
aforementioned problems. That is not to
say that therein lies no solution. ' Next to
the phone, in the first floor of the library is
a small room that operates under the
charade of a study room. In actuality it is
well known that any student who
attempts to study in such an atmosphere
does so at his own risk or leisure. There is
a constant bedlam of activity that goes on
in this room' and although it provides a
convenient place to relax and stretch out
it has never engendered a reputation for
quiet solitude. Thus, assuming that only
one twenty cupper is activated at a
why not move the pot (coffee) into
room? Assuming the doors are
closed, noise could be lessened ronsi·
dirably thus assuring that the professors
would have a more efficacious study and
research environment. Also, the journal
could again provide a much appreciated
service and anyone who seriously wants to
study can just as easily go upstairs to
study where everyone knows it is always
quiet and everyone is extremely
courteous and conscientious, ' if not
wonderful.

I

I1BA Student Division Meets
In Atlanta

I
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,by, John Cornyn

(Editor's Note: John Cornyn, St. Mary's
S.B.A. President, will keep the student
body informed as to developments in
student government, faculty and administration relations and other law school
events in the upcoming issues of the
Witan.)
The annual meeting of the American
Bar Association/Law Student Division
recently' was held in Atlanta, Georgia.
Representatives of more than 100 law
schools were in attendance including St.
Mary's students John Cornyn, S.B.A.
President; James Little, ABA/LSD
Representative, and Don Nicolini, 13th
Circuit Governor of the ABA/LSD.
A full schedule of meetings, workshops
and caucuses awaited delegates to the
flve-day meeting. The business agenda
included election of national officers of the
ABA/LSD, passage of numerous resolutions (next to be considered by the Board

of Govemors), the second half of the
bi-cameral . gdverning body of the
ABA/ LSD; educational workshops, a SBA
president's caucus, and a variety of
committee meetings. \
Of particular importance to the quality
of student government at St. Mary's
School of Law was the establishment of a
nation-wide clearinghouse of data on the
activities of Student Bar Associations of
ABA accredited law schools throughout
the United States. This clearinghouse was
established with the hope of providing a
source of information on successful
SBA-sponsored programs for use by those
where such programs are lacking or
ineffective. For example, the data
provided will cover clinical law programs
(the only clinical program at St. Mary's at
present is the course in Juvenile Law),
student orientation, fund-raising projects,
speakers, programs, moot court pro- .
grams, student-faculty relations and the
like.
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Law Placement Office Expanded
Attention law students, need a job?
Well now there is someone on campus who
can help you locate that "perfect" clerking
job... or even your first "real" job upon
graduation.
The new Plac.e ment Office is located
east of the Law Journal Office on the
. outside of the Law Library Building. Ms.
Sue Hall and Ms. Pat Thompson
administer the office which also serves as
the Law Alumni Relations Office.
According to Ms. Hall, only a small
number of on-campus interviews are
scheduled for the up-coming academic
year. A large number of corporations,
firms, and government agencies which
formerly interviewed on campus a~e
finding it more economical to go only to
schools with very large student
populations. Most of these firms invite
Aumes from St. Mary's law students and
WI arrange interviews for those who look
promiSing to them. However, the
expenses attached to the first interview
usually fall on the applicant.. .if the
int~rview is in Washington, it can be
expensive!

The on-campus interviews which will be
held within the next few weeks are:
Sept. 7 Bracewell & Patterson (Houston)
Sept. 10
Groce, Locke & Hebdon (S.A.)
Oct. 5-6 Exxon-Land Division (Houston)
Oct. 13 Securities Exchange Commission
Bracewell & Patterson have asked to
interview only people in the top 15% of
their class. Likewise, Groce, Locke &
Hebdon have requested only the top 50%
In accordance with school policy, the
Placement Office will not allow anyone
who is not within these ranges to sign up
for on-campus interviews.
The Placement Office has established
the following, procedure: 1) The student
will come to the Placement Office and sign
up for an interview time; 2) Within three
weeks of the interview the student should
bring five copies of his/ her resume to the
Placement Office (for the second and
subsequent interviews, bring 2 resumes);
3) The Placement Office will send copies of
each student's resume to the employer ten
days to two weeks prior to the interview.
It is imperative that the Placement
Office have a resume of some sort. Ms.

Hall said that even if the student's
resumes are at the printer and won't be
back for awhile, it will be necessary to'
provide the office with something to send
to the prospective employer. Students will
not be allowed to interview if resumes are
not provided in time.

If more eligible persons are interested
in interviewing than appointments are
available for, the Placement Office will
add the names to an overflow list and send
the resumes to the company or firm with
the other resumes. The company or firm
may decide to allot more time to
interviewing.
The Placement Office is also expanding
their available information on summer
internships - especially with government
agencies. Those interested in participating in a summer internship should inform
the office of what agencies, firms or areas
of the country appeal to him/ her.
Also, the Placement Office would like to
have a resume on every third year student
who might want them to keep an eye out
for jobs.
",.

t£al •
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by Claude Ducloux
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Well, it's the fall of 1976 and once again
the law school is open for business. We
will all look around and see a few hundred
new apprehensive but eager faces ready
to attack the challenges of the study · of
Those of us who began law school a
.:
Ie of years ago will think back to
t ose unforgettable (no matter how hard
you try) first few days of law school. Once
again the entering class will be inundated
with brochures, introductions, mlmcounseling sessions, and the inescapable
plethora of cheap rumors that will
accompany them throughout their years
of law school.

4.

But it soon becomes obvious that the
glowing commercial language of the
official brochures describing restaurants,
school affairs, and the various student
activities, opportunities and duties doesn't
really tell the true story. I remember how
I wished that someone had really told me
the true story of what to expect at St.
Mary's Law School, i.e., those tidbits of
true information , which the brochures
cannot possibly describe officially. So here
it is, the official "Lawschool Lowdown and
Plebeian's Guide to SurvivaL" (LLPGS)
(The LLPGS is categorized for easy
reference during emergencies).

THE DEAN

The Dean is the man who welcomes you
to school. He came with the school 30
years ago, and now presides over
ceremonies and signs all the documents
marked "Dean". He occassionally runs the
school when his secretary, Sophie, is sick.
(More on Sophie later). He worries about
carpets and coffee makers and he talks too
loud in the library. Actually, he's not
half-bad once you get to know him. Some
rebels even talk to him when they don't
have · to.
THE SECRET ARIES

At St. Mary'S, a fervent respect for our
secretaries is absolutely essential for any
attempt at future success and happiness.
They can make you or break you. One law
student once went into the office with a
chip on his shoulder and was never heard
from again. If you value the accuracy of
your social security number, you will not
cross the staff.
If you really have an absolutely
calamitous
administrative
problem,
Sophie Olfers is the one to see. Sh~ should
be in the Guinness Book of Records for
greatest patience in the face of adversity.

She does everything from running the
school to finding ·the Dean's Brylcreem.
Sophie is due for canonization sometime
next spring.

,

THE LIBRARY

When I started law school two years
ago, we all used to do things like study,
read, write papers, and look up cases in
the library. Lately, the library has become
much more exciting. Parties, shouting
matches, occasional secret picnics, and
paper airplane dogfights have done a lot to
enliven the once dull, studious spirit of the
library. Fortunately for this incoming
class, many of the paper pilots and
picnickers have graduated, so maybe we
can all begin to study again (that is, if you
make a reservation for a seat two nights in
advance). Downstairs in the library, the
Law Journal has its office. This is where
you will learn which abbrevi~tions to
underline, and in what order. It's lots of
fun, as you'll find out next semester.
Since there are too many professors to
introduce in this Guide to Survival, I'll
concentrate on those which will come into
contact with the freshman:
(Continued on Page 6)
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Typical
1)uke 13uff'3 eyeby John Redlein
In his latest film John Wayne portrays
John Bernard Books, the most infamous
gunman or "Shootist" of his time. Books'
time, it seems, is nearly over. Having been
diagnosed as a terminal cancer case in
Colorado, he rides into Carson City,
Nevada for a second doctor's opinion,
learns the worst, and begins to prepare
for the end.
Those preparations are interrupted by:
a scheming reporter who asks such
questions as, "Are you by nature
bloodthirsty?,,; an undertaker (John
Carradine) who would put his remains on
display and charge admission to the
curious); an old flame (Sheree North) who
proposes marriage simple to capitalize on
his name so she can write "A real corker"
of a biography; and an attractive widow
(Lauren Bacall) who wants nothing from
'him, and at first, nothin_g to do with him.
Tired of people pawing over his death,
nd in spite of the attractive widow, Books
decides to pick his own time and arranges
a showdown with the town's three
nastiest characters at the local saloon just what all John Wayne fans pay to see.
"The Shootist" however, offers a bit
more than the usual John Wayne Western.
In the "True Grit" vein, Wayne plays a
character at least approaching his own
age. At fifty·eight, Books' bones creak, he
huffs and puffs, and he carries a small
pillow to pad a weary rump. It is a credible
performance from Wayne. Whatever he
has lost in agility he has more than made
up for in depth of facial expression.
A jowly Jimmy Stewart is perfectly
typecast-pardon me, I mean cast-as an
empathetic physician. Lauren Bacall gives
a crisp performance, and although still
alluring seems startlingly aged. Richard
Boone, with only about ten lines and a
couple of rather bizarre hand gestures
reminds us that he is far more than just
another ugly face. Harry Morgan, playing
second stage to his overlarge hat and gun,
gives a somewhat comical characterization
of the town sheriff.
Technically, the film \ is varied. The
location shooting was very well done.
Street scenes, particularly, were remarkably realistic. Period costuming of Miss

* Tb Sf«Wi6t *

Bacall was excellent. Good use was made
in several scenes of natural lighting.
Camera angles on the other hand, were
often too severe, and a couple of scenes
were shot from a disconcertingly
hand-held camera.
Some story continuity was sacrificed by
a heavy· handed editing job which
necessitated the insertion of "First Day",
"Second Day", etc. captions.
On the whole "The Shootist" was very
enjoyable. It was worth anybody's money
at the matinee, and for John Wayne fans a
must. It was his best work since "True
Grit".

(~

by Kay Martinez

)

Now comes the beleaguered law
student into his local supermarket, and he
looketh for something to read7 Preferably
something without section num,bers or
footnotes, and with slightly more plot than
the UCC. Perhaps something to take his
mind off the fact that all the professors are
in Acapulco and the grades aren't up. If
The Cross and the ,Switchblade isn't your
trip, two bestsellers now widely available
in paperback might provide some
diversion.
Ragtime, by E.L. Doctorow has been
highly praised and has been a bestseller
for months. Its subject is America in the
1900's, but Doctorow gives us a
caricatured version of history, much of it
seen through the eyes of an upper-middle
class family in New Rochelle, New York
(referred to only as Father, Mother,
Younger Brother, etc.). He also employs
historical figures of the era. Houdini is
seen as a mother fixated neurotic,
despising his audiences for their love of
the sensational and their failure to
appreicate the artistry of his escapes.
Evelyn Nesbit (the Girl in the Red
Velvet Swing, who was the cause of
Stanford White's murder by Harry Thaw)
is portrayed as an emptyheaded, almost
catatonic beauty who is loved from afar
(and then closer) by Younger Brother.
With a vague sense that she has played a
part in history, but unable to understand
the _events which surround her, Nesbit
becomes involved with the novel's other
fictional family, also nameless. These are
Tateh, an immigrant Jewish father who
becomes an
angry,
leaflet-passing
Communist, and his small daughter.
Tateh's wife was raped by her supervisor

while toiling in a factory, so
dishonored, has turned her out
refuses to allow his daughter to
their tenement apartment for fear
she will be likewise ruined. Evelyn
is fascinated by Tateh's apparent grasp
the historical signifcance of their
and through him she meets
Goldman, an early feminist and an"r",n"u_
Meanwhile, back in New Rochelle,
signs on Admiral Byrd's polar ex~,editiOl~.
and Mother becomes unwittingly ;n .."h,,"
in the tragic romance of her maid
Coalhouse Walker, a ragtime pianist
acquaintance of Scott Joplin) of pyt.rpn' "
dignity and principle, who is driven
violence.

These are only a few representatives
the book's sweeping look at one period
our history.
The characters are as
ironically perceived, and
intertwined as the minior
Dickens novel. They are not
for Doctorow's vision is a comic
found the book engaging and amusing,
the style is unconventional, and may
off·putting to some readers. His
novel, The Book of Daniel, is even
and is more conventional in form (it has
plot, for example). This excellent work
been released in paperback to coincicl.
with the success of Ragtime, and
available in most shopping mallbookstores.
Looking for Mr. Goodbar, by
Rossner, is more traditionally
than Ragtime. It is based rather
on the murder of a young woman
she has picked up in a New Y
bar. Rossner tells us in the first
occurred, so this is no murder
The novel seeks to understand the
and how she moved from her
upbringing in the Bronx, through
liberal and intellectual milieu of
College, for which she is emotionally
unprepared, to the lonely world of pick-up
bars. Some of the characters are weD
drawn (an egotistical college professor
who romances adoring students; the
heroine's older sister, a vacuous beauty
who is "into" the latest group therapies)
and the story is interesting.

Tip T0fJ: Goad Skop
by Mac Secrest

For those of you who have followed my
reviews of restaurants and their Bill
Fares are of course cognizant of the fact
that I only recommend those establish·
, ments with a special flavor, not only in the

I
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taste of the food or beverage but in the
atmosphere, service or other element of
enjoyment derived from the total eating
experience. And because this is the first
edition of the Witan for the upcoming year
I present to you my favorite restaurant in
town, a review, a critique, a tribute.
Tip Top at 2~14 Fredericksbur~ Rd. is
not just a cafe', a purveyor of fried food
specialities and a friendly luncheon and
dinner place; Tip Top is the epitome, of
satisfaction, the quintescence of enj?yment. The atmosphere is "1940 roadside
cafe." For your dining adventure you can
occupy a number of stations throughout
the premises which range fro~ stools at
the counter, one of approximately 8
tables, or one of the newly upholstered
booths. Wherever you sit,. h~wever: rest
assured that you too will Immediately
perceive why Tip Top enjoys the respect
of so many of its "family" of
Tip Top probably operates .on
about a 97% turnover business whl~h
means whoever eats a.t the. cafe, will
return again and most likely III the very
near future. Rarely do I go in there f~r
dinner or lunch and see a new face. !h~t s
not to say I know everyone there, It Just
means that many times in the pas.t we
have seemed to have eaten dillner
"together" before.
It's hard to fill you in on the history of
this institution because it antedates my
existence. But it really makes no
difference. Nothing has really changed.
Still the DeWese's own and run the
operation. More or less t he same
waitresses serve the clientele, although
there is quite conspicuously absent, Gay,
waitress that I have ever met.
If
been a Tip Top Family member
3 or 4 years ago you would know of what I
speak and how her absence leaves a void
for us all. The same cook (fryer) still runs
the kitchen and James or his dad Mr.
DeWese will rarely be absent from the
premises.
. .
So what makes Tip Top what It IS?
Consistency. That is not to say the food is
manufactured to exhibit no variance in
form or preparation, but it does mean that
the flavor captured by special processes of
cooki g and baking can be expected to be
enjoyed repeatedly, without disappointment. And if one considers the importance
of such a quality in a restaurant, he or she
will be on the way of developing an acui..:quality of discrimi~ation in judging eating
places.
The menu is varied, Southern style.
There are numerous steaks and chops to
select from, as well as Mexican dishes and
seafood. Sandwiches, some 19 in variety,
range from fried ham to oyster sandwich
on bun with cocktail sauce. You can get a
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cold plate, enjoy 10 salads and there IS
even a Kiddie Korner. How thoughtful.
But the "biggies" are fried chicken, a.nd
chicken fried steak, homemade omon
rings, fried chicken livers, homemade
chocolate and fresh banana ice box pi.es.
Fried chicken is probably my favorite.
You get too damn much but who .an I to
complain? But honestly, the specialty ?f
the house is chicken fried steak and that IS
what I recommend the first time out. You
get no cutlet here. They use slabs. off the
hind quarters which means pure c~unks ?f
round steak, specially prepared-Ill their
famous batter which produces the fantasy
of fried food. Also, order some onion rings
which are at least 3 times bigger than
most orders you will find elsewhere. And
finish off your frenzy with a cup of stro~g
coffee and some banana cream ice box pie.
Have you ever wondered what life is all
about or what is the reason for our
existence? This can help explain the
answer. Prices range generally from $1.75
& $2.50 evening from 7:15 on to 8:00
(Closing hour) . But go, be cheerful and
experience Tip Top. You too can become a
family member and probably will. If you
see Frank or Tim tell them they owe me a
chicken fried steak.

, J

Women Faculty
(Cont. from Page I)

Last year, Mrs. Shirley Butts was
familiar to St. Mary's students a~ an
adjunct professor, teaching. ProfessIOnal
Responsibility and J~vemle Law. In
conjunction with teachlllg, she was also
actively involved in criminal and ~ppellate
practice in her husband's law flI'm.
This summer, Mrs. Butts has. been
gradually phasing out her law practlc~ to
meet her new role this fall as an associate
professor at the law school; She ~ill teach
Civil Procedure I, which she conslde~s one
oJ the more important courses III la~
school; and will also conduct a course. III
Juvenile Law. As she enters her thlI'd
semester of teaching this subject, ~he
insures that her students take an active
part in the educational process. by
assigning a participation type proJect
. .
during the course.
Mrs. Butts will also teach Crlmillal Law
this semester . She has expressed her
opinion, t hat in the past ten years, the
field of criminal law has undergon~ va~t
changes requiring a special expe.rtIs~ III
the area for an effective and conSClenclOUS
practice.

fatso's bar-b-q

Witan
Want
Ads

1734 Bandera Road
432·9439

NOW SERVING BREAKF:.\ST
AND FLOUR TACOS

OPEN 9:00 A.M •• 9:0Q P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

,

TAVERN IN REAR • OPEN 9 A.M. -

12 P.M.

'Offers Expires Sept. 26

\V

i---- ----~~~~~~~;~--~--- --l

$1

35 1
They're : SANDWICH, SALAD
: & SMALL DRINK
!
Great
1
1
20
For
BEER
WITH c!u~:her
1----------------- --- ______ 1
Selling
1
1
Used
:I Rellufor
BAR·B·Q PLATE
:1
:J
Books
I
I
And
I
1
Outlines ,L _______________________

!

OR

$1

PLUS TAX

:

I-------------------------~
ONE PER CUSTOMER

ITfA~R '!~~!AJ

WITH COUPON

$1 ?~AX

~-_p
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Medico-Legal
Symposium Slated
by Bill Crow
A three-day conference entitled
"Aspects of Psychiatry and t he Legal
Process" will convene in San Antonio
early next week. The symposium is
expected to bring together military and
civilian professionals from
several
disciplines to discuss controversial areas
of law and medicine with regard to the
psychiatric patient/client. Emphasis of
the discussions is directed toward the
emerging field of mental health law. The
program is jointly sponsored by the
University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio; Wilford Hall,
United States Air Force Medical Center;
and the Criminal Law Association of St.
Mary's School of Law.
The first program of the conference will
begin at Wilford Hall on Monday, August
30, at 8:45 a.m. Subsequent programs will
be held on both the medical and law school
campuses. Topics to be dealt with during
the program's three-day run include
"Privileged Communications in the
Military", "Aspects of Child Advocacy",
and "Informed Consent". Professors of
law and psychiatry from the University of
Michigan, Texas, and Virginia and from
Wayne State University will be guest
commentators for the meeting.
The law school will host participants of
the conference at two separate programs
in the law classroom building. On Monday,
August 30, at 7 p.m., "Privilege and
Confidentiality" will be discussed by a
panel of law and psychiatric professionals.
Among the distinguished participants in
the planning and execution of this
program is L. Wayne Scott, associate
professor of law at St. Mary's University.
Two nights later, on Wednesday,
September 1, at 7 p.m., t he conferees will
address themselves to the problem of
"Dangerousness", as the conference
draws to a close.
Although the entire conference is free
to law students and registration will be
allowed at the door for each separate
program, interested persons are neyertheless encouraged to register in advance
by calling the UT Health Science Center
at 696-6295, or by writing to Continuing
Education Services, c/ o UTHSCSA, 7703
Floyd Curl Dr., San Antonio, Texas 78284.
Further information will be posted later
this week as to exact location of events
scheduled elsewhere during t he conference.

(Continued from page 3)
Prof Francisco: likes getting up early in
the morning; drives a 240Z; Expert on
classroom Melodrama.
Prof Scott: Eats a breakfast cereal
called "Grumpies". His office contains the
entire Southwestern Reporter System in
Xerox form, 1/2 page at a time. He'd rather
footnote than eat a filet.
Prof Cantu: He's an American, and
don't forget it.
Dr. Reuschlein: Writes new material for
the Bible. Don't get caught absent in his
class.
Prof Hobbs: Don't let his mild-manner
fool you. He'll mark you down
"unprepared" faster than you can think up
an excuse.
Prof Leopold: Boerne Burgermeister.
Champion of explaining the inexplicable,
and yet leaving you with a post-hypnotic
suggestion to forget it all as soon as you
leave class.
Mr. Ferguson: Try not to get him
confused.

Antitrust Suit
provide service for over 800,000
individuals. Under these plans a person
for a relatively small annual payment is
assured of legal services from a panel of
lawyers should he need them. In addition,
experimentation is going forward with
legal clinics in an effort to find whether
greater simplification, efficiency of
operation, and high volume and routine
types of service can be made available to
the public at a rate lower than those of the
average practitioner.
I
( ,
Each of these efforts to improve
delivery brings with it the problem of
advertising. If these plans are to be fully
useful to the pUblic, the public must be
told about them. On the other hand, some
lawyers competing with these plans
complain of discrimination. Specialization
which is expanding in several states raises
the additional need for a lawyer to inform
the public of his specialty.
These problems and the incidental
relationship of advertising have been
under active consideration by the
Association, and the subject of exchanges
of views between the Association and the
Department of Justice during the past
year and a half. They were sharply
focused a year ago when the Supreme
Court of the United States in Goldfarb v.
Virginia State Bar, 421 U.S. 773 (1975~ ,
held that the legal profession was not

ACTIVITIES

There are several school wide activities
that take place during the school year.
Red Mass (late October) is the traditional
offering of mass for all those in the legal
profession. It's one of the very few "free"
activities we've got, so don't miss it. After
Mass, the party usually moves somewhere
else. The Oyster Bake (late spring) is a
University activity on campus, but
associated loosely with the concurrent
Fiesta downtown. There are all kinds of
booths and food, and generally a good
time, and indigestion, for all. Assault and
Flattery
(Spring)
is
the
annual
lampooning of the law school, concentrating on the professors. It's free, with food
and beer for all, and has turned out to be
an extremely enjoyable event, mainly due
to the brilliant writing and direction of the
show in the past two years. If you're a
singer, dancer, or natural impersonator,
you'll want to be in this one.

(Continued from page 1)
exempt from the antitrust laws.
Following that decision, the ' Standing
Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility reviewed the Code of
Professional Responsibility with particular emphasis on the problem of
advertising.
\

The Committee made available for this
conference a discussion draft which
proposed a substantial liberalization of
lawyer advertising. It was distributed to
every state and local bar association with
a request for comments. Numerous
comments were received. The preponderance was against the wide liberalization
proposed. As a result, the Committee
narrowed its draft and recommended to
the House of Delegates at its midwinter
meeting a less extensive change. It
recommended that the material heretofore included in law lists be expanded to
include a statement of preferred areas of
concentration and a statement of a fee for
first consultation, plus a statement as to a
range of fees, provided that all of the
contingencies were adequately outlined.
After three hours of debate, the House of
Delegates substituted a somewhat similar
proposal drafted by the Committee ~n
Professional Discipline. The proposal as
adopted permits the inclusion in law lists
(Continued on Page 7)
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/Antitrust Suit
of statement of the fee for first
consultation, a statement that an estimate
of fees will be made available at that first
conference, and a statment as to credit
arrangements. It went further than the
proposal of the Ethics Committee by
authorizing the publication of all of the law
list information in the classified pages of
the telephone directory.
Thereafter, the Ethics Committee
resumed consideration of the problem. In
addition to its continued responsibility for
further consideration of its December
discussion draft, it addressed two
questions arising from the action of the
. House: the first was the issuance of an
opinion that consumer groups as well as
any other reputable group could publish
law lists; the second has been the revision
of a complicated proviso which the House
included to emphasize the control of the
states and suggesting a possible use of
state approved forms. This will be
submitted to the House of Delegates in
August after concurrence has ·been sought
with the Committees on Law Lists and
Professional Discipline.
On May 24, 1976, the Supreme Court
decided Virginia State Board of Pharmacy
v. Virginiz Citizens Consumer Council, No.
74·895. It struck down a Virginia statute
which prohibited advertisement of the
prices of prescription drugs. It found that
these drugs were in fact almost always
prepackagaed and that there was no true
professional service in counting them out
for delivery to an individual. It held the
First Amendment protected, t o some
extent, commercial as well as ideological
communication; that the prospective
recipient of the communication had
standing to claim this right; and that the
restriction on price advertising to these
uniform, prepackaged and 'standardized

(Continued from pag e 6)

drugs violated the First Amendment of
the Constitution.
As soon as this opinion was published,
the Ethics Committee undertook a study
to determine whether there were aspects
of the practice of law which were
analogous to the standardized vending of
prepackaged drugs. The Committee has
established a subcommittee for this
purpose which is working with the
American Bar Foundation in the planning
of the study. More recently, I have asked
the Committee to address specifically the
problem of the possible discrimination
resulting from permitting certain plans
for the delivery of legal services to
advertise but not permitting other
lawyers in competition with these plans to
have the same privilege.
Lawyer referal advertising which might
have solved some of the problems with
which the profession is now confronted
has been inadequate in the past. The
Board of Governors has recently approved
a greater expenditure of funds of the
American .Bar Association for use in the
development of more effective advertising
and the promotion of its use by state and
lQcal' bar associations.
Legal principles involved

In the performance of its work, the
Association has cooperated frequently
with the De'p artment of Justice, with the
Judicial Conference of the United States,
with the Advisory Committees of the
Supreme Court, and with countless state
organizations and governmental entities.
It has not . certainly within recent years
- attempted to impose upon i't s members
any standard of conduct other than that of
compliance with the 'law and court rules of
their respective states. Membership in the

U · HAUL DEALER

Bill Robinson Service Center
BABCOCK AT H~LLCREST

Association is open to any person who is a
member of the state bar in good standing.
The First Amendment of the
Constitution of the United States
provides:
"Congress shall make no law respecting
of religion,
or
an establishment
prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition the
Gove.r nment for a redress of grievances."
The Supreme Court has recognized a
First Amendment right to attempt to
influence the passage or enforcement of
laws, and that the Sherman Act is
inapplicable to such attempts. In Eastern
R.R. Presidents Conference v Noerr
Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127 (1961),
the Court was confronted with a Sherman
Act suit brought by motor truck operators
and the Pennsylvania Motor Truck
Association, alleging that the defendant
had used an unfair and deceptive public
relations campaign to secure state weight
limi~ and road tax legislation adverse to
the truckers. The SupL"eme Court
unanimously held that the Sherman Act
has no application to attempts to influence
the passage or enforcement of laws:
..... To hold that the government retains
that power to act in this representative
capacity and yet hold, at the same time,
that the people canot freely inform the
government of-their wishes would impute
to the Shermlln Act a purpose to regulate,
not business activity, but political activity,
a purpose which would have no basis
whatever in the legislative history of that
Act. Secondly, and of at least equal
significance, such a construction of the
Sherman Act would raise important
Constitutiomil questions. The right of
(Continued on Page 8)
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DRUGS
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SERVICE
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IILet us service you while you sleep II

COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
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• COSMETICS
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Moot Court Slates 'all/Spring Activitie_
by John Stempfle
The Moot Court Board will sponser two
competitions in the Fall and Spring
semesters. During the Fall '76 semester
the Walker and mock trial events will be
held. The Walker competition is a
simulated appellate court event in which
each team argues a total of four times in
two consecutive nights.
Though arguing as a team, scores for
the individual participants are kept. The
four highest scores after the preliminary
ro~nds qualify for the finals. The four
finalists will then argue before a panel of
local judges with the two highest scores
advancing to the regionals. The third
member of the team will be the winner of
the best brief as evaluated by local
attorneys. The preliminary rounds will be
judged by local attorneys with three
present during each round. The Walker
competition and mock trial are only open
to upperclassmen. First year students are
enc.o uraged to attend as many rounds as
they are able to, as well as act as time
keepers or as witnesses for mock trial.
The mock trial program will begin
shortly after the Walker competition ends
near the end of September. The mock trail
program attempts to simulate a trial court

atmosphere with witnesses being presented by both teams. The opposing
counsel is given the opportunity to
cross-examine their adversary's witnesses
and to make objections when appropriate.
Depending on the number of teams, mock
trial will either be a single or double
elimination tournament. Scores are kept
as a team, not as individuals. Local
attorneys
will
preside over
the
preliminary rounds with a panel of three
attorneys presiding over the finals. The '
winn'ing team will represent St. Mary's in
the State competition. In addition, the
mock trial faculty advisor, Prof. Black,
Mr. Morton Baird, a local attorney who
has coached moot court events at St.
Mary's for the past year, and the moot
court board will choose two or three other
mock trial participants to compete in
State competition.
In the Spring '77 semester the Norvell
competition and Freshman Moot Court
are scheduled. The Norvell competition,
limited also to upperclassmen, has a
similar format to the Walker Competition,
except that in the final round there will be
six students with the highest three scores
advancing the regionals. A separate

Antitrust Suit
petition is one of the freedoms protected
by the Bill of Rights, and we cannot, of
course, lightly impute to Congress an
intent to invade these freedoms." 365 U.S.
137-38. (Footnote omitted.)
In the present suit, the Justice
Department makes the same arguments
that were rejected by the Surpeme Court
in Noerr. The Association promulgates a
model Code for the states. It does not have
the power to enforce it, and Noerr
demonstrates that the Sherman Act
cannot be used to prevent the Association
from urging the states to adopt this Code.
The Supreme Court reaffirmed its
position in United Mine Workers of
America v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657, 670
(1965), stating that "Noerr shield from the
Sherman Act a concerted effort to
influence public officials regardless of
intent or purpose." (See also California
Motor Transport Co. v Trucking
Unlimited, 404 U.S. 508 (1972).)
The rights of groups to assemble in
order to become more effective partisans
has been dramatically asserted by the
Supreme Court in a series of cases
growing out of the activities of the

award will also be given for the best brief.
Freshman Moot Court is administered
in conjunction with legal research and
writing. Again, depending on the number
of teams participating, this competition
will either be a single elimination
tournament or each team will argue twice,
and those with the best records will
advance. Scoring is by team and each
competition is argued before three
upperclassmen who have been participants in previous competitions. A best
brief award is also given.
Last year St. Mary's became a member
of the Order of the Barristers which is a
national honors organization recognizing
excellence in oral advocacy and
participation on the moot court board.
Based on the number of participants in all
four competitions, St. Mary's chooses
several members for the Order of the
Barristers. Last year a joint facultystudent committee made the initial
selections. A special honorary Order of
the Barristers award was also given to the
moot court board's faculty advisor, Prof.
,Orville Walker, for his years of dedicated
work promoting moot court activities and
advising the board in administrating all
the events.

(Continued from page 7)

National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. In NAACP v. Alabama
ex reI. Paterson, 357 U.S. 449, 460 (1958),
the Supreme Court held that "[ilt is
beyond debate that the freedom to engage
in association for the advancement of
beliefs and ideas is an inseparable aspect
of the liberty assumed by the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
which embraces freedom of speech."
The final aspect of this bizarre action by
the Department is that even if the
Department prevails, it will achieve no
relief against the 50 states which actually
control the conduct of lawyers. The
American Bar Association cannot obtain
the desired relief by its own action. The
value of its advocacy will be destroyed by
its loss of independence.
Conclusion
At the time this action was brought,
there was pending in a federal district
court of Virginia the case of Consumers
Union of America, Inc. v. American Bar
Association, C.A. No. 75-0105-R, an action

raising issues relating to advertising. That
action has been argued to a three-judge
court and its decision is now
awaited. In addition to the
question which would be raised by the
government action, there are equally
important constitutional guestions which
I are raised by the plaintiff in that case, but
which cannot be raised by the Department
of Justice because of its lack of standing.
The court also has before it the question of
whether the American Bar Association is
a proper party. Nothing is gained in the
resolution of the advertising question by
this last minute effort by the Department
to project itself into the controversy, but
we are all damaged by the ugly picture of
the Department of Justice attempting to
dominate the professional regulation of
laywers. The advertising issue is only one
of many areas in which the antitrust laws
can be a guise for Justice Department
instrustion. Because this is a matter of
fundamental concern to the profession,
this report is submitted to insure t hat all
members of the House of Delegates are
promptly made aware of this state of
affairs. There will be a further report at
the Annual Meeting in August.
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Battle
OYer
Water
A
_

By David
Hendricks

(EDITOR 'S NOTE: David Hendricks is an urban affairs
ews writer for the San Antonio Express and an
nglish graduate student at the University of Texas at
San Antonio.)

For lack of a better term, a "battle" is
raging over the Edwards aquifer. The
land over the aquifer is not the
battleground; it is the prize.
Like a seaside tide gathering strength,
opposing forces in the battle are swelling
for coming confrontations. Somehow, the
aquifer has become an issue at every level
of government - city, local, regional,
state and federal.
Basically, the conflict shapes up to be
between the San Antonio business
community (especially homebuilders and
developers) and an environmental and
economic concern over the Edwards water
A upply, which is the sole source for San
Wlntonio and its surrounding area.
It is a conflict worth watching because it
is a classic example of what happens when
a natural resource dwindles in the face of a
spiralling human demand. What is now
happening to fossil fuel resources may
soon be the same for water.
The area of concern is called the
recharge zone, a 195-mile long area
extending west and northeast of San
Antonio where limestone outcroppings
surface to take in water, mostly from rain,
rivers, streams and some ponds.
The water is "percolated" and purified
in the limestone and then channeled into
an underground reservoir upon which San
/
Antonio lies.
In Bexar County, the recharge lies
north of San Antonio, and much of that
land is owned by developers or a syndicate
of land investors-developers. The land was
purchased, for the most part, at low prices
(Continued on Page 8)

Willie Loves St. Mary's
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity initiated Country & Western Super-Star Willie Nelson
as an honorary member of PAD, on Saturday. September 25,1976. Justice Hugh Scott,
Treasurer Mike Holmes and Member John Aldridge were present back stage to present
the honorary membership certificate. The presentation was made before Willie Nelson's
concert in the Convention Center Arena. Hopefully, Willie will be attending P.A.D.
functions in the future.

Student Organizations

Reassessment Called For
Anyone who emerged from the Student
Awards ceremony last Law Day without
an award was a rare bird indeed. It seems
there were hardly enough students upon
which to bestow awards. Many individuals
carried out an entire armload of them.
Granted. the majority of scholarships and
awards given were earned by hard
working students and faculty members.
These persons deserve recognition and
distinction. However. there were superfluous awards doled out. Not many would
deny this fact. nor would many refuse to
accept such an award. Meaningless
awards lessen the importance of those
earned and are no benefit to anyone.
Upon examination. many law school
organizations have slipshod procedures
for deciding who receives awards. Such
procedures. although explixitly followed.
lend an air of impropriety to the entire
process. Such was the case of one law
school organization whose constitution

provided for the executive board to make
the decisions as to whom awards would
go. The board met and made the provided
decisions. However. each person on that
board received an award of scholarship.
Regardless of how strictly the rules were
adhered to, that situation reeks of
"cronism".
Such lackadaisical proceedures are not
unique to the above
mentioned
organization, but occur in most law school
organizations. Unprofessional conduct ~f
law school organizations in giving awards
and scholarships demeans the award and
lessens the status of the recipient. These
proceedures need to be upgraded to give
those persons of worthy distinction. true
recognition. The Criminal Law Associations has recently adopted an excellent
and much needed method for awarding
scholarships and awards. It would
behoove all law school organizations to
follow suit.

~~--------------
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Witan
Editorial
My remarks for this edition are directed
toward the many organizations at the law
school. The students are indeed fortunate ~
in having access to such a diverse array of
clubs and fraternities and no one doubts
that the social and non~lass room aspects
that they provide fill a much needed void
in one's legal education. Yet, I am
concerned with the plethora of, in my
opinion, poor judgements exercised by
some of our organizations. Linda Lampe
herein discusses the traversity that befell
award's day. An award was about as hard
to receive as a 55. An award is received, or
supposed to be, upon "considerable
deliberation of judgement", but in last
award day's endeavors the only similarity
between that occasion and the aforemen·
tioned definition is that in the former
there was deliberately a considerable

amount of awards handed out. And
although it seems to be efficacious to
"pepper" your resume with them, a
community of serious professional
students should NOT tolerate the present
practice. Slipshod screening and the
absence
of
judicious
deliberation
pervaded the entire process. That is not to
say that many of those who were awarded
did not deserve his(her) respective
accolade, however, the lackadaisical
manner of selection initiated by some
organizations, disparaged those recipients
who really deserved recognition by their
fellow students. Enough said. Each
organizations sh~)Uld make every effort to
upgrade their selection and award process
by initiating a more unbiased and limited
program.
A few remarks concerning recent
"rushing" techniques initiated by two of
the school frats. There seems to be
prevalent a counter-productive drive for
new members, at the expense of the very
existence of the other fraternity.
Certainly energetic membership drives
are acceptable and to be encouraged but
not to the extent of rendering another
fraternity extinct. The Witan hopes that
the overzealous parties involved will
direct their energy into other endeavors.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:
At the first Student Senate meeting of
this year, a proposal that the law school
conduct graduation ceremonies apart from
those of the undergraduate school was
raised once again. A committee was
formed to study the feasibility of such a
move, but they were cautioned that past
efforts along these lines had been vetoed
by "The Hill." Now is the time for law
students to express their feelings on this
matter to. their senators so that these
sentiments can be conveyed to the
University administrators.
After three grueling years of work, a
student achieves a Juris Doctor-a
"professional" degree. A graduation
ceremony bestowing that degree should
be a fitting capstone to one's academic
efforts. It should be an appropriate and
dignified ceremony that represents the
transition from the status of a student to
that of a professional. In the past,
however, any semblance of such an
"appropriate" ceremony has been lacking.
One only had to attend the graduation this
past May to be painfully aware of this fact.
First, the commencement address was
uninspiring and totally boring. The

speaker was most capable and distinguished, but his remarks were neither
pertinent nor interesting to any of the law
graduates. Second, the law graduates
were the last group to be presented their
degrees. By the time the numerous
undergraduate and graduate degrees had
been presented, much of the crowd had
begun to leave; many of those that
remained ·were totally disinterested in the
pending presentations to the law
graduates. As the moment arrived for the
presentation, one could sense the feeling
of "hurry and let's get this over"
throughout the auditorium. As a result,
the law graduates were all but hustled
across the stage.

Such a "carnival" is to be contrasted
with the small, but dignified, and highly
successful, August graduation ceremony.
This exercise featured a timely and
pertinent address by Associate Justice
Jack Pope of the Texas Supreme Court.
Afterwards; a party was held where it
was, for some, a chance to "!sit with
friends and faculty that they might not see
again for some time.
For a school that stages the very

impressive ceremonies of Red Mass and
Law Day, a fitting graduation ceremony
should pose no major problems.
Additionally, it would seem that that
alumni relations would be benefitted by'
such a move. Perhaps if the graduates
the school on a more "positive note,"
might result in more active support of our
school than has been evidenced in the '
past. If the student body expresses
enough concern to the appropriate people, '
such a move will finally be successful and
the law students can have a graduation
ceremony that is commensurate with their
newly acquired status.
Jess C. Rickman

Thank You
Dear Editor:
The Women's Law Assn. would like to
extend their gratitude for the law faculty
& student support contributing to the
success of our first fund raiser in the
Pecan grove.
The Women's
Law Assn.

September, 1976

Dean's Desk
We welcome the 690 students who have
registered for the Fall Term of 1976, and
wish them success in all of their endeavors
and personal lives.
This is quite a contrast to the
enrollment figure in the Fall of 1934 which
marked the operation of the School of Law
under the auspices of St. Mary's
University with a total enrollment of 31
part-time Evening Division students at
113 College Street.
The student body consists of 550 males,
and 140 females - the 1976 beginning class
for the Fall Term numbers 170 males and
47 females.
Twenty-four minorities registered; in
addition thereto, 35 minority applicants
applied and were accepted but did not
show. The average LSAT of the beginning
class was 562.57, Writing Ability 53.45,
a ,nd G.P.A. 2.88.
.
' This is an indication of quality
applicants.
It is interesting to note that 35.8%
indicated St. Mary's as first choice, 36.4%
second choice, 18% third choice, and
9.81% miscellaneous. Geographically the
entering class represents the residents of
32 states and the District of Columbia, and
106 colleges and universities throughout
the United States.
Beginning students are kindly re-
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Long

by Dean Raba

quested to confer with their Faculty
Advisor. It is improvident to wait until
scholastic difficulty is evident.
Your Advisor may be able to help you to
escape this type of dilemma.
Detailed information concering the
School of Law will be given to you later by
the Law Alumni Newsletter which will be
available to you in the early part of
October.

Summer '76
Frosh Grades
by Mike Sadler
A look at the summer grade averages
for beginning students reveals some
interesting points. It appears that the
grades were held low, probably curved.
The range was narrow, 62.3 to 81.1 (a 19.8
point spread).
Fifty-three (53) students completed 10
hours of contracts and torts, with grade
averages as follows: 0
Grade
Number of Percentage of
Average
Students
Students
A
B
C

D

NONE
5
39
9

NONE
10%
73%
17%

Addresses
CLA
by Kayo Mullins

The Criminal Law Association had their
first meeting Tuesday, September 24.
After C.L.A. business was conducted the
Association was addressed by George
Long a local attorney whose practice
consists, in part, of representing strippers
on the river and about town.
Long related experiences he had in law
school including the experience of sitting
through the three month murder trial of
an Oklahoma State Representative when
he was in his first year.
He also told about how he became
involved in representing strippers. It
seems that a few years ago he had
occasion to represent a stripper who was a
Cuban refugee. She had come into this
country by using her brothers identification. When she was arrested the F.B.l's
report described her as a male.
Since the fingerprints matched, the
police were forced to testify that she was
male. When this hit the papers, the
stripper became famous.
A Houston man who wanted to open a
(Continued on Page 7)

Bexar County Juvenile Progra.s
Much can be said and has been said
about the many problems with the
system in Bexar County.
, the emphasis today is on the
local community solving its own juvenile
probl~ms. by providing the programs
necessary to rehabilitate the youth so he
will not have to be "sent off somewhere".
These programs, whi.ch need your
support, are designed to help the juvenile
in trouble and to solve the child's
problems which have caused him to
commit an offense that has or might bring
him before the court-eall it "preventive
medicine". If the juvenile can be reached
at early stage, it will be the last time the
court will need to see him.
At the top of the list of these activities
is the Volunteers in Probation program.
This group consists of people from all
walks of life; singles and couples acting as
a big brother or sister to a juvenile with
problems. The program is coordinated by
Jerry Jimenez who not only sets up the
but follows them up with

activities for the kids and their
volunteers. He works totally from
donations. The success of this program is
astonishing. You can't go to one of their
meetings without joining.
Next is the foster parent, who serves as
and provides a temporary parent and
home for a child who can not or will not go
home. Some juveniles need the special
closeness and attention that only a foster
parent can provide. More support of the
comrpunity is needed so that more parents
will feel proud to be a foster parent and
join the program.
Many youth groups such as Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, and Camp Fire Girls need the
continual support of this community so
they can expand their programs to
provide alternatives for the numerous
children who feel they have nothing to do
after school except shoplift, paint-sniff, or
joy-ride because they don't want to go
home. Great problem solving programs
can begin with the help of volunteers
giving a little time and brain power.

Finally, and most importantly, Bexar
County is in great need of group homes
and placement facilities for juveniles who
need short or long term placement. There
are places like Boysville and Alamo Boys
Ranch that are available, but these
facilities unfortunately, are unable to
provide accomodations for all the children
in need. Federal and State money has
been made available to communities
where interested groups have submitted
plans for group homes. Such a case is "The
Bridge" - opened on Sept. 1 by a group of
concerned citizens, to provide emergency
shelter for runaway boys. Let us follow
this example and establish a similar home
for runaway girls.
You in the law school or you in the
Bexar County Courthouse can work to
alleviate the juvenile problem by
participating in any of these programs
briefly discussed above, or by sharing
your own ideas for programs. The need is
great and the work extremely fulfilling COME JOIN USI Call 732-4824 for more
information. I
by Virginia Jordan
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Kim Answers Your Legal Questions
by Kim Weixel
by R.K.

Dear Kim,
I was employed at a Kleenex
refurbishing plant for nearly 20 years
until I fell victim to 'practical joke' served
upon me by my fellow employees. One day
as I sat at my machine during lunch break
several employees snuck under the
machine and cut my feet off at the ankles.
You can imagine my embarassment as I
stood to discard the waste paper from my
lunch. I feel in a very unladylike manner
to the floor, generating hardly gaffaws
from those around me. Totally unable to
bear further abuse I was forced into an
early retirement and sou~ht relief under
the Workmans Compensation Act. In
court I was awarded only $12.00 by a jury.
Can you explain this outrage!
Constance Rash
Dear C. Rash
The Workmans Compensation Act was
designed to keep pinko cry-baby laborites
like yourself . from taking unfaire

St. M.U. -Welcomes
Gregory
The Witan extends its welcome to
William Gregory, this years Paul E.
Casseb professor of law. Professor
Gregory is currently teaching Agency and
Partnership and Securities Regulations.
Additionally, he and Dean Reuschlein are
working together on a one volume work
on agency and partnership, tentatively to
be submitted for publication in September
of '77.
Professor Gregory received a BA from
Case-Western Reserve University in
Cleveland and a masters in history from
the University of Michigan. After grad
school, he considered teaching history but
decided to first get a law degree, with the
idea of teaching law in the back of his
mind. He graduated from Harvard Law
School in 1969 and practiced law the
following four years in Los Angeles. Since
then he has been a law professor at the
University of Tulsa, where he was
acquainted with Bernard Strickland, who
formerly taught at St. Mary's. Professor
Gregory s.aid his decision to take the
special one year appointment here was
influenced by the many good things
Professor Strickland said about our
-[
school.

advantage of Texas' businessmen. Three
new rules promulgated by our farsighted
legislature kept your award within
tolerable limits. The first is a corollary of
the "No Shirt No Shoes No Service rule. It
is felt in sedentary jobs like yours the loss
of your lower extemities e.g. your feet are
of no consequence during the working
day, thus 1I3rd of your award is
disallowed_
You lost another 1I3rd pursuant to the
'Sweet Dreams' Proviso. Good workers
should be a home asleep 113 of the day
instead of fermenting dissent among
fellow workers during the night time
hours. Exemplary employees do not use
their feet at these times.
It is true that one may recover for
injuries resulting from pranks but, this
award may be diminished if the prank was
in fact funny and brought pleasure to
those who observed. This is known as the
hilarity index. As the hilarity index
increased, the amount of your award
decreased. I read from the trial transcript
that at the time of your fall you were
carrying a large cream pie. (I'll leave it to
my readers' imagination to complete the
scene.) The jury obviously thought this
was funny and your award was diminished
proportionally.
Dear Kim;
I am 41 years old and recently wrote my
will. Among other things I stated that it
was my desire to be buried in my blue
leisure suit, white belt, and a snappy pair
of white buck shoes. My daughter and
son-in-law have threatened to contest- the
entire will because of this provision. ':Fhey
say I've become a little foggy in the old
attic! I think this is a reasonable request.
Isn't their something I can do?
Lukewarm
Courts will usually bend over
backwards to uphold even the most
bizarre provision of a will. For instance, I
once had a client who refused his legal
heirs any part of his estate until they sent
complimentary Vego-Matics to all the
living decendents of Heidegger, Kierikegaard and Wayne Newton. The heirs were
required by the court to honor the
request.
In the instant case though, it is difficult
to imagine one sporting such apparel
when living, much less when one is dead.
Any court would conclude that presently
your mind has the same consistency as
tapioca and void the will.

So, you come to San An Tone to attend
law school. To those of you who have
never lived in a medieval city in the latter
quarter of the twentieth century. Let me
introduce you to some of the peculiarities
of this serfdom. (I feel this to be
important, because others will give you
information on how to enjoy yourself
. here.) I want to acquaint you with some of
the drawbacks of this metropolitan-berg.
TO THE JOB HUNTER:
Your salary will be five meals a week
and no bus fare. Sign up for food stamps,
sell the stamps to one of the
driving students and use that
get to work. If you have a spouse,
(he or she) can get a job which provides
quarters instead of meals as pay. If you
have no spouse; Brackenridge Park is cool
in summer, warm in winter, there aren't
very many mosquitos and, if the tree is
large enough, you will not get overly wet
when it rains.
TO THE PEDESTRIAN:
Wear bright clothes when going from
place to place. You see, there are only a
small number of streets with sidewalks in
Olde San An Tone. This is especially true
when walking from Brackenridge Park to
St. Mary's University. Of those streets
without sidewalks, the majority also do
not have curbs. No sidewalk,
curb-yes, sidewalk-maybe.
along these curbless, sidewalkless streets,
you will probably like to walk facing the
flow of traffic.
The Test: let ten cars pass when entering
a strange street, if eight of these cars
travel in opposite directions, on the right
hand side for such direction, you may
assume that you are on a two-way street
and should then walk to your left.
However; if the number is less than eight,
you may be entering a one way street.
DO NOT, DO NOT take short cuts in
determining the direction of traffic; cars
parked along the side of the roadway are
pruposely parked to deceive you. There
are very few signal lights.
One last Caveat to the pedestrian:
Never, Never, Never walk at night; some
drivers cannot afford to waste their
batteries on headlights.
TO THE BIKE RIDER:
Texas law J'equires the riding of
bicycles on the :ight side of the roadway
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The Professors:

media
mediocrity

by Claude Ducloux
- refer to the above passage, when trying
to ascertain two way or one way streets.)

Caveat: Although you will find persons in
Olde San An Tone riding their bicycles on
the left, do not fall a victim to this ploy. If
some one hits you, you might be liable for
the damage caused to their car.
TO THE AUTOMOBILE DRIVER:
Unless you have a lot of money, do not
spend precious time looking for a place
with a paved driveway and cement floor
garage, or unless you live in Plastic City
(Apartment complexes, here-in-after,
Plasticide). This is but a pipe dream.
W
raveling on the "streets" (a/k/a
catfle-trails) of Olde San An Tone (here in
after, OSAT), do not rely on the turn
signals of those in front of you being
correct. Moreover, do not even expect to
see a turn signal. Just be ready to hit
those brakes. Until you learn your way,
always travel on the right in OSAT,
because many times you will not be able to
determine whether that line of buttons in
the middle of the cattle trail is yellow or
white (two way or one way, respectively),
Rely on the test outlined above for
pedestrians when attempting to discern
the type of thoroughfare you have
entered. Never plan to arrive anywhere
on time by pressing the speed limit (i.e.
. The traffic lights are not
Drivers travel below the
freeway's minimum speed limit - in fact,
they engage in turtle - snail competitions.
Driving abreast, they vie for the title of
most slowest. There are few six lane
streets to enable the hare to pass the
turtle and snail.
Caveat: Never drive when it rains!
Although the City Council and Chamber of
Commerce of OSAT swear that it does not
rain often in OSAT, don't believe them.
Every time it rains it floods. You see,
OSAT lacks adequate storm sewers~ Golf
courses are more important!!! Unless you
want to tell your friends that you lost your
car in the Colorado flood this past
summer, stay on high ground when it
rains, or buy oars for your auto.
With the above information any new
arrival in OSAT should be able to put up a
facade of surviving. If you wish more
insight into the perils of OSAT, I am
always available to help you eat one of
your five meals.

Every year bout this time the new fall viewers on a guided tour of some of the
shows hit the air. The past few years have most daring and fascinating Partnership
seen various trends: crime shows, cases in legal history. Sponsored by
outrageous sit-combs per Norman Lear, Sominex.
and a few nostalgic looks at the past, the
These are just a few of the local
way it wasn't. With this year's crop, it offerings for national broadcast. Too bad
seems that "media mediocrity" has hit all of them were rejected. Maybe PBS
new heights. We have decided that what would be interested. Oh yeah, there was
television needs is more programs with one more pilot that did not quite make it
relevance, insight, and truth. A true on the air:
reflection of life in lesser publicized cities
"I Love Losing" - sit-com about a senior
of the United States; sort of a compromise law student who gets kicked out of law
between Kojak's New York and Andy's school for writing articles about the
faculty.
Mayberry.
But unfortunately, television is not
ready for such innovative looks at real
people: none of our pilot shows have been
bought by the networks. So it seems, until
John Q. Public "matures", none of the
programs based on life at St. Mary's Law
school will be seen. Here is a brief review
of some of the pilots that didn't quite make
A pastoral Scene
it:
par mik Lexiew
"The Streets of Bill Francisco" - crime
drama featuring Det. Col. William
Francisco and his adventures helping poor The ironing board was piled high
pitiful people in their never ending battle with cole slaw,
against mean corporate defendants. Not a And had been so since my first born
Left when the evening sky looked
family show.
"Charlie's Angels" - a fun-filled sit-com like a bruised thigh.
featuring the humorous escapes of Prof.
Cantu from adoring freshman groupies. My Uncle and I would ply the
narrow mountain trails
Rated G.
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hobbs" - sci-fi- And would be wary of brown bears
adventure series of a friendly, mild-man- hurling diaper pails at the small mammals
nered professor whose brutality only We saw God all around us
surfaces' while writing final examinations. and would often rest and suck
our socks and groan.
Adult entertainment.
"The Unteachables" - a comedy variety
series based upon the study habits of We would munch on kitty
Mr. Black's Sales classes. Rollicking fun litter,
And wait for the lebanese
for the whole family.
"Cannin'" - Consumer reporting on women to come and tune their
study aids most used by senior law saxophones.
students giving oral briefs. Narrated by
The day would soon end and
professors Gilbert and Ziontz.
"The Young and The Restless" - the we would sell our shoes to
continuing Horror program, which follows the otters for trolly fare.
a group of students through a semester
The end.
consisting of countless hours of Agency
and Partnership, Environment/Law, (EDITOR 'S NOTE : Rarely can a publication afford to
Sales, and Professional Responsibility, pass up such material as the above in light of the
Parental discretion advised. May be too competitiveness that we experience in our line of
work, Rarely are professional students afforded such
intensely boring for children.
"The Bionic Burgermeister" - sci-fi show a unique 'opportunity to experience new dimensions in
artistic ingenuity, Rarely is the Witan so hard up for
which exposes how Prof. Leopold can space, We openly invite all of you latent degenerates
possibly understand all that he does about to contribute your creative endeavors to the Wilan for
total student body enjoyme nt. ,You have nothing to
property law.
"Mild Kingdom" - Your Host and lose but your good ,name l('fI iC,h, j ncidentially, can be
spelled backwards) and at least you can say in your
narrator "Marlin" Reuschlein takes the resume that you have been published,)

Half Dead
Pajamas
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By God! I Love La~!
r

Whenever someone calls my name now,
I immediately rise to my feet. It's a
natural reaction after almost three weeks
of law school. The only real problem that I
have is trying to overcome the weak
feeling in my knees and the trembling in
my voice. They ("they" being the
upperclassmen, of course) tell me that it
gets better, that the briefs come easier,
and that the shakes go away. I hope so. I'd
hate to spend the rest of my life wincing
everytime someone addresses me by my
last name.
The other day at lunch someone made
the comment that he had gotten so
neurotic about his studies that he had
begun taking his books into the bathroom
with him, so that he could continue
studying without interrupting his train of
thought. His house mates, afraid that this
would give him an unfair advantage,
promptly removed the bathroom door
from its hinges so that no one could study
"on the sly" and get ahead of anyone else.
I guess we can all take comfort in
knowing that we are not alone, that there
are some two hundred fifteen students in
the freshman class. Besides getting
acquainted with the study of law, we have
the opportunity to know and meet people
from all over the United States - our
class is made up of people from
twenty-eight different states and the
District of Columbia. For those interested
in a little extra-curricular activity, you
might be interested in knowing that the
male/female ratio is 21% women and, of
course 74% male.
Somewhere in the freshman class there
is someone who is really going to throw off
the curve come December. This person is (
walking around with a 696 on his LSAT's.
Or, maybe it's the person wil;h the 3.92
undergraduate G.P.A. Then, there are
some of us who tread the tightrope of
anonymity-the average ones-those of us
who have a 574.78 LSAT score, a 54.22
writing ability score, and an undergraduate G.P.A. of 2.897. We're the ones who
are going to have to sweat out those 70's
in December.
And, what happens if I don't make it?
(God forbid!!) Besides the humiliation of it
all, my whole way of life has changed so
drastically that I don't know if I could ever
read just to the real world after being
here. First of all there is this problem that
I'm starting to have with my vocabulary.
Words that I used to have categorized and
defined in my head have somehow taken
on totally different meanings. I used to
think that consideration was,-kindness
toward my fellow man. It took a course in

by Casey

\ contracts to make me realize that
"consideration" is really the big payoff
that binds an individual to a "contractual
relation". Then there's this other problem
I've been having with foreign words .•..
these trite little Latin phrases come
unbidden into my otherwise normal
manner of speaking.

To top it all off, the other day I sent my
parents a postcard of San Antonio so that
they could get an idea of the area where I
am living. It was a picture of the Alamo
and on the back I wrote: "I'm enjoying San
Antonio, and law school. Here's a picture
of my dorm room. It's not crymodern, but
it's cheap."

Breach of Honor
by Lucinda Julia Garcia
There are many exigent circumstances
that law students have to endure in their
perservance of a law career. Theft should
not have to be one. A female law student
experienced theft of her wallet containing
credit cards, sixteen dollars, and a dri vers
license while at the law library. The time
involved in replacing the credit cards and
drivers license is an unwarranted
inconvenience. The Criminal Law Association experienced theft of its membership
fund either during the time a membership
table was maintained in the law classroom
building or during the time it was stored
in a file box in the SBA office. The time
involved in replacing the money is equally
unwarranted.
What is the solution to such a problem

that exists in a society where the eommon
principle of ownership and respect thereof
is basic to its survival? Should law
students desirous of preventing theft have
alarm systems attached to their purses,
wallets, books, briefcases and lockers?
Should law students have their purses and
wallets permanently attached to their
bodies? The solution is not a simple one,
but I believe a viable solution to prevent
such recurrences of theft can be found in
the Honor Code. When dealing with
lawyers or theives the common principle
of ownership and respect thereof should
be adamently upheld and any unbecoming
behavior resulting thereof should be
admonished.

San Marcos Flash

Student Makes Chili Heat
by Shannon Salyer
Bob Aldrich of the St. Mary's Law
School Chili Team won third place in the
1976 San Marcos Chilympiad Beer
Drinking Contest.
In his qualifying heat Bob was
victorious by over a two second margin.
Then in the championship heat, Bob took
home the third place trophy. Eyewitnesses were in dispute over the judge's
decision and sOII}e thought that "Catfish"
had been robbed. Of course the trophy
was proudly displayed on the chili table.
Bob is second spoon to Grider Hayes on
the Chili Team. The other team members
are Steve Marshall, Mack McMann, Phil
Koren, Shannon Salyer, Earl Stover, Tom
Quirk, Halten Brick and Jim Widener.
Approximately 100 law students visited
the booth to enjoy ' free beans, chili and
beer. Other activities included an
outstanding wet T-shirt contest, an aerial

display by the Texas Confederate Air
Force and the frequent shootouts OVer at
the Piedras Negras Jail.
Among the culinary delights were rattle
snake, pickled quail eggs and fire house
chili.
Tort professor W .P. Francisco
agreed with the name for the law school's
chili which was, "Volente Non Fit Injuria
Chili", or as expressed in English, "he who
consents cannot receive an injury."
The sponsors for the Law School Chili
Team this year were the Student Bar
Association, Phi Delta Phi, Phi Alpha
Delta and Delta Theta Phi. Also, Fatso's
Bar-b-q, 1743 Bandera, graciously
contributed a keg.
The Chilympiad is on the third week in
September every year and always a great
time. Be sure not to miss the party next
year when the chili team returns with a
new and improved recipe for another try
at the chili title.
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Hovv I Spent My SUII1111er Vacation
by Mary Beth Carmady & Kayo Mullins
or firm to whom they could offer their
On or about May 6, 1976, we all trudged
perhaps even the attorney and a member
homeward expecting a well deserved services. What many, in their idealism,
of the House of Representatives or two.
hero's or heroine's welcome for at least
did not realize, was that those worthy
All these photos, it goes without saying
surviving yet another semester's final
attorneys and firms had no great need for
are duly autographed.
exams. Many of the shell-shocked and
the services they might render - especially
These are just a few specimens; there
battle-worn soon woke up, only to find
those of a mere first year student. (After
are many more, with a great variety of
another task at hand - that of finding a
all there is only so much you can do . colorful combinations.
without evidence and civil proceedure,
summer job.
On the brighter side, a clerking job or
. Naturally, all law students (and . right?)
an internship somewhere in the legal
In making the rounds, however, there
especially those who had just survived
world, can be an exciting and valuable
their first year's indoctrination into the
are some interesting observations that
education in office proceedure, client
legal profession) wanted to use their can be made about the different styles
relations and everyday courtroom
attorneys use in practicing law. A great
newly acquired wealth of knowledge. So,
practices. These can only be learned first
soon they were all out pounding the
deal can be learned simply from office
hand. It's amazing what little things can
pavement in search of a worthy attorney decor. To describe just a few: Type A is
be picked up through observations from
the "omniscient sage" who lines his office
the sidelines, little things that can prevent
with law books on every conceivable topic.
a very embarrassing situation when a
He leads the client to believe he has the
young attorney walks into the courtroom,
law at his fingertips, at all times. Type B is
on their own, for the very first time.
(continued from page 3) the
veteran trail attorney - he fills his
few clubs in San Antonio heard about this office with clippings of cases past,
Although that first job in the real world
and retained Long to help avoid legal victories, of course, and hopefully can
of lawyers and judges can be harrowing
confrontations in his business.
leave at least one magazine in the . and confusing at first, with bizarre fact
situations (right out of Mr. Francisco's
To find out what his client could and reception room that makes mention of his
exams, perhaps?) it is also a challenging
could not do, Long talked to the name.
Then there are the political enthusiasts
and dynamic world that brings no greater
Commander of Vice of the San Antonio
satisfaction than when a clients' case is
Police Department. The Commander said - type C. They decorate the office with
resolved favorably, by virture of your
that if the business was run in San pictures of the attorney and the mayor,
the attorney and the Governor, and
legal gymnastics.
Antonio like it was run in Houston, then it
?---'-'W-a-n-t--.....
would be closed down.
Long concluded by saying laws such as
the recent San Antonio ordinance which
To Be
1734 Bandera Road
forbids employees of businesses where
432·9439
performers undress from communicating
Pub lis h ed?
with the patrons are the first step toward
Wr i t e
NOW SERVING BREAKFAST
AND FLOUR TACOS
and oppressive govern-

CLA meets

fatso's bar-b-q

For

Long served as a Lt. Colonel in the Air
Force in W.W.II as a pilot. He retired in
1970 and: Since 1974 'he has been a solo
practitioner in San Antonio.

OPEN 9:00 A.M •• 9:00 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

The

TAVERN IN REAR • OPEN 9 A.M. -

Witan! "

lINK-A-lACO
MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
OPEN 24 HOURS
1902 BANDERA RD. 432-5173

Featuring
HOMEMADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
ON SELECTED ITEMS

12 P.M.

Offers Expires Oct. 26

,-------------------------I
ONE PER CUSTOMER
I

!SANDWICH, SALAD
I
I

& SMALL DRINK

$1 35

$ 20
BEER 1
Pitcher
OR

:

PLUS TAX

!
I
I

:

:_____________ ~.!!~c~~~~ ______ 1
-------------------------~

,

I

ONE PER CUSTOMER

Regular BAR·B·Q PLATE
I

TEA~R ~~!'~~AI
WITH COUPOIll

I

,$1 ?~AX i
I
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From the Placement Office

Hall's Helpful Hints
The following is a list of on-campus
interviews scheduled between now and
semester break:
Oct. 4, US Army .
Oct. 5-6 Exxon. Houston
Oct. 13 SEC
Oct. 26 Peat, Marwick & Mitchell
Nov. 16 Peace Corps
Nov. 18 FBI
Sometime in Nov.-Dec.,
Justice
Department (for honors program)
If you have not already signed up for
the interviews through Oct. 13, it is too
late. Do watch the Placement Board for
additional interviews! Don't be one of

those ·students who saw the notice too
late, or who never saw it but heard about
it through a friend-but too late.
Some students have told me that they
didn't sign up for certain firms because
they had heard the list was already full.
Don't forget our overflow list. If you sign
up in time for us to submit your resume
with the rest of the resumes, you may still
have a chance to interview. Recently a
firm divided up -its interview team to
accommodate our overflow list. Another
firm started early and stayed late. Once
we have mailed in resumes, it is too late to
operate through the Placement

Waler Bailie

Office. Remember, however, you can
always communicate directly with the
firm.
Those of you who have yet put together
a resume-feel free to talk to us in the
Placement Office for ideas, etc. We are
happy to look over resume drafts and
make suggestions. In the end, you decide
how you want to do it. We only make
suggestions.
Please feel free to make suggestions to
us for additions and/or improvements to
our service. We have already gotten some
excellent ideas from students which we
are putting into operation.
Sue Hall

(continued from page 1)

years ago with the knowledge that large
On the state level, the Texas Water
American cities, historically, have grown
Quality Board enforces an order designed
toward the direction of water. The aquifer
to keep things like heavy industrial or
chemical plants and cattle feed lots away
is north of the city, and so is Canyon Lake.
from the aquifer. However, moves this
Medina Lake is to the northwest. Plans for
summer to make the order optional on a
Cibolo Reservoir southeast of San Antonio
county basis came under heavy fire at a
were scrapped several years ago by
developer-dominated city officials who
hearing held in Uvalde. TWQB has yet to
wanted to keep attention focused to the decide whether to make enforcement of its
north.
order more lax.
A rural vs. urban conflict arises
Also, many people feel the placement of
regionally whenever discussion turns to
the large USAA office building in North
surface water development to supplement
San Antonio, rather than downtown, and
the aquifer water supply in the future.
the University of Texas at San Antonio
Who will pay for the reservoir
over the recharge zone itself was
construction? Should it be the urban users
purposeful, to draw residential and
or should the cost be shared by all aquifer
commercial growth into that area and
water users in seven counties?
enhance land values there.
Farmers west of San Antonio depend
The major question in all this is what
heavily upon aquifer water for irrigation
will happen to the aquifer water supply if
it is exposed to urban storm water runoff?
and will be even more depend as food and
fiber costs rise, making irrigation more
Federal studies have shown urban runoff
profitable. Since the water generally flows
to have high pollution potential, virtually
westward toward San Antonio, the
the same as raw sewage.
farmers feel they have first rights, and
A major confrontation occurred early in
surface water should be paid for by San
1976 when zoning was requested for a
Antonians.
large mall over the recharge zone. The
However, regional share-cost advocates
zoning was made controversial by the
point out that "we all drink out of the
Aquifer Protection Agency, a privately
organized group, who forced City Council
same trough," and that some plan should
be implemented so one segment,
to take the zoning matter to city voters. In
urbanites for instance, will not be
a referendum which saw a surprisingly
burdened with the total cost of surface
high voter turnout, San Antonians
overwhelmingly told council it wanted no
water development. This problem is a long
way from a solution.
chances taken with the water supply.
As a result of the mall controversy, City
Nationally, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency is getting into the act.
Council has hired the prestigious Boston
consultant firm of Metcalf & Eddy to
Under the Safe Water Drinking Act of
study the aquifer and recommend zoning
1974, EPA has designated the Edwards as
designed to protect adequately the water the sole water source for San Antonio and
supply. The report is due in about one the surrounding area.
year.
Under the designation, EPA now is

writing guidelines under which they can
judge building projects over the aquifer
which are aided in any way by federal
funds or loans, including home loans from
FHA or VA. If such projects or subdivisions are deemed hazardous to the
aquifer, EPA can axe the federal aid.
The measuring stick EPA intends to use
in such circumstances is to make sure the
possible pollution danger they are
studying does not pollute the water to the
point it will require additional treatment.
Currently, the water is so clean, the
City of San Antonio only lightly
chlorinates the water supply before
pumping it into homes.
However, the government entity which
sees the most of the battle is City
which eventually must decide by
what it will allow over the aquifer.
Even now, councilmen are trying to
come up with interim zoning standards for
the aquifer while the consultant study is
going on. It is a hot issue politically. Many
councilmen feel they cannot lose the
support of the business community which
has a vested interest in development over
. the aquifer and, for them, the decisions
are tough.
In summary, it seems the battle over
the Edwards aquifer is part of man's
larger war with Nature. The final
question, and it is a question of survival, is
whether man will continue to threaten the
natural existence of his environment by
bending and shaping it to his ideals and for
profit. Or can there be a truce where man
will provide Nature the room she needs to
continue delivering her gift to us. -in the
case of the Edward - sparking, clean and
healthy water?

IN 'MEMORIAM
The Witan would like to pay tribute to
Mrs. Patricia L. Scott who died October 9,
1976. She was the wife of Professor
Wayne Scott. They were married August
, 27, 1960 after Professor Scott had
completed his first year in law school.
Mrs. Scott graduated from North Texas
with a B.A. in Interior Decorating. She
was a member of the American
Association of Interior Decorators, Alpha
Lambda Delta and the Mary Arden Honor

Society. She was also a member of the law
wives auxiliary in Waco.
V{;hen the Scotts came to St. Mary's in
1971, Mrs. Scott ,b rought with her a deep
understanding of the problems and
rewards experienced by those aspiring to
the profession of law. She shared the
wisdom ' of this understanding by
interacting with the students, helping
them with their individual problems and

by GeriMery

listening when necessary.
Her friendship , will be remembered by
many.
We are saddened by the death of Mrs.
Scott and extend our sincere sympathy to .
Professor Scott and their three children.
The Witan extends condolences to
, Professor Orville Walker and iUs family
for the death of his son, Jack Walker.
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I~Got Dem Ole Can't Lose'Those ,Voter's

Rights Blues Again, Ma"
by Raymond A. Desmone and Tony Chauveaux
The City of San Antonio is at a political
crossroad occasioned by the impact of
recent rulings of the United States
Department of Justice on the city's 1972
~nexations" effects on the voting
_
ength of racial and language minorities.
In December, 1972, San Antonio
annexed some 65 square miles of land
lying to the northwest and southwest of
the city, and in the general vicinity of the
Medical Center and Lackland Air Force
Base. The annexations in question were
accomplished under the ', Municipal
Annexation Act (Art. 970a, § 7B VATS).
Since 70% f)f the population of the
annex~d areas is Anglo-American, the
Justice Dept. has determined that the
annexations will have the effect of diluting
the voting strength of Mexican-Americans, blacks, and other minorities.
Accordingly, the Justice Dept. has
objected to 13 of the 22 annexations
submitted to the ~ttorney General for
review.
The basis of the objections is Section 5
of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, as
amended (42 USC 1973c). Section 5 was
enacted in September of 1975, and is ,
retroactive to November 1, 1972. Under
Section 5, any change in voter
composition, election procedure, or voter
qualification occurring after November 1,

1972, which has a discriminatory purpose
or effect on minority voters, is invalid.
Attorney General Edward H. Levi has
concluded that while the annexations do
not purposefully dilute minority voting
rights, they do have the proscribed effect.
The reason 'for this conclusion, as set out
in a letter from the Justice Dept. to City
Attorney James M. Parker, is the
deviation in population caused by the
annexations. According to the Justice
Dept., in November, 1972, the effective
date of Section 5, the population of San
Antonio was 53.1% Mexican-American,
38% Anglo-American, and 8.8% Black and
other races. The addition of the annexed
areas changes San Antonio's population to
51.1 % Mexican-American, 40.4% AngloAmerican, and 8.5% Black and other
minorities. While Mexican-Americans are
still in the majority, their population has
been proportionaUy decreased, while the
annexations havfil increased the Anglo
population.
San Antonio currently elects its 9
member City Council on an at-large basis.
Under the at-large method, each voter
casts 9 votes: 1 for each of the 8 council
members, and 1 for mayor. Th& Justice
Dept. has ruled that the at-large, majority
vote system, coupled with the increase in
Anglo voters which the 13 objected to

annexations would create, abridges the
ethnic-racial bloc voting power of San
Antonio's minority voters. According to
Bill Crane, Professor of Political Science
at St. Mary's University, the practical
result of the Justice Dept's. ruling is that
San Antonio cannot hold valid municipal
elections. This means that until the
Justice Dept. is satisfied that the
annexations will not have the effect of
diluting ,minority voting strength, there
can be no charter revisions, no bond
issues, ' and no council elections.
The city now has 2 choices in resolving
its dilemma. It may either adopt a system
of single member election districts, or sue
the Dept. of Justice. On October 12, 1976,
the City Council held a public hearing on
the adoption of single member council
districts.
At the hearing, 2 single member plans
were debated. The more popular of the 2
plans is the 10-1 plan, which provides for
council members to be elected in
individual geographical districts, while
the mayor is elected at-large. Under the
8-2-1 plan, 8 council members would be
elected from individual geographical
dist~icts, while 2 members and the mayor
would be elected at-large. A majority of
the City Council and those voicing their
(Continued on page 15)
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Annually, we at St. Mary's join many others in celebrating the opening of the
Michelmass Term, which is still recognized in English common law. The Red Mass is a gala
event and has garnered a well deserved reputation, due in no small respect to the
auspicious efforts of Dean Reuschlein. It is a commemorable:evening, combining serious
reflections on law, religion and man's relation thereto. No one denigrates the ceremony, it
being truly embellished as part of the St. Mary's tradition. Yet, it is difficult to
disenfranchise the Mass from the reception that follows. Both are necessary parts of the
whole and the reception and the events that ensue, have too garnered for the most part a
favorable reputation.
Many individuals are misguided in assuming that last week's reception suffered because
of the absence of liquor, although that factor definitely had its toll. The weather factor, the
weekend factor, the debate and Ali-Norton factors and God forbid, even high school
football have all been singled out as possible elements, combing to produce an erosion of
attendance. But what really bothers me is that the morale of the student body, by all
indications, has suffered.
That is to say, because of past Red Masses, the first year class especially was expecting a
magnificent social event. This did not come to pass and in all candidness, in the setting of
such a ceremony, perhaps it shouldn't have. But ope observation remains. The Red Mass
evening in the past had provided the law students with the SINGULAR soc.ial event of
the year, that was truly their own. At no other time does the law school bring the students,
faculty and administration together for an evening of just plain non-academic interaction.
The idea of putting on a coat and tie, bringing your girlfriend, boyfriend or spouse along,
having a few drinks and conversing face to face with your professors is not to be taken .
lightly. I'm serious about this. The law school must foster at least one such social event
each year and there really isn't any reason why it can't. Without debating over the alleged
prohibitive cost of such an endeavor, a contention which seems less thiJ.::. well founded due
to the ever increasing tuition costs, other avenues could be followed in effectuating the
holding of suchan event. The Student Bar Association, responsible for persuading the
administration in desegregating the reception last Friday night, could have been utilized
weeks ago in an effort to solicit needed and ostensibly desired input as to reasonable
alternatives that perhaps could have been followed.
As aforementioned, perhaps Red Mass is not the time or place for such a social
gathering and I respect the viewpoints of those who -feel this way. Moreover, I might add
that these remarks are in no way intended to disparage the reception which was held. It's '
just that while the tradition of the Red Mass must remain inviolate, the students deserve,
even at an additional cost, the opportunity to relax in the right atmosphere, dress to the
teeth, have a few drinks, bring along a friend or spo'use, meet cordially with faculty and
administrators, and have an opportunity to truly attempt to impress one another,with each
of our individual flare and wit, a quality attorneys are always epcouraged to foster.

Witan
Editorials

Also, in this edition you will find a questionaire pertaining to the law school curriculum.
The Curriculum Committee of the SBA wishes to afford each student an opportunity to
speak out and register his/ her viewpoints as to needed curriculum, class rescheduling or
other pertinent changes. General comments and criticisms are invited. Please tear out the
form and deposit it in the receptacle provided in the classroom building. Such student input
will provide the committee with the necessary perspective it needs in both making its
recommendations and lobbying for their implementation.
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Witan Endorses
Carter Candidacy
WITAN endorses Governor Jimmy
Carter for election to the Presidency on
November 2nd.
We believe that the relationship
between people and their government has
deteriorated significantly during the
Nixon/ Ford administrations. This loss of
trust and confidence in government was
noted by Senator Walter Mondale earlier
this month in remarks he made at the
University of Missouri School of Law
where he t old the audience of future
lawyers that "(a)n appalling number of our
colleagues have been responsible for
official lawlessness in America - and (for)
profound destruction of public trust
which still threatens our nation's future."
Although there are other important issues
that support an endorsement of the
Carter/ Mondale ticket, the pardon of
Richard Nixon by the incumbent
President prior to judicial process should
concern all lawyers and future lawyers,
and WIT AN
considers this
fact
particularly pertinent, regardless of its
political impact.
The past eight years of Republican
leadership has led this nation to deficits in
our budget that are greater than the
combined deficits of the past 200 years.
Combined with depression-level unemployment (nearly 10 million persons,
and upwards of 40% in minority groups)
and unprecedented peacetime inflation,
'-our economic well-being is precarious at
Wbest. We have become a nation that
promotes welfare over jobs, and at great
expense to the taxpayer. For everyone
million persons unemployed, we pay $3
billion in unemployment compensation
and $2 billion in welfare and related costs,
and lose $14 billion in tax revenue. A
return to full employment will not only
eliminate these monetary costs, but will
reduce the human waste that is the result
of the policies that have been followed by
the Nixon/ Ford administrations.
These reasons for our endorsement are
sufficient, but there are others. The time
has come for leadership. We must bring an
end to the Ford doctrine which concedes
that every human problem is beyond ,our
control. With this hope, we recall the
admonition of President John Kennedy
who said, "(i)f a free society cannot help
the many who are poor, it cannot save the
few who are rich." That ideal must live on.
We encourage you to vote for Governor
Carter and Senator Mondale on November
2nd.
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Dean's Desk
The School is happy to report that 93
graduates of this School of Law took the
July Bar Examination, and that there
were only three failures, which included
one repeat. This means that approximately 96.7% of those who took the July
Bar Examination are now licensed
attorneys. We take this occasion to
congratulate this group of very I;lxcellent
graduates from this School of Law.
SUMMER GRADES FOR INCOMING
JUNE BEGINNING LAW STUDENTS
The letter grade equivalents for our
numerical grades are as follows: 86-100A;

by Dean Raba

78-85 B; 70-77 C;60-69 D and under 60,
Failure (never graded below 55% even
though the examinee might score well
under 55%.)
The overall grade point average in the
courses in Torts and Contracts during the
first and second semester are as follows:
Mr. Francisco, Torts I - 73.4% Mr. J.
Anderson, Torts II - 74.4%; Dr. Yao,
Contracts I - 73.3%; Mr. Cantu, Contracts
II - 76.6%. The overall grade point
average varied very little amongst the
four professors who taught the beginning
classes attended by , from 55 to 53
(Continued On Page 16)

To Write or Not To Write
By Denny Callahan
Nevertheless, the reward which undoubtIn 'the last few weeks much talk has
edly lures most students into the journal
surfaced concerning the operation and
is the belief in the benefits bestowed by
justification of the Law Journal
Law Journal experience, and the effect it
experience. The majority of the discussion
has on future employment.
has centered on the motivations of those
people known as candidates, members,
In evaluating these intangible rewards,
and associate editors who toil in the
the student must necessarily ask himself
service of the journal for whatever
whether or not the Law Journal
rewards it may have to offer.
experience will aid him in obtaining the
The journal is a volunteer organization
type job desired. Whereas journal
composed of any person in the top 20% of
experience is indispensable for judicial
his class after the first or second semester
clerks hips and positions with certain
of law school. In addition, any law student
firms, it may be superfluous if one's father
with at least a 72,average may petition to
has a position waiting in an already
join by entering a writing competition at
'
established. firm.
the beginning of each semester. Each
The most significant observation that
writer is required to write two major
should be made on this question of the
works known as a case note and a
Journal's relative value is that the
comment in addition to the research and
decision
is a purely personal one. The
cite checking duties required of all staff
proper question is not whether the Law
candidates and members. Although the
Journal is worth the effort, but rather
amount of Law Journal work is not of
whether ' the rewards of Law Journal
itself overbearing, when added to the
experience are worth the personal and
regular class load, it is anything but easy.
social sacrifices required of each
The resultant pressures and frustrations
individual person under the current
inevitably lead most writers to ask
circumstances in which he finds himself.
themselves whether or not the sacrifice is
worth the reward. However, before one
Many people apparently answer this
can answer that question, he must
question in the negative. Of the 45 people
determine what the rewards actually are.
signed up to write case notes at the
In terms of school, a writer receives one
beginning of this semester, only 25
hour credit per semester upon completion
actually submitted a final copy for board
of all required work. Don't be deceived
selections. The people who can justify the
however; this hour still costs the requisite
experience, as evidenced by completion of
$80.00, and the grade received does little
both writing requirements, obviously
to alleviate one's otherwise sagging
believe that the benefits outweigh the
average.
detriments. Unfortunately, this belief is
Another valid consideration is the time
no more than a "leap of faith" since no one
required for journal work and how it
will be able to assess the actual value with
affects one's class standing. It becomes any certainty until after graduation when
necessary to determine which measure of both the practical benefits of increased
one's abilities prospective employers will skills and the desired benefits of better
value most highly, grades or journal. job offers are found to be fact or fiction.
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Members of the Women's Law Association are shown mingling with the law school faculty and administrative staff mem~ers at the
recent WLA reception in the facdlty lounge.
(Photo by Mike

S.B.A. Questionaire
Please feel free to attach other sheets to fully explicate your position in
these matters.
.
If you are interested in working with the Curriculum Committee, please
provide us with your name and phone number.
(All responses to this questionnaire should be deposited in the recepticle
during the week of Nov. 1-5.)
1. Are you satisfied with the present course offerings?

Yes

No

Yes
3. Would you be in favor of the implementation of a trial advocacy course? 0

No
0

2. If not, in what areas would you like to see changes made?

4. Would you be in favor of the expansion of the criminal law/ procedure area?

5. Are there any current courses you find to be of no value? If so, please list.

o

o

Yes

No '

o

o

Yes

No

o

o

6. Are there any courses listed in the official St. Mary's University School of '
Law catalogue that are not being currently taught that you wish ::'ere? If so, Yes
please list.
0

No
0

Yes

No

Yes

No

7. Would you be in favor of a teacher evaluation program?

8. Are you satisfied with the present class/ final scheduling?

o

o

o

o
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The Boys of Autumn

•

by David E. Chamberlain
There is a little more to law school
. society' than one sees in the library or at
Smuggler's Inn. Not knowing this, it was
with some trepidation that this reporter
took the Intramural Football assignment.
On October 17 the Intramural Department wrapped up another season of
regular football play.
I attended a few of those games and can
attest to the fact that some of our
compadres do not use Sunday as a day of
rest. It would not be imprudent to say that
the law students involved in the
Intramural football program do take those
Sundays fairly seriously. Tensions usually
run high and the games are played with all
due eagerness.
Last year's Intramural football chamwere the "Shysters"- a rather '
composition of second and third
year law students. This year, the
"Shysters" have rolled along to another
playoff position with the championship yet
to be decided.
"The "Shysters", champions of the gold
division, compiled a 3-0-1 mark for the
regular season. In their first game they
took a rather unimpressive victory over
Rho Chi, 6-0. The second game was
equally uni~pressive with both the
"Shysters" and their opponent Sig Ep
playing to a 0-0 tie. But things began to
fall together when the "home team"
mounted a 28-0 victory over Tau Delta.
Some of the best sandlot I have ever seen.
Undoubtedly, the most valuable player of
the game was Jack Fuini who caught
~hree touchdown passes, converted for the
-extra point, and caught a fourth pass on
the one foot line. But upon sober second
thought, I have never seen a game won by
one person including this one. And in the
fourth battle that won the war, John
Primomo caught a Scott Breen pass while
Gary Hutton ran back an interception to
give the Shysters 'a 12-0 victory over
another law school team, "Learned Hand".
It should be noted that the "Shyster"
defense demurred successfully throughout the season and did not let any
opponent score a point.
While it should remain undoubted that
most 'of those who show up to play on
Sundays either enjoy football or need the
chance to get away from the books for a
while, there remains much more to be
experienced than just the competitive
sport. After one observes these games a
couple of times, it seems fair to conclude
that these guys are more than colleagues
attending the same educational institution. They are friends.
.
The playoffs are scheduled to begin on
Sunday, October 24 at 1 p.m.

St. Mary's Law School moot court winners (L to R) Patty Wueste, Donald Bayne, and
. Tricia.McNair will journey to Tulsa, Oklahoma on October 28 for the regional moot court
competition.
.
(Photo by Mike Sadler.)

Student's Represent
St.
Mary's
By
' .
Jim ~eifert

Donald Bayne, Tricia NcNair, · and
Patricia Wueste will represent St. Mary's
Law School at the regional moot court
finals. in Tulsa on October 28-30. The
problem in security regulation will be
argued in a double elimination round of
th~ tournament sponsored by the Tulsa
Bar Association.
At the finals at St. Mary's on October 1,
Bayne and McNair won for oral
presentation and Wueste and Bayne tied
for best brief. The twenty . individuals
competing argued four times. The finals,
argued by the top four competitors were
judged by Federal Judge Adrian Spears,
Texas District Judge Franklin Spears,
and attorneys Hubert Green and John
Fitsch.
National finals will be held December
13, 14, and 15, sponsored by the
Association of the Bar of the City of New

York.
St. Mary's Mock Trial competition will
be participated in by a record thirty-eight
. teams from November 3 to the final on
November 12. The competition will be
single elimination due to the large number
of competitors. The winning team wil? be
part of the two three member teams that
will represent St. Mary's in the Houston
regional competition next spring. The
other four will be chosen from the eight
teams making the quarter-finals.
Mock trial competition will concern a
federal criminal problem; the defendant is
a jail guard accused of aiding and
abbetting the escape of a prisoner.
. The competitions are run by Moot Court
Board chairman John Stempfle, and
members Ken Link, Preston Silvernail,
Tim O'Shaughnessy, Larry Dale, Jan
Fisher, and Tom Hallstead.

Addendum to "Old San Anne Tone"
by R.K. Hurrington
In the last issue of the WIT AN two
errors were made:the WITAN spelled my
name wrong, it is HURRINGTON; and I
omitted some citizens who should not go
unmentioned.
There exists in OSAT a group of
citizens more prevalent than school
crossings and more treacherous than
railroad crossings. This group should be
honored by the OSAT City Counsel.
Counsel person Phil Pyndus has
suggested two plans of representation on
the city council; eight members from
districts and a mayor elected at large; or

eight members from district and the
mayor and two more members from at
large. I submit that the second plan is
best, for it will afford the heretofore
forgotten group or' OSAT citizens equal
representation. The two council persons
representing this group should be voted
on at large because this socio-economic
group lives all over the berg and its
inhabitants far outnumber any district
which can be proposed by at least
two-to-one. This group of unheralded
citizenery is the family MEPHITIS,
commonly referred to by each other as
"Polecat" or "Skunk".
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S.B.A. Update
by John Cornyn
The virtues of communication between
administration and students are often
extolled. Its benefits are so often repeated
it has become a trite, meaningless
incantation. But the symptoms of its
absence are obvious at our law
school; student frustration and discontent
have run rampant.
Students want to know why we don't
have more clinical programs, why we can't
hire more faculty, why we can't offer more
courses, why we can't have a student-run
legal services program, why we don't have
more office space for student organizations and why we can't have this and that.
It is painfully obvious that insufficient
funds is the answer. But this answer just
spawn more questions. Why, when our
tuition is raised, do we notice only a
negligible increase in student services?
Why, when our individual financial
contribution to St. Mary's University is
proportionately greater than an undergraduate's, does our Law School Student
Senate receive only a fraction of the
funding the ' undergraduate student
government receives? How much of the
(Continued On Page 8)

The Witan openly solicits contnDutions from the law school student body and faculty,
and in spite of the suggestion made by the photograph above, the publication is not
controlled by a group of underground degenerates. Anyone wishing to contribute
articles. solicit advertising, edit copy or help with proof reading and layout are urged to
contact any member of the Witan Staff. Editorial Board members pictured above, are:
(Seated L to R) Tony Chauveaux, Kayo Mullins, Geri Men; (Standing) Lucy Garcia,
Denny Callahan, Mac Secrest, and Bill Crow.
(Photo by Mike Sadler.)

To C,a tch a Thief

by Mary Beth Carmody
12
at
Last Tuesday,
October
approximately 1:15 p.m., two Memorial
high school students were caught leaving
the law library after having lifted the
wallets of two female law students. The
thieves were nabbed through the astute
observation of one of the victims, due
partly to the fact that the library was
deserted at the time.
The victim, who prefers to remain
anonymous, was studying near the
copymatic (the old xerox machine), having
left her books and purse in a
glass-enclosed carrel nearby. She noticed
the two high school students hovering in
the stacks and shortly thereafter saw
them enter one of the small windowless
study-rooms. Returning to her own carrel
she noticed the door was open and as she
had closed it when she left, she checked
her purse and found her wallet missing.
She immediately notified the library staff,
which gave chase and stopped the
students near the University Center.
The students, who showed fake LD.
cards, soon crumbled under questions and
admitted to taking the two wallets. One of
the youths asked the student, "If I give
you all the money I have on me, will you
drop it?" After she turned down the
"offer", the youths were taken to security
and then Brother Denton's (the Dean of

Students) office, where they were again
questioned.
The youths confessed to having been on
campus before and even admitted to
having tried to organize other Memorial
students to come to St. Mary's to steal.
The others "chickened out."

Along with the money from the wallets,
some equipment from the undergraduate
biology lab was also found in their
possession. They had visited the biology
lab. and told a professor that they were
senior high school students doing a
project. The professor showed them
around and they proceeded to rip-off the
equipment . .
Brother Denton then called the San
Antonio Police Department. Two officers
from the juvenile division were sent
because the youths were minors.
Statements were taken and the youths
were taken downtown and booked. Later
they were released to their parent's
custody.
If anyone else has lost a wallet and
would like further information they can
contact the juvenile division of the San
Antonio Police Department.
There have been other incidents at St.
Mary's in recent weeks. One involved
another Memorial student who was
caught outside of a women's dormitory at

1 a.m. on a Friday night looking in
windows. After he was caught and
questioned, his parents were called and he
was released to their custody. Brother
Denton has contacted the principal of
Memorial and hopes that he will take some
preventive action.
In another incident, a watch was stolen
from a law student in the C.E.C. while the
student was practicing Karate with a
friend, the thief watched from near the
table upon which the student had left his
watch. When they finished practice, the
watch was gone. The students pursued &
apprehended the robber in the court yard.
However when they tried to question him,
he reached threateningly inside his coat.
Discretion rreing the better part of valor,
the students retreated, and the thief
escaped across the courtyard.
It seems from all these incidents in the
last few weeks, that St. Mary's appears to
be easy pickin's for the hoodlums in the
area. There is only one way to combat the
problem and that is for all of us to be more
diligent in protecting our proP!"lrty.
Thus, the moral of the story: IF you do
see someone who looks like he doesn't
belong here-ask for an LD. card or call
security. If you don't like these
alternatives, stop and mention it to
someone in authority: (library staff,
professor, etc.)
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Letter to the Editor

To the Editor:

by Victor Negron
The legal profession is one of the great
Victor Negron and Lucinda Julia Garcia.
We want to thank the students, faculty
vocations recognized by organized society
The students participating in the program
and staff of St. Mary's for all the kindness
and one which places great demands on
are Mark Miller. Pablo Bustamente. Ann
shown and for the tributes to our wife and
those who would be its practitioners.
Brandenburger. Miguel Rodriguez. Joe
mother.
Service both public and private. is its key
Casseb. Linda Lampe. Robert Brame.
Elma Salinas. Mary Anne Oakley. John
note. It is in preparation for the legal
L. Wayne Scott
profession that we as members of the SBA
Guerra. Tony Hajek. Kelly Slade and Ron
Kelly, Leonard. and Brad.
Schmidt.
High School Mock Trial Program pursue
this goal of service to the community. Our
primary goal is to serve as some benefit to
the community through the introduction
of students to some aspects of our judicial
by Pat Kennedy
system.
in deepening their appreciation of the law
The Thomas More Legal Association
Specifically, the program is directed at
beyond the immediate scope of the
was rechartered and revitalized this
area high school senior government and
classroom. The group will attempt to
month at a meeting attended by about 30
civics students. A presentation is made by
assist any student wishing to engage in
students, Dean Raba, Dean Reuschlein,
two law students, one representing
any
legal-related activities beneficial to
Fr.
John
Leyes
and
the
group's
..aaintiffs counsel and one representing
St. Mary's or the legal community at
moderator. Prof. Vince Taylor.
1.
fendant's counsel. A judge, defendant,
large.
The Association's stated purpose is "to
plaintiff, and one or more juries by twelve
The President of St. Mary's University,
foster the intellectual growth of law
students each are chosen from the classes.
Fr. James Young,will be' the first lecturer
stUdents primarily through the study of
A fact situation is given, a tort action for
philosophy, history and literature in
featured by the Association. His
assault and battery, and the various steps
relation to the law and legal profession, by
November topic will be "A General
of a trial are explained as the trial
sponsoring seminars and group discussion
Introduction to the Philosophy of Law."
progresses. It is our intention that the
with scholars, jurists and other members
students learn through participation.
For more information contact Pat
of the professional and academic
Response from the various schools is
Kennedy, Paula Yukna, Carter Crook,
communities." It is designed to encourage
enthusiastic and encouraging.
Prof. Taylor or Dean Reuschlein.
members and all other students interested
This year the program is coordinated by

Legal Association Rechartered

fatso's bar-b-q

UNIVERSITY

1734 Bandera Road
432·9439

DRUGS

NOW SERVING BREAKFAST
AND FLOUR TACOS

2250 Cincinnati at Bandera

OPEN 9:00 A.M •• 9:00 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
TAVERN IN REAR • OPEN 9 A.M. - 12 P.M.
1 A.M. ON SATURDAY

Offer Expires Nov. 26th
,-------------------------I
ONE PER CUSTOMER
1

!SANDWICH, SALAD
& SMALL DRINK
$ 20

$1 35

I

I

OR

:I

BEER

1

PLUS TAX

!
1

I

Pitcher

!
I

1_____________ ~~I~.-'~~~N_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
.-------------------------~

:

ONE PER CUSTOMER

I

: Regular BAR·B·Q PLATE

:

I

1

iL_________________________
ITEA ~R !~!c~~AI $1 ?~AX i
J
WITH COUPON

COMPLETE
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
·SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• PRESCRIPTIONS Mon.- Sat./ 8am-9p: (1
• DRUG NEEDS
• COSMETICS
Sunday/ lOam- 6pm
• LUNCHES
Phone: 432-7866 for FREE dorm delivery
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S.B.A. Update
(Continued From Pllge 6)
money that the law school puts into St.
Mary's University does it get "ack? The
answer to this last question, I submit, is
not nearly e~:
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This last answer leads us to the crux of
the problem and a final question. To what
extent is the law school supporting the
University, with resulting lack of funds
with which . to finance constructive
programs at our law school?
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Announces Writers
Th; Law Journal has announced
those writers who will be published in
the Spring Journal. Those writing
comments are Suzie Barrows, Gail
Dalrymple, John Hunt, Connie Leonis
and Bill Luttrell.
The Symposium writers to be
published are Pat Swanson, Becky
Gregory, Scotty McQuarrie, Bill Crow,
and Robin Dwyer.
Case note writers to be published are
Steve Golden, Pat Kennedy, Barry
Hichings, John Bell, Larry Haye~,
David Chamberlain, . Rich Roberson,
Pat . Strong, Ted Hake and John
Vought.
..)
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We as Law students have for too long
assumed im adversary relationship with
the law faculty' and administration. While
some differences inevitably will remain,
we do ourselves a disservice by blaming
the administration of the law school for all
our problems. First, they aren't to blame
for the lack of funds alloted the law school
and second, . this approach diverts our
attention from the true source of many of
our money-caused woes. In due time the
responsible parties will have the
opportunity to explain why the law school
'is short-changed.
In the interim law students will be
encouraged to know that the law school
.. administration and faculty have battled.
long and hard in our behalf against this
increasingly parasitic trend. The only
problem was that nobody knew about it. It
is my hope that the administration will
continue to demonstrate their willingness
to talk to us and tell us where some of the
answers to our common problems lie.
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ROIERTS

0'

For Juci9. , Court
Crilfti".1 App•• r., ".e. 2
IU"upit.d T.rlft) .
(P.t. Juel. Cod. d. Apel.cio"u Crimi".1 •• ,
luq.r 2, Termino In•• pir.do'

J..

W . T. PHIlliPS

For Stolt. 5.1'1.10', District It
,P.r. San.do, d.1 E,_.do, Oid,ito No. 19)

For St.t. S.".tor, District 19
(P.r. S.".dor d.1 E.t.do,. Dill,ito No. It 1

~

... .

ROt.4ULO A. t.4UNGUIA

GLENN. H. KOTHt.4ANN

For St.t. R.pr.s.nt.th.... Oi.trict 45
'P.r. R.pr •••,..tent. d.1 Est.do, Dist,ito No. 45)
DON RAINS

~

.

('.r.

Fo, St.t. R.pr••• nt.tiv., District 51-A
R.pr.sent.nt. d.I EIf.do, Oist,ito No. 57·A)
FRANK t.4ADLA

For Stolt. R.pr••• nt.tiv., Ditt,ict 57·'

For St.t••• ".Mftfam-., DWrict 57-'
IP.,a leptll ......nt. eI.& Ed.do, ~a. H• •t.7_.)
WARREN HARRISON

tP.,. R.pr.s.nt."t. d.I Est.do, Oittrito No. 57.1)
FRANK t.4. TEJEDA

For St.t. R.pruent.tive, District I7·C
IP.r. R.Dr ••• "t."t. d.1 ht.do, Dilf,ito No. 57·C)
AL IROWN

_I

Po, St.t. R.p'.M"t.tiv., Oilf,ict 57·0
,P.r. R.p, ••• nt.nt.
RON IIRD

E.t.do. Di.ftito No. 57. 0)

•

Fo, Stolt. Rflpf. ~ .nt.tiv. , Dist,ict 57·E
.
".r. R.pr••• "t.nt. d.1 Est.do, O..trito No. 57·E)
.LOU NELLE SUTTON

I ~;:r!t.::p!::~~:~:.t~:i' ~:.i:,t ~!.!ito
I

For Stolt. R.pr••• nt.tiv., · Di.trict 57·6
,P.,. R.pr••• nt.n'. d.1 Est.do, Di.ftito No. 57·G)
AIRAHAt.4 D. "AlE" RIIAK

Fo, Stolt.. R.pru."t.tive, District 57· H
(P.r. R.pr••• nt.nt. doll E,t.do, Distrito No. 57.HI
DON CARTWRIGHT

Ho. 57.F)

JAt.4ES R. NOWLIN

For St.t. R.pr.sent.tiv., District 57.&
(P.,. R.pr••• nt."t. del Est.do, Dimito Ho. 57·6)

I!

JOHN t.4. O'CONNELL

Fo, St... R.pr...nt.tiv., District 17.H
IP.,. R.pr ••• nt.nt. doll E.t.do, Di."ito No. 57·H)
OLIVIA GARZA

For Stolt. R.pr.Mnt.tiv. , Oi.trict 57·1
(P.ra R.p,••en'.nt. d.1 Est.do, Distrito No. 57·1)

101 .. ...

R. L. " 101" VALE

" The constitutional amendment authorizing an incnase of $400 Million in the
amount of Texas Water Development Bonds that may be issued on approval of
two-thirds of the legislature; amending and consolidating provisions of Section
49-c, .fo9-d and 49-d-1 of Article III of the Texas Constitution; and repnlinc
Sections 49-d and 49-d-1 of Article III of the Texas Constitution."

JOE L. HERNANDEZ

Fo, Stolt. R.p,••• nt.tiv •. Di,trict 57-K
IP.r. R.pr.s.ntAnt. doll E,tado. Di.hito No. 57-K)
t.4ATT GARCIA

t.4RS. PETE "YOLANDA" TORRES

Fo, M.mb.r. St.t. Bo.rd of Education, Dist,ict 21
(Pa,. Mi.mbro, Junt. d. Insfruccion Public. doll
Estado, Oistrito 21)
Jlt.4t.4Y L. ELROD

~

r

For M.mb.r, St.t. lo.rd of Educetion. Di.trict · 20
(P.r. ~i.mb,o , Jun'. d. In,trueeion Publica d.1
E.t.do, Didrito 20)
t.4IKE PAGONIS

For ~.mb.r , Stolt. Bo.rd of Educ.tion, District 21
(P.,. Mi.mbro. Junt. d. Inltruceion Publiu doll
Est.do, Oirtrito 21 J
H. DELL FOSTER

Fo, Anoci.t. Justice. Court of Civil Appe.I •.
District 4
(P.r. Juet Alociado, Corte d. Apel.cion•• Civil."
Distrito No. 4)
FRED V. KLlNGEt.4AN

S~EARS

JAt.4ES COLLINS "J lt.4" ONION

For Di,trict Judg., Illst Judici.l District
IP;,tE~uS~:~N~Wito, Di~trito Judiei.l No. Ill)
For Di,trict Judg., l66th Judicial District
(Par. JU.1: doll Distrito, Oistrito Judiei.l No. 166)
t.4ICHAEL CURRY

For District Judg., 175th Judici.1 Di.trict
(Par. Juez doll Distrito. Di,hito Judici.l No. 175)
PRESTON DIAL

For Judg., County Court-At·l.w No. ~
(P.r. Juez d. I. Cort. d. l.y d.1 Cond.do No.6)
T. ARt.40UR BALL

For County Cl.rk (Un •• pir.d T.rml
(P.r. S.cr.t.rio d.1 Condado, T.,mino In•• pirado)

W . B. "BILL" HAUCK

For County T.. An.nor.ColI.ctor
(P.r. A•• sor·Coleetor ~. 'mpu.dol d.1 Cond.dol
DORIS BLAKEt.4AN

For County Comminion.r, P,.c.inct I
(P.ra Comision.do d.1 Condado, Pr.dnto No. I)
ALBERT G. BUSTAt.4ANTE

For County Comminion.r, Pr.cinct 1
(P.r. Comision.do d.1 Cond.do, Precinto No. 11
BILL FINCK

FOR

"A constitutional amendment to increase from $100 million to $200 million the
amount of Trias Water Development Bonds that may be issued for water quality
enhancement purposes."

~

Z

A FAVOR DE
AGAINST
EN CONTRA

,

VOTO EN AUSENCIA

ROBERT D. GREEN

For Sh.,iff
(P.r. Sh.rif.)

BEN B. SHAW

AMENDMENT NO. 2

EN CONTRA

The General Election will be held on Tuesday, November 2, 1976. PoB. win open at 7:00 A.M. and remain open
until 7:00 P.M. Any voter in line at 7:00 P.M. is entitled to vote. There are 268 voting precincts in Bexar County.
Consult your local newspaper for the polling place in your precinct.
Not all of the candidates listed will appear on your Ballot. Candidates for U .S. Representative, State Senator.
State Representative. State Board of Educalion, County Commissioner, Justice of the Peace and Constable are
elected by Districts or Precincts. You may vote for only those candidates in whose districts you reside.
Absentee voting will begin Wednesday, October 13, 1976 and will c.o ntinue through Friday. October 29. 1976. This
will app ly to October 25. 1976 which is Veterans Day. The hours of absentee are from 8:00 A.M. to ~ :OO P .M.
Monday through Friday, and from 8:00 A.M . until 12 noon on Saturday. In addition absentee voting will be
conducted 8:00 A.M. to 12 noon and from 2:00 P .M. until 8:00 P.M. on Saturday. October 23. 1976 and from 2:00
P.M. until 8:00 P.M. on Sunday. October 24. 1976. Absentee will be conducted in the follo wing locations:
South Park Mall'
2310 S.W. Military 'Drive
Windsor Park Mall
Villa Veramendi Homes
615 Barclay Street
IH 35 and Walzem Road
Wonderland Shopping Center 4522 Fredericksburg Road
Bexar County Courthouse.
North Star Mall
268 North Star Mall _
South End of the First Floor.
McCreless Shopping Center
800 McCreless Plaza
For additional information. call Absentee Voting Headquarters. 220-2704

For Oistriet Judg., 71,d JlJdici.l Did,ict
(P.r. Ju.z doll Disltito, Oi'frito Judicial No. 711

For County T•• An.nor.ColI.cto,
(P.r. Asssor·Col.eto, d. Impu.stos d.1 Cond.dol

AGAINST

ABSENTEE VOTING

Fo, District Judg •. 57th Judici.l District
I'.ra JUe1 d.1 Oi,trito, Didrito Judicial No. 57)

~ETER

A FAVOR DE

La enmienda constitucional autorizando un incremento de $400 millones de la
cantidad de Bonos de Desarrollo de Agua e Texas que pQdran emitirse al ser
aprobada por dos terceras partes de la legislatura; enmendando y consolidando
dlsposiciones de Secciones 49-c, 49-d, y 49-d·1 del Articulo III de la Constituci6n
de Texas ; y revocando Secciones 49-d y 49·d-1 del Articulo III de la Conslituciqn
de Texas.
.

Una enmienda constitucional para incrementar desde $100 millones hasta $200
millones la cantidad de Bonos de Desarrollo de Agua en Texas que poddn .u
emitidos con el prop6sito de mejorar la calidad del altua.

RICHARD J. "DICK" WOODS

FOR

ENMIENDA NO. 1

ENMIENDA NO. 2

Fo, District Judg •. 37th Judici.l District
(P.r. JUet doll Oist,ito, Distrlto Judici.l No. 17)

FRANKlIN S.

PROPOSED CONSTITUnON~L AMENDMENTS TO THE
TEXAS CilNSTITUTION
ENMIENDAS PROPUESTAS DE LA CONSTITUTION DE TEXAS

AMENDMENT NO. 1

For Stat. R.pr.sent.tiv •. Di,trict 57.J
IP.r. R.prese nt.nt. d.1 Est.do, Distrito No. 57·J)

For M.mber. Stolt. lo.rd of Education, District 20
{Pera ~ i.m bro, Junt. d. Instrucdon Publica doll
Estado. Distrito 20)

St.t. R.,.....ttt.t;.,•• Ditfrict .7·'
P.r. R.prelOnt.n" del ht.do, Distrito No, 17-1)

For County Commission.r, Pr.einct 1
(P.r. Comi,ion.do d.1 Cond.do, P,.cinlo No. 11
JEFF WENTWORTH

La Eleccion General se llevara a cabo el Martes. 2 de N oviembre de 1976. Los Lugares de votaci6n se abriran a
las 7:00 a.m. y se cerraran a las 7:00 p.m. Cualquier volante que este en la Hnea a las 7 :00 p.m. si puede votar.
Hay 258 precintos electorales en el Condado de Bexar. Consulte su peri6dico local para saber el lugar preciso de
votacion correspondiente a su precinto.
No todos los candidatos van a aparecer en su Boleta. Candidalos para el Congreso de los Estados Unidos, Senadores
y Representantes del Estado, Miembros de la Junta de Educacion Publica. Comisionados de Condado, el Juez de
Paz y 108 Condestables estaran elegidos por distritos 0 precintos. Solo puede votar par los candidatos que representan
el distrito de us ted.
Votaciones por ausenda en persona empezaran el 13 de Octubre de 1976, y continuar'n el 29 de Odubre de 1976.
Tambien pueden votar el 25 de Octubre de 1976 el dia de los Veteranos. El horario para las votaciones por ausencia
es de la s 8:00 a .m. a las 5:00 p.m. de Lunes a Viernes; y de las 8:00 a.m. a las 12:QO del mediodia los Sabados.
Adema.s. Votaciones par ausencia tambien 5e llevaran a cabo desde las 8:00 a .m. a las 12 :00 del mediodia ya I••

?
(C
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

REVIEWS
Equus

October 29, 1976

* Equus
* The Hitler File

A Play on words
By D. Callahan

National Theater's major dramatic hit
of 1974 November Broadway was shown
in San Antonio's Theater for the
Performing Arts on October 14, 1976.
Equus is polyrhymetic. Its movements
run, not consecutively as most federal
judges are want to pronounce, but ' rather
concurrently. The play's author, Peter
Shaffer, has orchestrated at least five
different motifs or movements. Unfortunately, to criticize them is to miss their
harmony by viviseCtion.
Like a sensitive pet, Equus, symbolized
by six men wearing simulacre of horses'
heads and hooves, continually changes
stage positions so to reflect the different
motifs of the play. The reflection is a
subtle, but it is accurate.
At a slow, near three-hour walk, Equus
answers the question, "Why did the boy,
Alan Strang, put out six horses' eyes with
a spike?" He did it because he was insane.
At an irregular and uncomfortable trot,
Equus jostles the play-goer with the
unanswered and slightly misbegotten
question, "Because everyone has both
enviable and horrid traits of character, by
what objective standard does the
psychiatrist attempt to cure and stabilize
an insane person?" The psychiatrist,
Martin Dysart, realizes that the boy
Strang has a religious and sexual passion
for horses and a consuming belief that god
Equus exists in each horse. Dysart himself
is normal, except that he has no passion. If
Dysart relieves Strang of his sin's guilt,
though Dysart is tortured by his active
power to do so, then Dysart will
simultaneously rob Strang of his deity and
also of his passion. The question, "Better
normal and flat, or insane and
passionate?", remains unanswered.
At a smooth, pace-setting cantor, Equus
emerges not only as a private symbol of a
powerful God for Alan Strang, but also as
a public, collective symbol of passion in
man.
As man's perception of God changed
and developed in Judeo-Christian historical movement from Old Testament to
New, so also does Strang's perception of
Equus change from awe and fear to a
desire for loving union and consummation.
It is interesting to note that as a symbol of
passion, Equus brings to light the notion
that passion need not take more

traditional avenues or forms; i.e., human
sex, ambition, status, knowledge, etc.
Though most reviews have ignored the
stable scene or criticized the female in it
as having "little more to do than shuck off
her clothes", the most dynamic, most
aesthetic, and most dramatic movement of
Equus is the almost sacred nude stable
scene with Alan Strang and his friend
Hesther Salomon. To Strang it mattered
not if he and she were stripped of their
garments, for he was still strapped with
the burden of his alien passion-Equus. Of
course, Hesther says she understands
when Alan refuses her invitation. But
she does not.

The thing is this: Strang is guilty not for
putting out those stable horses' eyes
(because they saw?); nor is Strang guilty,
in Zorba the Greek's sense, of committing
the unforgiveable sin of refusing a
woman's invitation; but Alan Strang is
guilty because he knows he's different.
The stable scene ends with Strang
enranged at Equus (rather than himself)
and then blinding all the stable horses.
When all the movements are combined,
Equus is a very stimulating play. (One
word of warning: sit in the front rows of
the Theater for the Performing
Arts--{)therwise you'll never hear a
thing.)

The Hitler File
By Andy Leonie

Frederic V. Grunfeld, roving editor of
New York Horizon magazine, has
compiled an essentially pictorial cultural
history of Germany and the Nazi
between the years of 1918 and 1945. In
over a thousand still photographs, film
clips, propaganda posters, cartoons, and
illustrations, the elaborate symbolism and
psyche of Hitler, the Nazi movement, and
the German society is revealed.
Starting with the embattled Weimar
Republic, Grunfeld demonstrates how
through the intellectual struggles of
Germany in the twenties and thirties the
people came to welcome Hitler's
dictatorship. The irreconcilable humiliation that pervaded German society due to
their prior defeat in war and the spectre of
Soviet-inspired Communist revolutions in
Europe is fascinating portrayed in a series
of deco cabaret and political posters.
Hitler had no advantage by birth or
education, no political experience, no
obvious genius. He was never a citizen of
"his fatherland". But he preached a
doctrine of salvation and will-power to a
defeated, demoralized nation and became,
not by coup, but by delegation, the
strongest, most powerful leader in
Germany. Still, he was not an original
concept in Germany. For him to be able to
enthrall the Germans with intimations of
their own greatness, this basic belief must

have existed previously on some level in
the German culture. Composer Richard
Wagner in 1895 wrote; "I am the most
German being; I am the German spirit.
Consult the incomparable magic of my
works, compare them to everything else:
you have no choice but to say-this is
Germany.
But what is German? It must be
something wonderful, for it is humanly
mor,e beautiful than everything else! Oh
Heav.ens! Should this Germanness have a
foundation? Will I be able to find any
Volk? What a magnificent Volk that would
be! Only to this Volk could I belong." This
evocation is astonishingly close to the
ethos which encouraged thousands of
Germans to go to their deaths rather than
break faith with this man who claimed
Providence had chosen him to lead his
people.
The artificial Utopia of the Third Reich
is dramatically portrayed in a collection of .
party-approved art.
An especially fascinating photograph
shows a N11remberg Party rally in the
"Cathedral of Light" where 200,000
faithful would gather on a 'dark field with
our seventy anti-aircraft searchlights
surrounding the field shine up thousands
of feet merging into the clouds, evoking a
sense of surrealistic mysticism in the Nazi
(Continued On Page 11)
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The Prolessors
by Claude Ducloux
Once upon a time in the distant land of
Blackacre, there lived a mighty king on
top of a hill which overlooked the various
divisions of his empire. Although the king
had the ultimate power in deciding how
his kingdom was going to be run, he
derived all his revenue from the workers
in the lower valley.
As time went by, it seemed that a
particular section of the lower valley,
known as the Lost Cool, became
particularly successful in attracting
workers. Because of the diligence of the
workers and overseers of Lost Cool, that
area was gradually gaining prominence
was establishing a reputation far and
for high standards of production. The
ambitiously put their skills t'o
work and were occasionally rewarded
with a festival or other enjoyable
ceremony. So although the revenues were
high and the price the workers had to pay
was exorbitant, they knew it would all be
worthwhile.
Unfortunately for some of the other
divisions of the kingdom, the revenues
were not so hot. A rival king opened a new
kingdom nearby and was stealing workers
away from these other divisions. So the
King of Blackacre had a problem on his
hands. It wasn't long, though, before the
king's advisors found the solution. It

A Sloppy Fable

1

'

seems t hat Lost Cool was doing so well
that there was actually a waiting list for
workers, even though the rates were
. higher than the other divisions of
Blackacre. So the Advisors said, "Why not
raise the rates, and then take their money
away??? Those nurdy workers will still
cough up the dough!"

So by and by, although the overseers
tried not to cut down on any essentials, it
seemed that there were fewer and fewer
celebrations for the workers, although
they paid more and more money.
Finally, when their fall harvest religious
celebration was cut down to almost
.nothing, the workers decided to speak out
in favor of the rights they should enjoy by
virtue of the high cost of living in Lost
Cool. But when they all got together and

tried to decide how to · approach the
overseers and t he King's Advisors,
somehow t hey found they were all afraid
of being banished from the kingdom.
Suddenly one of t he townspeople had an
idea. "Why not get Clod, t he Village Idiot,
to go up and say somet hing. He's such a
fool he'll say anything!"
Although the idiot promised to say
something, he too, chickened out. He did,
however, decide to writ e a legend about
the incident, and allow t he people to
decide for themselves whether it is truth,
or myth.

Ode To An
Electric Drill
By L.A. Potter III

The ancient world had many vices,
Used strange, exotic, weird devices;
Tis said t hat in pursuit of pleasure,
Their jaded palates knew rio measure.
But, even with t heir fertile minds,
It's taken many space age finds,
To reach t he "ne plus ultra" scene,
A reversible, electric, screwing machine.

Kim Answers Your L egal Questwns
by Kim Weixel

Dear Kim,
Twenty years ago when my son Jeff
was a child, we bought a device that we
hoped would aid :n "potty training', him.
The device was nationally advertised and
was marketed as a "sure fire way to get
little Johnie to remember what to do when
nature called." The product was a zipper
made out of flint and steel and a glorious
display of sparks would fly every time the
zipper was used. Needless to say this was
an obvious delight to young Jeff and I
sewed one of these in each of Jeffs pants.
He became compulsively preoccupied with
fastening and unfastening his zipper and
t he sparking it would produce. Jeffs
delight with this contraption turned from
mere enthrallment to an obsession and
finally to neurosis.
I will not list here all the indelicate
details of Jeffs physical disfigurement

and mental collapse, but, at 25 years of
age my son has never gone to school and
recently married a horse. Is there any way
we can receive some kind of compensation
for Jeffs and our suffering.
l si Obenetta Kockendurfer
Dear Obenetta,
Yea-sure I remember those flint and
steel zippers. They were great fun at the
old frat parties particularly when someone
would dowse the lights!!! This case
reminds me of the "Industrial Strength
Baby Powder" cases in Utah.
You didn't mention whether or not Jeff
ever got "potty trained." Well, if he did
then it was a 'merchantable product'
under the U.C .C. and you won't get a
dime. If he didn't, then you can get your
money back for the zipper-but that's all.
My best of Jeff and his new wife.

The Hitler File
(Continued From Page 10)
pageantry.
Clips from Eva Braun's Agfacolor home
movies show Hitler in social settings with
his mistress and chucking babies under
the chin. Yet Hitler appears curiously ill at
ease as Grumfeld puts it, "a neurotic
weakling hiding behind t he strongman
mask."
Scenes fro m t he final Nazi apocalypse of
murder and insanity are tragically
revealed by a series of official SS
photographs and selected ones by
Heinrich Hoffman. The fact t hat the Nazi
press gave wide publicity to such articles
refutes the alibi t hat t he average German
knew nothing about t he concentration
camps. One of t he final scenes in the book
summarizes t he spirit of the times when a
grimacing Hitler is shown decorating
disheveled and incredulous twelve and
thirteen year old boys for distinguished
service at the front.
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President Gerald Ford:
The Man
by Tom Quirk
Former staff, Texas Committee to
Re-elect the President.
Former President - Bexar County
Young Adult Republicans, University of
Texas Young Republicans.

r

~.

President Ford is a man of
unquestioned character (having gone
through at least four Congressional
investigations and received a clean bill
every time) and accomplishment, whose
devotion to principle and strong, steady
leadership have restored respect for
government and have turned the economy
around.
American believes in President Ford
because:
1. We have peace - for the first time since
before World War II, t he United States is
in a peace time economy and as a result,
the unemployment level is high. I would
rather have those people unemployed and
looking for productive work than being
shot in Vietnam.
2. He has the courage to say "no" to
runaway spending, to stand up for his
principle: "To hold down the cost of living,
we must hold down the cost of
government. "
3. He has the common sense to stick to his
steady course that is leading us out of the
recession, that has cut inflation in half,

Editor's Note: This article was solicited from the Bexa r
County Republican Party.
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that is reducing unemployment every
month. (800,000 more jobs in January
alone.)
4. He is experienced. He did not seek the
Presidency, but his entire public career
has been a preparation for the job. He has
grown steadily throughout his lifetime of
accomplishment.
In the Washington Post for January 2
1976, Columnist Jack Anderson provide
a long thoughtful answer to the question,
"What kind of man is Gerald Ford?" In
part, Mr. Anderson wrote:
"The experience of ascending the
pinnacle of power can change a man ... It is
enough to turn the head of a- saint.
"We consulted our backstairs White
House sources, therefore, to find out what
effect his heady experience has had on
Gerald Ford. He is still the same plodding,
unpretentious guy.
"There is an average-American quality
about him, an easiness of manner, an
engaging sincerity. He hulks through the
White House corridors, full of friendliness,
taking a personal interest in the lowliest
secr.e taries and domestics. ·.
"In the backrooms, he has an eas
locker , room camaraderie with men,
courteous graciousness toward women ...
"Those who know Ford intimately say
he is a most considerate and
compassionate person. On a visit to Los
Angeles, he stayed in an upper floor of the
Century Plaza Hotel. During a ride
downstairs to a press conference, the
elevator began to misfunction. The
operator was terrified. Ford calmed him,
saying quietly; 'Don't worry, it will work.
You'll get us there' ..
"There is nothing suave or subtle about
Gerald Ford. None of those sophisticated
mannerisms which Americans are inclined
to distrust. One of the first pictures the
White House released of him showed the
new President working with one foot
propped on his desk. Most of his
predecessors took themselves much too
seriously to permit a picture of such
reiaxed informality. But Ford has brought
a warmth to an office which in less than a
decade had gone from the chicness of
Camelot to the deviousness of Byzantium."
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Governor Jimmy Carter:
The Issues
Joyce Peters, Bexar County Democratic
County Chairman, urges support for
Carter/Mondale because of their views on
the following issues.
ETHICS
-A comprehensive sunshine law should
passed in Washington so that special
will not retain their exclusive
to the decision-making process.
-Absolutely no gifts of value should ever
again be permitted to be given a public
0fficial.
-Complete revelation of all business and
financial involvement of major officials
should be required.
-The sweetheart arrangement between
regulatory agencies and industries being
regulated should be terminated, and no
personnel transfers between agency and
industry should be permitted until after
an extended period of time has elapsed.
-The activities of lobbyists must be more
thoroughly revealed and controlled.
THE SYSTEM OF JURISPRUDENCE

The poor and the middle American have
een priced out of the judical system. Now
even the wealthy citizen and big business
are finding the price of justice too high to
pay.
-In this vein it should be of concern th~t
the current administration recommended
a one-third cut in the budget of the Legal
Services Corporation.
-J ustice is of no practical value to the
average citizen when cases are intolerably
delayed. Of the $4.4 billion spent by the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration over the past eight years, only 6%
was allocated to aid state and local courts.
This is a grossly misdirected set of
priorities.
-All federal judges should be selected on
a strict basis of merit.
-As Governor of Georgia, Gov. Carter
was successful in implementing a series of
judicial reforms:
-a nominating system to insure merit
appointment of judges
-mandatory retirement for judges and

hearing citizen complaints and removing incompetent judges from office
-automatic review to insure increased
uniformity of sentencing
-a reduction of emphasis on victimless
crimes
-expanded staff aid for judges and
administrative officers for the courts.

ENERGY

-Two and one-half years after the oil
embargo our country still has no energy
policy. We have had a parade of energy
czars, a fragmentation of responsibility,
an absence of accountability. The energy
crisis is one of leadership and a fail ure to
act aggressively.

FEDERAL BUDGETING

-The present budgeting system is
inefficient, chaotic, and virtually uncontrollable by either the President or the
Congress. The executive budget should be
prepared using the zero base budgeting
technique which is now being implemented in many states across the nation. This
budgeting procedure examines each year
the need for specific programs which need
to be continued, and provides for a logical
and enlightened expansion of service
delivery systems which need to be
increased.
-We should strive for a balanced budget
for this nation during times of normal
employment and prosperity.
Most
importantly, necessary imbalances during
times of economic or military crises should
be controllable and a matter of carefully
determined policy and clear intent.

Editor's Note:
This article
was solicited
from the
Bexar County

Democratic
Party.
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Outlook Bleak for Legal Services
By Mike Holmes
The prospect of realizing a legal
services program on the St. Mary's
campus in the near future is unlikely. Last
year, members of the Student Bar
Association did a great deal of preliminary
investigation with the goal of organizing a
St. Mary's Legal Services Program. The
result was an S.B.A. proposal for such a
program.
In essence, the report proposed a legal
service program which was to be
organized under the auspices of the S.B.A.
having a faculty advisor and a pledge of
assistance from the San Antonio Young
Lawyer's Association. Interested second
and third year students were to
promulgate the program. The S.B.A.'s
proposal indicated that the program
would be limited to utilization by the St.
Mary's University undergraduate students, faculty and staff. The proposed
program's scope was restricted to
handling certain civil problems and minor
traffic violations.
The law student's role, according to the
proposal, was to interview the client and
gather the operative facts, then to submit
these facts in writing to a participating
member of the Young Lawyer's
Association. The law student was not to
give legal advice on his own, but rather, to
consult with th~ lawyer regarding legal
advice to be rendered to the client. In
other words, the law student was merely
to act as an interviewer and liaison
between the client and the lawyer.
Despite such a role by the law student,
the program would be required to
purchase malpractice insurance in order
to qualify for matching funds by the Law
Student Division of the American Bar
Association. These A.B.A.-L.S.D. funds
would be imperative to initiate the
program. Cost of the insurance would be
$500.00 per year with a $1000.00
deductible per claim.

The S.B.A.'s proposal wa"s in turn
submitted to th~ Law School faculty at a
regular meeting last year. A majority of
the faculty gave approval to the proposed
program in concept, but the faculty
council indicated the implementation of
such a program faced several barriers.
The first barrier pointed out was the
unavailability of a law faculty member to
supervise the program, and A.B.A.-L.S.D.
rules make a faculty advisor a
prerequisite to dispersing matching funds.
A second obstacle the faculty council
mentioned was the lack of funds. At this
time University administrators asserted
the University was not able to finance the
program.
This year a special S.B.A. committee
was formed for the purpose of a renewed
study concerning implementation of the
proposed program. The committee is

chaired by S.B.A. Vice President Doug
Fraser. Recently, committee member
Mike Holmes met with Dean Raba and
Associate Dean Castleberry to discuss the
future of such a program. At this meeting
the position of the faculty council vis-a-vis
the legal services proposal was made
unequivocal. The decision of the faculty
council is that the current demands on the
faculty are already too heavy to allow a
faculty member to devote any time to a
legal services program. Additionally, the
faculty council announced that funds from
the law school budget are still unavailable.
Currently, the special S.B.A. committee
is attempting to contact other Texas law
schools which have legal services
programs of some kind to
whether or not St. Mary's would be
to benefit by continuing to pursue such a
program.

Bingo Be Gone
By R.K. Hurrington
On Thursday October 7 Chief Emil E.
Peters said bingo would no longer be
allowed in San Antonio. Many avid bingo
players were crushed. People who once
flocked to American Legion and V.F.W.
Posts weekly to partake of the
excitement, and most importantly,
companionship, will have to find other
means of entertainment and camaraderie.
Generally, these people were the senior
citizens of San Antonio.
The other "losers: in the ban of bingo
are school children and charities. The
church schools used bingo and raffles as a
major source of revenue to keep t heir
'"
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schools functioning. In light of the fact
that wages are very low in San Antonio,
many families who prefer the religious
type education afforded by church schools
will be hard pressed to meet the increased
tuition.
And those who in the past ha
benefited from charities financed by bingo
will no longer receive such benefits.
There is hope for all these various
affected persons: an amendment to the
Texas Constitution. However to counter
those who live in San Antonio and realize
the advantages of such an amendment
are the people who do not live in San
Antonio and think that any form of
gambling is evil. If state law enforcement
agencies would arrest those carrying on
"raffles", t.he percentage of people in favor
of the amendment would far outnumber
those against. RATIONALE: Bingo is
big in San Antonio but in other parts of
the state the raffle is king. Protestants do
not look favorably upon bingo in the
church, but they will raffle a color T.V.
before you can say "T". Since the raffle is
a form of lottery its status should be
questionable at best. Alienate the
Protestants with strict enforcement of the
laws, and you will surely be able to pass an
amendment to the constitution.
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Voter's Rights Woes
(Continued from page 1)
opinion at the public hearing favor the
10-1 plan, and such a plan would probably
be adopted in popular referendum
balloting.
There is, however, a Catch-22. A valid
referendum cannot be held until the city
and the Justice Dept. can agree on a fair
method to hold such a referendum. The
Justice .Dept. has informally suggested to
a member of the city legal staff that one
way to do it would be to segregate the
ballots of the annexed areas, and count
them only if the results of the election will
not be changed.
If a single member plan is defeated by
popular vote which includes the ballots of
the annexed areas, the Justice Dept. may
to enjoin the referendum results on
same grounds upon which they
objected to the annexations. If, on the
other hand, the ballots held in abeyance
are not counted and if those voters
disagree with the result, they may sue to
enjoin.
Should the city be unsuccessful in
instituting single member districts, it may
sue the Justice Dept. Such a suit would be
for a declaratory judgement as provided
for by Section 5. According to a member of
the city legal staff, the suit would be
grounded on the proposition that the
annexations do not produce a deviation in
the voting age population of the city, or if
there is a deviation, it is de minimis.
According to the city legal staff, the
Justice Dept. has not defined what a de
deviation would be, and that
questioned about it a Justice Dept.
representative suggested that a .0001 %
deviation would be greater than allowed
under de minimis.
The city's suit would not be a question
of first impression for the federal courts.
Substantially the same issue was
presented in City of Richmond v. U.S., 376
F. Supp. 1344 (D.D.C. 1974), and City of
Petersburg v. U.S., 354 F. Supp. 1021
(D.D.C. 1972), affd 410 U.S. 962 (1973).
Moreover, in White v Regester, 412 U.S.
755 (1973), the United States Supreme
Court upheld a 1972 District Court ruling
invalidating multimember ' (at-large) districts in Bexar County.
The White case dealt with the election
of representatives to the Texas
legislature, but there is no reason to
conclude that the White doctrine is not
applicable to municipal elections as well.
However, the 1976 Supreme Court
decision in Beer v. U.S., 44 L.W. 4435,
overruled a District Court ruling that the
City of New Orleans was violating Section

5 by allowing for 2 members of its 7
member council to be elected at-large.
Whether you agree with the Justice
Dept., or whether you feel the · Federal
government is unduly meddling, one thing
is fairly certain: it will be a while before
San Antonio has a municipal election.
Ralph Langley, chairman of the board of
the Greater San Antonio Chamber of
Commerce, told the San Antonio City
Council that, "Our plea is that this City
Council accept its responsibility to the
citizens of this community by the filing of
a suit against the Justice Department.
"The Chamber does not take issue with
your rights to aggressively seek single
member districting for the City of San
Antonio. The Chamber does take issue
with you for failing to aggressively defend
the City Charter even if it might not meet
your political goods," Langley said.
Langley implored the council to insure
that no municipal election as serious as
one relating to a change in San Antonio's
method of electing its local representatives be submitted to the voters under
such "coercive circumstances. "He

suggested that delaying the April city
election in favor of a suit against the
Justice Department might be a better
alternativ.e than surrendering the city's
"right to run our local affairs without
Federal control."
.
One of San Antonio's major daily
newspapers has also refused to lend its
support to overhauling the city
charter-at least until a few questions are
answered.
In a October 21 editorial, the San
Antonio Express attacked the main
reason now being given for changing the
charter, namely that it will get Stanley
Pottinger of the Justice Department "off
San Antonio's back." The editorial agrees
with the Chamber's stand that satisfying
Pottinger seems a poor reason for a
drastic change in any city's government.
The Express also points out that back of
all the argument for councilmen elected by
districts is the implication that a district
councilman will be able to get more city
money spent in his district.
"This ignores the fact that councilmen
from other districts are not going to stand
by and let a councilman from one district
get more for his people than they get for
their own.
"That means log-rolling between
councilmen-and more spending, not less.
Spending may be by districts but taxing is
"at large," the editorial concluded.
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Hall's Helpful Hints
In addition to the on-campus int erviews
listed in the last issue of the Witan, t he
following will be coming on campus to
interview St. ' Mary's students between
now and semester break: ..
Nov. 9 ' U.~. Justice Dept. (Honors
Program)

.Dean's
Desle
(Continued \-rom Page 3)'
studeflts.
The official records indicate numerically
five A's, 48 B's, 131 C's, 28 D's, and four
55's.
The achievements of the students at
this School of Law are reckoned by
numerical grades for class standing;
~lphabetical grades have been abandoned
at the School of La~' because of the very
accurate numerical .grade-class standing
computation.
Letter grades are never utilized unless
either Graduate ~chool or an employer
requests the letter equivalent. This occurs
very seldom, because the emphasis is on
class standing regardless of .any
unpublished letter grade.
Downward curves are never utiliied;
however, upward curves a~e used ·with
frequency when a particular graded paper
is a couple of points shy of a passing grade.
. ' . It is indeed rare ~nder the current
grading system of the letter A equivalent ,
for a student to achieve an overall average
of 86% or more.

The faculty was of 'the opmlOn t hat
there had to be some clarification by
pUblication in the Witan after t he article
appearing on page 3 of the last issue.
~

ijov.9 Reginald Heber Smith program
(Howard Univ.) .
Nov. 10 Wood, Burney, Nesbitt & RyanCorpus Christi . . .
Nov. 17 Atlantic Richfield
A distressing thing has been occurring
with on-campus interviews which needs
soine discussion. We have some students a minority, to .be sure - who are · just not
showing up for interviews. So far
everyone has had a 'reason for not
appearing, but no one yet has been able to
explain why he didn't call and let us know
in advance that he would miss the
appointment. The stated - even published policy of the Placement Office is that a
student may no longer utilize the services
of the Placement Office if he or she fails to
show for a scheduled interview without
prior notification to us. This is not Ii new
de·v elopment. The policy has been in effect
here for a number of years.
Some of the students who have missed .
appointments have felt their circumstances justify ' an exception to' the policy. So
we have developed an appeals procedure .
for t hose who wish to pursue an appeal. If
the Placement Director does not feel the
student's excuse for not getting word in

Rush Results
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advance to the Placemeat Office justifies
continuing services to the student,. the
students roay appeal this decision to the
Associate Dean for Placement, Mr.
Castleberry. If a further appeal is
indicated, it will be to Dean Raba, whose
decision will be final.
You may be interested in knowing that
. the services of the Placement Office are
also available to St. Mary's alumni. We
currently have on our mailing list a
number of our graduates who have been in
practice for some time and who, for
whatever reason, are looking for
employment elsewher.e. We also have job
opportunities listed . only for attorneys
wit h experience, and matching is
occurring between our two lists.
Those o{ you who are interested
clerking positions shOl.ild check
bulletin board. There are some excellent
positions still available, and some
additional opportunities will be opening
up 'in thtl next few weeks.· Attorneys in the
community hire according to their needs,
and these needs do not necessarily
correspond with those of the academic
year.
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Cornyn Speaks Out on Finances
by John Cornyn

In the last edition of the Witan I
promised to report back to the student
body on the Student Bar Association's
investigation on how your tuition
dollar is spent. Due in part to the
a cious cooperation of the University
~ Law School administrations we
are able to report some illuminating
facts. A degree of caution should be
used in analyzing the following figures
because like all statistics, they can be
manipulated in a variety of ways with
each bottom line producing a
different , and frequently not too
accurate , result. My objective is to
point out as simply and clearly as
possible how much of the money yOU
pay as tuition really goes to finance
some programs with little or no
benefit to the law student. It is my
opinion that a vast majority of the
complaints that law students have.
about the quality of their academic
_
social life at St. Mary's are directly
_ eable to a lack of money. But you,
as I, may ask , "Why , when our tuition
is $80 dollars an hour (all indications
are that it will be raised even higher
shortly), do we not see more for it?" It
is hoped that the following discussion
will be helpful in arriving at an answer.
Presently a typical undergraduate
student at St. Mary's pays $58 per
semester hour plus an activity fee of
$20 a semester ($30 for dorm
students). At some point in the past it
was decided that instead of the law
students paying a separate activity
fee, a portion of the money paid in the
form of tuition would be remitted to
the Activity Fee fund. Presently the
law students' contribution is just shy
of $27 ,000.00 per year, which, given
650 law students figures out to about
$41.00 per law student per year. That
in itself really doesn't apear to be an
untenable situation but the breakdown
of where your activity fee is spent may
cause some concern.

ACTIVITY FEE
Rattler .... . .............. $9,000.00
University Student Senate . $15,000.00
University Swimming Pool .. $1,000.00
University Health Center ... $15,250.00
Athletics ................ $80,000.00
University Center ......... $32,000.00
Law Student Services . ..... $7,700.00
Total Expenditures Out Of Activity Fee
....... . .... .... ....... $165,950.00
Total Law School Return .. . .. . . .. . . .
$7,700 .00 divided by $27,000.00=29%

In other words the law school, in
return for a $27,000 contribution to the
activity fee fund, is allocated 29% of
what we pay into the fund. Another
problem is that - the Law Student
Senate was budgeted a total of
$3,320.00 out of the activity fee.
is, I
Where the rest of the $7,
don't know. I wonder if it wouldn't be
possible for the law students to pay
their activity fee into a separate fund
and cut their activity fee to a fraction
(Continued On Page 7)
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Law Graduates Unprepared
Editor's Note: Jeff Wentworth currently serves as
president of the San Antonio
Young Lawyers Association
and is on the board of
directors of both the San
Antonio Bar Association and
San Antonio Trial Lawyers
Association , He was recently
elected County Commissioner, Precinct 3, Bexar County,
Texas ,

by Jeffrey Wentworth

I contend that the legal profession
is the most irresponsible profession in
this country in terms of how it
educates its prospective members and
then licenses them .
There is not another professional
group in the United States of which I
am
aware-and' that
inCludes,
doctors, engineers, architects, dentists , nurses, teachers, and even
barbers-that is permitted, as are
lawyers , to go through their period of
formal education without any requirement whatsoever of actually practicing
their profession under the supervision
of someone already licensed before
they themselves are licensed and
turned loose to practice on their own.
That this cond ition exists at all is
disgraceful, but that it should have
been allowed to exist for decade upon

decade is a badge of shame that
should properly be worn not only by
the law schools but by the practicing
bar that has not done enough to
change this condition and by the
courts which control the standards of
admission to the bar.
From 1970-1972, I had the genuine
pleasure to serve first as vice-president and then as national president of
the American Bar Association Law
Student Division. Based on individual
conversations with countless law
students as well as the near-unanimity
of response I received when talking
with
groups
of
law
students
throughout the country during those
two years, I was compelled to the
conclusion that precious few law ,
students in the United States were
satisfied with the kind of education
they were receiving . They did not feel
that they were being adequately
prepared for the practice of law, and
they did not feel competent to practice
when they were licensed.
I've seen little since my graduation
and admission to the bar to justify a
feeling that things have changed
significantly since that time.
I confess, along with nearly every
(Continued On Page 7)
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The Student Bar Association has launched a major offensive as pertains to
tuition, student service fees, administrative and faculty expense, overhead costs
and other pertinent budgetary matters. As of this time, just how much money
goes to the actual financing of the law school and where that money goes is only
known by a very chosen few. In a series of articles to be written by interested
persons, the Wltan hopes to keep the law students appraised of new
developments in this area. As of presstime, John Cornyn, S.B.A. President, has
met several times with the law school administration and faculty council and has
had numerous meetings with administrative officials up on the hill. Bro. James
Gray, Vlc~President in charge of University planning has spoken with the S.B.A.
and Dean Raba has promised to enlighten that august body in the near future with
an "administrative" perspective of the budgetary issue.
The Wltan strongly endorses the action that is being taken by the S.B.A. and
. concerning the general subject matter of the fiscal policy of the law school and
University, the Witan offers to provide space for the expression of student,
faculty and administrative viewpoint. Such a serious topic deserves analysis,
candidness and open-mindedness and the Witan can serve as a forum for both
the elucidation of the various positions and a sounding board for new approaches
and Ideas.
The real issue Is not how much a set of Southwestern Reporters cost or how
much Professor Lack Luster draws every month or how much the school pays to
heat a cold law library or cool a hot classroom. And in the end result, when tuition
Is once again raised, I honestly have very Uttle doubt that the ravages of inflation
and West Publishing company profits will probably justify the increase.
But what' is absolutely foreign to me, especially in a professional educational
instituti0t'! that is com prized of law students who are supposedly trained to ferret
out the truth and be cognizant of all sides of an issue is why we don't know where
our money is going. Its not that students feel that some fiduciary duty has been
transgressed or that poor management and fiscal policy has been implemented.
But it is our business and we do have a right to know, at least in general terms,
how our tuition dollar is spent. A tuition increase, if justified, which again I have
never really doubted in the past, would be far more palatable if the students were
extended the common decency of a simple explanation. The fact that St. Mary's
ranks in the lower 20th percentile of private law schools in the U.S., tuition wise,
[a fact that we have been unduly inundated with] is utterly irrelevant. That point is
germane as to our comparative posture with the nation as a whole but is
immaterial and irrelevant as to the issue of justification of future increases in our
tuition fees or present fiscal policy. It is sincerely hoped that the present
endeavors of the S.B.A. will prove to be efficacious.
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Viewp~int
by Kayo Mullins
This
school
is
confrontation
oriented rather than cooperation
oriented . There is an ever-present
we vs. they attitude. The student feels
both unwelcome and, uncomfortable.
Perhaps this is one reason for the
large number of transfers at the end of
the year. Although some steps have
been taken to change this Situation,
the problem is still far from
acceptable.
The problem could be, to, a great
extent, alleviated by a few changes .
These changes would be in those
areas which needlessly contribute to

the we vs. they attitude.
For instance, in the library, when
one .looks to the office from the study
area, the barriers are immediately
visable. It looks more like a vault or
fort than an office. Some walkways are
blocked by book shelves and others
are guarded by work-study students
and " keep out" signs. The library
office can easily be considered
forbidden territory . In short, the
student feels unwelcome.
When one asks himself why is this ,
one answer that comes to mind is to
prevent thefts . But this can 't be right ;
we have an honor code and our moral

turpitude is not in question . A
standard answer at St. Mary's is that it
costs too much . This can not be used
as an out here, for it costs nothing to
move two book shelves and remove a
few signs. As librarians at other
schools are easily accessable to the
students , most other reasons for
these barriers weigh lightly .
It is not contended that the ' students
be treated as honored guests , but only
that we should be treated less like an
enemy . A little administrative public
relations could gO 'a 10r,lg way to make
a student feel welcome.
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(Letters)
Dear Sir:
I strongly object to your using the
purported newspaper of this law
school to endorse a political candidate
for the U.S . Presidency.
Your
endorsement appeared to many to be
an endorsement of that candidate by
the majority of students of this
school. (This probably was not the
view of the majority if the straw poll
with the freshmen elections was any
indication.) .
I recognize that the Witan is not
school funded, (that fact is ably
pointed out in the disclaimer on page
two) but how many readers actually
read tha disclaimer. Many here at St.
Mary's and in the legal community in
~ Antonio (it's available in the Be~ar
~nty Law Library) read nothmg
more than the articles and the
headlines. Thus it must be concluded
by them that the paper speaks for the
students.
So
when
such
an
endorsement appears, the natural
inclination of the non-disclaimer
reader i's to believe that the students
endorsed the endorsement.
I believe you should stick to items
of information on legal matters,
editorializing about school issues,
and endorsing school politicos.
National candidates get their endorsements in newspapers that don't appear
to speak for a group of students who
have not in fact spoken on the subject.
To properly have reflected the
_tical leanings of the students of
WI law school, a Witan-sponsored
straw poll would have been in order.
Then words explaining could have
been added . This I suggest is the way
to do it in the future.
I. Blair McLeod
Ed . note : The Witan is, in ' fact,
partially funded by the school. Also,
the Witan speaks only for those
students who are willin'g to write .
Dear Sir:
The Witan is to be commended
hearti Iy for its editorial endorsement of President-Elect Jimmy Carter
in its last issue . Too often we law
students opt for the least visible , least
obtrusive position on controversial
issues . To so opt is to abrogate our
responsibility to our profession and to
the society in which we live and work.
It was, therefore , an act of merit to
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Bar Admissions
Reach Record High

have weighted the candidates for
President and to have chosen the
person who, in The Witan's editorial
judgement, was the more qualified.
Indeed, one may hope from this
gesture that the student body of our
law school will abandon its apparent
apathy, substituting in . its place ' an
attitude of commitment to thought
and to reasoned idealrsm. Such a
renewed optimism concerning the role
of the profession in public affairs will
inevitbably
enhance
the
public
perception of the law and lawyers. The
Witan, by its endorsement, has done
much toward that end.
The Witan made the right decision
in its choice of Mr. Carter. But that
comment is far too simple. The only
wrong choice The Witan could
possibly have made would have been
to endorse neither Mr. Carter nor Mr.
Ford. We all owe a debt of gratitude to
The Witan for its editorial courage and
its journalistic integrity in analyzing a
difficult problem and then not
betraying its responsibility to print its
conclusion .
Very trul v yours,
Richard W. Everett

Mr. Mac Secrest
Editor, The Witan
Dear Mac:
I was pleased to receive the copies
of The Witan which were delivered to
my office and I would like to
compliment you and your entire staff
on the excellence of this paper. It
shows evidence of maturity, ability
land concern. The sample ballot was
the first published ballot that I saw
and it was most helpful to me.
Among many other articles which I
enjoyed, the article on placement by
Sue Hall was very interesting. The
"Dean's Desk" article was also
interesting . Please extend my sincere
thanks and congratulations to your
staff, and please keep me on your
mailing list. I would also suggest that
you send copies to members of the
Executive CounCil, and to the
Development and Public Relations
offices if you have not already done
so.
Gratefully,
JohnT. Donohoo,S.M.
Vice President, Student
Services

CHICAGO
Bar admissions
reached a record high for ' the sixth
consecutive year in 1975, the National
Conference of Bar Examiners reported
today.
The NCBE, an affiliate of the
American Bar Association,
said
34,930 persons were granted permission in 1975 to practice law in the
individual states, the District of
Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.
Len Young Smith, editor of the
NCBE official publication "The Bar
Examiner," said the figure has been
climbing steadily since 1971, when the
total was 20,510.
"And based on preliminary figures it
appears we're headed fo'r another
record year," Smith said.
The admissions boosted the total
number of lawyers in the Uni'ted States
to more than 400,000, also' a record
high.
Of the 1975 admissions, 34,144
were by passing a bar examination and
786 were by receiving a diploma. (In
five states - MissiSSippi, Montana,
South Dakota, West Virginia and
Wisconsin state university law
school graduates are automatically
admitted to the bar. Marquette
University Law School graduates are
also admitted in Wisconsin without
taking a bar examination.)
The NCBE said an additional 12,000
persons failed to pass state bar
examinations.
California led in the number of
admittees with 4,905. New york was
second with 3,413 followed by
Florida's 1,933, Illinois' 1,881, Texas'
1,709, Pennsylvania's 1,616, Ohio's
1,430, New Jersey's 1,281
and
Massachusetts' 1,278.
Here is a partial breakdown
PaSSing Percentage
California
Connecticut
Forida
Illinois
Indiana
Massachusetts
Missouri
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Texas

56%
81%
83%
84%
90%
70%
89%
74%
74%
89%
81%
90%
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

The Front
The Front offers viewers more than
two hours of idle absorption. It is not
about Woody Allen as himself, but
about a character pleasantly portrayed
as anyone's good friend. There are
segments of humor, though the
placement of them is well spaced to
offer relief from the otherwise somber
attitude.
Yes, there were the days of the
witch hunts and blacklisting in the
entertainment industry. Those wonderful days of yesteryear when
highly
valued
rights
somehow,
granted to all of us were temporarily
forgotten. The House on Un-American
Activities in their incessant search for
sympathetic souls was joined by the
high
level
executives
in
the
entertainment
field
in
keeping
"Commies" out of their stable.
Enter Howard
Prince (Woody
Allen), an earth stablizing restaurant
cashier. His best friend, a writer, after
being blacklisted, employs Howard tQ
"front" his scripts. With his well
written stores and 10% therefrom ,

Uni!~d

REVIEWS

by Buddy Luce

Howard begins to enjoy the good life
with the studio's script ed itor (Andrea
Narcovicci).
Despite these seemingly pleasant
happenings, short scenes are interspersed displaying the intensity of the
investigators and the subsequent
despair of those being oppressed.
This is also shown when the f irst
"commie" report on Howard returns
with negative results. The search for
Prince's mistakes continues; if the
slightest connection to the enemy
appears, the ancient yet still popular
"trade a name for your freedom " game
is utilized .
It is interesting to note that the
director-Martin Ritt, writer - Walter
Bernstein, and actors-Zero Mostel,
Hershel! Bernardi, Joshua Shelley and
Lloyd Gough were all victims of the
blacklist. As a result, many scenes are
taken from very real happenings . Zero
Mostel, for example, after playing for
the big ' bucks was, at one time,
relegated to a $250 job in the Catskills
during this period. Hecky Brown (Zero
Mostel) also replayed the tragic

suicide of Philip Loeb emphasizing
the terminal impact these oppressive
acts can trigger. A lighter look at the
past placed Howard refusing to turn in
scripts claiming them inferior to his
high standards (Bernstein also had a
script returned by a front).
Scenes as the above, although
offering humor to the film, continue to
emphasize the plight and hardships of
the blacklisted artists . This film will
not be one of the year's 10 best, but
was obviously made by people who
have intense feelings about its
subject. This feeling was conveyed
effectively,
yet
in
a
manner
entertaining to those who will fail to
realize the true impact of the
See the Front but ask yourself,
these times really over?" Remember
the FBI Secret Files and Nixon's list of
unacceptables? As purveyors of the
law, it is imperative that we advocate
the ability to exercise and enjoy all of
our inalienable rights. The Front
shows the results of the failure to do
so.

States v:.f.~Qple of Dogpatch

Eviction action by U'.S. Goverhment
against the people of Dogpatch.
Musical comedy presented by the
Shoestring Players and the Music
Department of St. Mary's University
under the direction of Dr. Charles
Myler and Richard Almanza depicting
the attempt by the U.S. Government to
evict the hillfolk from their homes in
Dogpatch. Brought to this court for
review and judgment for defendants.
CASEY J. On Novemeber 4-7, 1976,
the Shoestring Players & the Music
Department of St. Mary's University
presented " L'il Abner" a musical
comedy by Norman Panama & Melvin
Frank and raising the question of
whether or not the environs of
Dogpatch served any useful purpose
to society and , therefore , not subject
to total devastation by a bomb which
the U.S . Govt. wished to test.
The evidence presented to . this
Court by the various performers
brought a directed verdict for the
defendants on the ground that there
most certainly was a valuable item to
be found in Dogpatch - it's hillfolk .
Daisy Mae (played by Kathy
Hodges), L'il Abner (played by Joe
Hyland), and Mammy (Martha Flores)

and Pappy (Nan Welsh) Yokum are just
a few of a numerous cast of fine
performers who convinced this judge
of the worth of Dogpatch. Their
performances were, on the whole,
their
dancing
and
convincing ,
costuming well done , and their
singing, although at times weakly
delivered, still conveyed the fine time
to be had upon paying a visit to
Dogpatch . The enthusiasm these
actors displayed throughout the play
won the hearts of all those in audience
who seemed caught up in the fun and
frolic which was being presented on
stage.
Although the government's evidence was well-presented by a strong
cast-Pat Little as General Bullmoose
and Galen Gilbert
as
Senator
Fogbound-this court felt that the
government could present no argument strong enough to convince this
court to render a reversal of its present
judgment.
This court, and this judge in
particular, felt that the production, as
a whole , was a success and a credit to
both the Music Department and the
Shoestring Players. Any weaknesses
in the production could be attributed

to a variety of factors including a
limited stage area, poor acoustics,
and limited resources . But, the
shortcomings were outweighted by
the good time to be had by all . This
court hopes that " L'il Abner"
precedent for the future.
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The'Professors

EXAM GUIDE

1

by Claude Ducloux
As the activities of this past frantic
way out and answer the essay with the
For in our final exams, we will see the
easy, incorrect answer.
semester are now history, with the
latent intellectual perverSions and
C) The "Magician"-this is the
national election behind us, Moot
sadism of the professors.
professor who spends the first 12
Court and Mock Trial competitions
Let the following stereotypes serve
weeks of the semester on the first 200
completed, fraternity rushes over, we
as warning to the innocent :
pages in the book, aDd the last 3
students have come to that inevitable
A) The "Trapper"-this professor
weeks covering the remaining 640
Armageddon: final exams. The taking
gives seemingly easy essay questions
pages (the last 150 pages in one
of a final examination is the symbolic
which are in fact easy, only no one will
catching of the guantlet thrown before . take the easy answer because they feel
lecture) . And then as if by magic, he
us by the faculty. Unfortunately, a few
expects you to understand all that
it is a trap. The students' logic takes a
material. (I have yet to see little flames
of us will probably catch it in a very
back seat to emotion. In effect, this
of knowledge burning above the heads
professor allows the students to
unpleasant place.
of my classmates in these situations).
In the 'past, this column has tried to
psyche themselves out.
serve as an occassional guide to the
Take a guess as to what part of the
B) The "Double Trapper" .(due to an
course is covered by 75 pOints of the
unwary, or as an insight into the
evil conspiracy, the Double Trappers
final. Right, The next to the last
habits of those creatures described as
test always falls after the Trapper's
chapter!
professorius legis (although better
test). This professor gives easy
descriptions have been tendered from
D) "Multiple Guess Bandit"- this
questions which have a trick to them;
time to time in individual cases). But
professor will make up a beautiful
but after having taken the Trapper's
never before has an understanding of
multiple choice exam with only one
test, students refuse to allow
the law professors become so
themselves to be fooled again so
flaw: only every fourth question will
basically important than during finals.
soon; therefore, they take the easy
contain an answer that is correct (but
not particularly for that question). The
"Bandit" quickly turns the students
into sobbing masses searching for the
column marked "none of the above",
only to find there is no such column.
E) The "Good Guy"-this is the
by Kim Weixel
professor who tells you that thee final
about state facilities." I am horrified. I
Dear Kim:
is a piece of cake, no sweat, the
will not allow my remains to gild the
Some months ago I received a form
questions are easy. Be extremely
halls and foyers of state buildings.
accompanied by a letter signed by the
cautious with this character. The last
Isn't there something I can do?
governor urging me to donate my body '
professor who said this gave 30 essay
for a "useful and humane purpose" to
questions, all requiring data processthe state upon my death.
Doni Pozzi
ing to figure out the answers.
After some thoughtful consideraDear Doni F) Finally, we have the "Informer"tion I Signed the form and returned it. I
If you had read the form more
the professor who tells you what to
felt uplifted that some benefit would
carefully you would have seen the
study, and what he feels is important.
flow from this simple act. I did not
clause stipulating that the government
Careful observation of these types
read the form carefully but I assumed
"can employ the cadaver or any
always gives them away. If you listen
that my cadaver would be used as a
portion thereof in any fashion deemed
closely whty will always give you a tip
teaching aid in medical school.
appropriate regardless of the personal
that they are being misleading. For
Today, I received another letter from
taste of the Governor."
instance, be wary when your sales
the 'Governor thanking me profusely
Additionally the Supreme Court has
professor tells you to go over the
and indicating that my pancreas had
upheld the clause in a case where a
probate code, or your criminal law
been designated for use as a paper
man's things were being used as
professor points out the section of the
weight! and that "all other organs will
door-stops in the Parks and Wildlife
Internal Revenue Code dealing with
be used for decorative purposes in and
building.
capital gains to study for the exam.

Kim Answers Your Legal Questions

RESUME SERVICE
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Start your job search with a professional
resume. An effective resume can gain
that important interview.
Letters of Application
Administrative Service
Xerographic Service
Lee Smith and Associates
Gold Carpet Suite 1,
1802 N.E. Loop 410
San Antonio, Texas 78217
828-0742

ORTEGON RECORDS
& LIQUOR STORE
ENGLISH & SPANISH LP'S

•

TAPES

•

ACCESSORIES

ALSO MEXICAN CURIOS
937 BANDERA RD,
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78228

JOSE ORTEGON
432-4805

- Next to Handy Andy at Bandera & Woodlawn-
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Fruit Salad, Marble Swirl or Angel Food?
by Victor'Hugo Negron Jr. and Pablo Bustamante
Ah. San Antonio. A city which has
in every respect earned the title "One
of America's Four Unique Cities."
When Will
Rogers
made
this
observation many years ago, the great
variety of racial, ethnic and cultural
backgrounds
of
San
Antonio's
citizenry was undoubtedly foremost
among his
considerations.
San
Antonio's locale and uniqueness
enhance the city's importance in the
economic and social growth of South
Texas.
Necessarily ,
St.
Mary's
University of San Antonio School of
Law (hereinafter referred to as the
"Law School"), being the southernmost law school in Texas, is the
of
attention
in
the
cynosure
continuing struggle for better economic and social conditions in this
geographical area. It is in reflecting
upon this that has led these authors to
contemplate not only the makeup of
the Law School student body, but also
the reason(s) behind such composition, The authors do not purport to
espouse any particular dogma or
advocate the acceptance of other than
qualified candidates for law school.

The extent of our research into this
topic on minorities in ,our Law School
will be dealt with in a series of articles
featured in future publications of the
Witan, Thes~ articles will be limited to
an examination of the Law School's
composition of minoirities past and
present, trends in admitting minority
students and reasons behind such
findings . We further hope to make a
comparison between this Law School
and other law schools in relation to
their minority enrollment and recruit_
ment. \
In order to orient you, we feel
obliged to provide y:>u with the
definition
of
two
key
works.
"Minority," the first of these, will
mean that individual or group or
individuals who has traditionally
comprised a small percentage of the
overall composition of the legal
profession. For example, women do
not constitute a minority JIler se. There
are approximately as many women as
there are men . However, the number
of women in t he legal profession has
always been small in comparision to
the number of men.

--------------------------

Another key word vital to an
understanding of what we are
discussing is " recruitment," which
has been defined by Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary as reinforcing,
enlisting, raising, engaging, replenishing. These terms definitely connote
some sort of positive or affirmative
action on the part of the recruiter. In
our case, the recruiter is the Law
School.
We would initially like to thank Dean
Edwin Schmidt for his interest in our
endeavor and
his
promise
of
cooperation. It is readily apparent that
without the aid of the Administration,
an article such as this would be
difficult if not impossible to write.
The authors hope to do a service to
both the student body of the Law
School and to the Administration,
seeking to maintain at all times
objectivity in analyzing and presenting
the findings and in making viable
suggestions for the improvement of
the Law School environment. We seek
not to disrlJpt for the sake of
disruption, but to probe for the sake of
truth .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~
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Corn yn Speaks out
of what it present ly is, thus saving the
students money and at the same time
allow them to get what they are paying
for? Any student who wished could
alternatively pay t he fee directly to the
university as they do now, and thus
have access to t hose amen ities for
which all law students are presently
paying but wh ich few use. By the way ,
the projected activity fee fund required
for next year is $202,942.00.
In addi t ion to the activity fee
question , you might like to know
approximatel y how much of the $80
per semester hour you are paying is
used di rect ly in pursuit of your
education wh ich comes so dearly. For
the purposes of an estimate, I will use
the figures of 650 law students , each
taking an average of 14 hours per
seme,ster, at a cost to them of $80 per
hour. Those fi gures yield :
$728,000 x 2
650 x 14 x $80
semesters
$1,456,000.00 income to
the law schoo l in tuition each year.

=

=

(continued from page 1)

I.aw School Income Per Year (9
months) . . . . . . .. .. . .. $1 ,456 ,000.00.
Out of this total income t he law school
is taxed a " surcharge" of 5% by the
University at the outset.
Minus 5% Surcharge . . . .' .. $72,000.00
Out of the 95% or $1,383,200.00
remaining the law school pays the
university 22% for comm on overhead
expenses,
or
$1 ,383,200.00x22%
wh ich equals $304,304. 00 .
Income Minus Surcharge Minu s
Overhead Expenses . . . . $1, 078,896.00
At th is pOint the act ivi ty fee is
deduc t ed. $1,078, 896.00 minus
$27 ,000.00 $1 ,051,896.
Law School Income Mi nu s Surcharge
Minus Overhead Min us Act ivity Fee
Equals . ..... .... . . . .. $1,051,896.00
At this point t he drain on your dollars
ends and what we have left is what is
used to educate all of us. RIGHT?
WRONG! Out of the above figure the
Dean must still pay out sums of
money for : utilities, jani torial and

=

maid service, certain equipment and
for who knows what else.
Now lets figure this up . The law
school brings in about $1 ,456,000.00
each nine months and is allowed to
spend less than $1 ,051,000.00 . How
much less I don't yet know. In other
words less than 72% of what you and I
pay for our education is actually spent
for that purpose.
It is my opinion that most students
can see the need to spend a
substantial portion of the tuition
dollar for non-educational purposes
and w ith that fact of life I think we can
have no quarrel. But when law school
enrollment is high and undergraduate
enrollment is . waning , law students
have a right to resent being taxed to
death. The quality of our education
must surely be the thing that suffers
the most from this unfortunate
situation.

Law Graduates Unprepared (continued from page 1)
other young lawyer I know , that I felt
more than a little unprepared for the
practice of law at t he time that I was
admitted to t he bar.
Is
th is
fair - eith er
to
the
newly-l icensed lawyer or to the public
whom
we
are
charged
with
representing ? Is t his a responsible
way in which to cond uct the affairs of
that profe ss ion most involved in
protect ing the pub lic interest? I think
not.
As one step in t he direction I believe
we need to go , law students in Texas
mounted a lobby ing effort with the

Texas Legislature in 1971 to amend
the Texas Bar Act to permit third-year
law students to try cases in Texas
courts under personal su pervision of
licensed attorneys and with the
permi ss ion of the court. In that effort ,
law st udents were su pported nearly
unanimously by their deans . (Dean
Ernest Raba of st. Mary's was one of
those who wrote a letter 'in support of
the law student intern bill, S.B. 66 , in
the spring of 1971).
The Texas Bar Act was amended
agai n in 1975 in order to perm it law
studen t s who have completed one-half,

U · HAUL DEALER

Bill Robinson Service Center

EVERYBODY'S RESTAURANT
NINA & GAR NG, owners
" Specializing in American and
Mexican Dishes for 25 Years

BABCOCK AT HILLCREST

24 HR. GARAGE SERVICE
Pre a r r anged Pi cl<. Up Se rvice & Deli v e r y
~-4355
C o m pl e t e Mechanical Service
Sp ec i a li ze i n foreign car service
" Le t u s s e rv i ce yo u whil e you sleep "

of their required hours to try cases
under supervision.
We in the legal profession have.
been receiving more than our fair
share of criticism lately. Some of it is
justified; a lot of it , however, is not. It
seems to me that we who work in the
profession need to go through a
constant procedure of self-evaluation
with a view . toward ' self-improve-'
ment-if not for the idealistic reason
that it's the right th ing to do, then for
the pragmatic reason that if we don 't,
laymen are going to do it for us by
more government regulation .

Law Students Welcome
Plate
Lunches

Reasonable
Prices

Cold
Beer
0"

Sain t Mary's

Cinncinat i

. - Everybody's
Restaurant
432-6420

7 blocks from St. Mary's

Mon .-Thurs. 7 am-9pm • Fri. & Sat. 7am to 12 midnight
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by D. Callaghan
In Texas, state milk regulations (Art.
165.3 V.A.T.S.) largely attempt to
insure, not the economic stability of
the milk market, but rather a clean and
uncontaminated ' milk product. In San
Antonio,
this
enormous
health
responsibility falls largely upon the
Milk & Frozen Deserts Section of the
San Antonio Metropolitan Health
District which is headed by Mr. E.A.
Schott. This department monthly
inspects and sampl es milk coming to
the city's consumers from dairy, farm
producers, haulers, ' handlers, wholesalers, and retailers.

seq. Pursuant to this act, in 1975 the
Secretary of Agriculture promulgated
for most of Texas Federal Milk Order
No. X, 7 C.F.R. Part 1126. (Note: this
Order was proposed and substantially
written by the producer co-op AMPI to
which a majority of Texas dairy
producers belong).

You've wondered about milk before
and I've always wanted to write a filler
for the last page.
Production of milk is subject to
seasonal
fluctuations,
indicating
primarily that the milk market is still
somewhat subject to the economics of
supply and demand despite the
influence of producer co-ops and
governmental regulatory agencies.
Fluid milk must be consumed
relatively quickly after it is produced
(or maintained at a temperature lower
than 50°). If it cannot be sold as fluid
milk, it must be disRosed of in
manufacturing outlets such as for
butter and cheese.
Fluid
milk
commands a higher price than milk
used in manufacturing . Production
must be maintained at a sufficiently
high level to supply the needs of the
fluid milk market even ' in periods of
low production. Consequently, in
periods of high production there is a
substantial surplus.
To avoid ruinous
competition
among farmers searching for the more
profitable flui d milk markets, Congress passed the Agricultural Adjustment of Act of 1937. 7 U.S.C. 601 et.

The above milk order is a regulatory
scheme providing a method of pooling
so that all producers are paid a
minimum uniform or blend price by
handlers (milk processors) for the milk
delivered to them regardless of the
actual use of the milk by the handler.

San Antonio's milk comes from 191
producers, all of whom belong to
some producer co-op, scattered over
approximately an18~county area some as far away as 200 miles. A
small river of milk is transported
yearly into the city: approximately 32
3/4 million gallons. (Not as large,
however, as the average annual flow
rate of the San Antonio River:
approximately 12 1/3 billion gallons).

The blend prices paid by handlers to
producers, in most in stances , do not
equal the use volume of the milk.
Under the Act, necessary adjustments
are made through a producer-settlement fund administered by a local
market administr<;ltor. Handlers whose
use value exceeds the blend price
make payments into the fund, while
handlers whose use value is less than
the blend prices receive payments
from the fund. Balances in the fund
are ultimately distributed to producers.

fatso's bar-b-q

For a clean product from a relatively
stable market, the price is right.
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Death to the Grinch
In the fall of 1971, a Mutual of
Omaha Insurance Co. claims representative paid a visist to one Mr. Egan,
a 62 year old disable roofer.
_
"Mr. Egan , the company has
Wlcided to cut off your benefit
payments," said the claims representative.
Somewhat perplexed, Mr. Egan
could only think about one thing :
"What about Christmas?"
"Ha! Your a fraud, Mr. Egan!"
The claims representative left and
Mr. Egan cried in his wheel chair.
Early the next year Mr. Egan filed a
law suit against Mutual of Omaha
Insurance Company. The jury returned
a verdict in favor of the plaintiff and
ordered Mutual to pay $45,600 as
policy
compensation
under the
$78,000 for mental distress , and $5
million in punitive damages. Mutual of
Omaha appealed alleging that $5
~ Ilion in punitive damages was
....nreasonable" considering the nature
of the case and that the single highest
punitive damage award to date in a
case involving similiar circumstances
was $200,000. Little relief for Mutual
was forthcoming,
however;
the
California Court of Appeals reduced
the punitive damages to $2.5 million.
The court stated that, "such conduct
constituted fraud , malice, oppression
and a complete disregard of plaintiff
Egan's rights is simply not open to
question ." Another appeal to the
California Supreme Court is slated .

by David E. Chamberlain
income when he has properly insured
himself for such an unfortunate
contingency. To allow companies to
summarily terminate disablemnt benefits without contacting the insured's
doctors or otherwise properly substantianting the termination would
allow those companies to play havoc
with peoples' lives while improving
their own balance sheets. You can bet
that the courts have frequently been
confronted with this problem.
In response to insurance companies
who might attempt such a course of
conduct , many states have passed
statutes to provide plaintiffs with a
suitable remedy. In Cal ifornia (wher.e
Egan's case was decided), the state
legislature has enacted a statute
allowing civil courts to punish a

II

THE UGLY HEAD
There is little doubt that courts in
the many jurisdictions will no longer
continue to countenance unconsionable
conduct
by
insurance
companies in cutting short policy
holders' benefits. The policy considerations are relatively simple. A
legitimately disabled person should
be able to· plan on a steady flow of

defendant "guilty of oppression,
fraud, or malice, express or' implied"
by
way
of
punitive damages.
Consumer advocates, plaintiffs' attorneys, and all men dressed in white
cannot help but applaud .
WHAT PRICE LIBERTY?
The implications of Egan's judgment are clear. If the judgment is
allowed to stand, $2.5 million will
become "reasonable punitive" damages for an insurer's misconduct.
Insurance companies in the accident
and disablemnt field will have to
create revenue in order to meet such
claims. The result will not be a novel
one. The subscriber of a disablement
(Continued On Page 6)
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While pondering over what to expound about for this last edition until next
sem ester and partly in an effort to further procrastinate as to studying for the
finals to come, I became engrossed in reviewing the present Witan's staff and
board endeavors since April. I must admit in all candidness and lack of
humility that I am pleased with the totality of the effort expended to date. The
most pronounced quality that the Witan has embodied has been its
divers ity. Articles
ranging from massage parlors to a River of Milk and
from law school financing to minority law student recruitment have been
written. A sample of the plights and opinions of students and others expressed
in letters to the Editor have focused on the dissolution of the Univ. of Texas
System School of Nursing, a call for separate law school graduation in May, and
a crticism of the'Witan's endorsement of PRESIDENT -ELECT JIMMY CARTER.
Reviews and critiques of local happenings and restaurants have been offered
and I believe enjoyed and utilized and the editorials have focused on what in my
opinion are areas that are in need of improvement, suchs as the disclosure of
the Unviersity budgetary process, a call for reassesment of awards day
cerem oney by our law school organizations and of course, the lament of the
forlorned coffee pot.
We have attempted to utilize a diversity of talent in each edition and of course
the majori ty of that talent is the student body. Our editing and objectivity I
believe in the main has been forthright and above board and the commentary
and expression of opinion for tfi e most part has been clearly labeled as such or
was so obvious an expression of individual viewpoint that no one except
, perhaps a Republican could question us in this regard.
But of course, there is always room for improvement. And one way to improve
the paper in my viewpoint is to oPen up the space available to new and dynamic
writers that truly have something profound to say if not prophetic. Such an
opportunity is rarely extended to so many by so few, especially by a publication
that has been given partial credit at least, for electing a President of the United
States.
I might briefly preview some of next semester's treats. We will strive for some
faculty input in the form of articles and if faculty evaluation finally comes to
pass (even though some faculty members probably won't), the Witan will offer
an analysi s and commentary as to this interesting endeavor. More up to date
news as the " Cornyn-Affair" and the SBA's quest for Truth, Justice and the
American Way in regards to the almighty law school dollar should be
forthcom ing. And finally, a Witan-style Surprise is slated for mid Spring
semester which should be unique, if not uniquely wonderful.
The WITAN extends a sincere Holiday greeting to all and we look forward to
another semester of expression, viewpoint , service and 'fun.
,\
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Viewpoint- A View From The Fort
by Mary Beth Carmody and Bill Crow
In the last issue of the WITAN, Kayo
Mullins' article " Viewpoint" discussed
the atmosphere of controversy on this
campus, i. e. a " we v.s. they attitude" .
Mr. Mullins cited the law library as an
example. Alt hough this attitude may
indeed exi st in certain places at this
law school , his example was not well
chosen . We do not believe his opinion
is the maj ori ty opinion among law
students, and , therefore we would like
to voice our dissent .
The circul ation desk at the library is
not a "barrier" to the students , it's a
bridge to thee material and the
personnel that wait behind . There are
reasons thi s area is usually restricted

to I ibrary staff :
The reference materials on hand
behind the desk are materials
frequent ly used by a large number of
students . Some are very valuab le
materials and some are materials of
which we only have one copy. To
facili tate access to these materials,
are in great demand they are checked
out for a two (2) hour period during the
day. If not in demand when returned,
t he t ime can be extended . Most of the
material can be checked out overn ight
after 10 :30 p.m . and returned by 9
a.m . so they will again be available for
the rest of the students. These
" restrict ions" are for the benefit of all

the students , so that the use of the
material will not be monopolized by a
few .
There is at least one librarian on
duty at all times. If the student
assistant on duty cannot find the
solution to a problem you ' might '
have-he will ' probably turn to a
li brarian and ask their help; however'
if not-you can ask to see the
librarian . There are four librarians and
a library technician on duty to help
8tudents during the day:
Mr. Paul Ferguson ; Mrs. Teresa
Phill ips; Sister Teresa Trimboli ; Mr.
,f'
iI
. (Continued 'on li?age(6)
I '
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Fruit Salad, Marble Swirl or Angel Food?
Part /I
by Victor Hugo Negr6n Jr. and Pablo Bustamante

As the more astute readers among
you will recall, in our introductory
article (WITAN Nov. 23, 1976 issue) we
promised to provide you with some
insight into the topic of minorities at
our Law School. This article will be
limited to an examination of the Law
School's present composition of
minorities. It should be noted that the
,figures , given below are applicable
only to entering classes in their
respective years, and that an analysis
of this information and recommendations based thereon will be reserved
until all available data is compiled.
The information for 1975 and 1976 was
A .rovided solely by Dean Edwin

~chmidt.

SUMMER SESSION
1975 ENTERING CLASS
9 females 13% of entering class
5 male minorities::7% of entering
class
These minority students comprised
20% of the entering class. No further
breakdown is available at this time,
according to Dean Schmidt.
FALL 1975
ENTERING CLASS
44 admitted 20% of entering class
of
14 actually enrolled 6.33%
entering class
BREAKDOWN: 1 Asian, 1 Black
(female). 1 American Indian (female), 1
Hispanic, 10 Mexican-American (3
females).

=

=

=

(Letlers)

=

21 Minorities denied 32.8% of total
minority applications
51 females 23.3% of entering class
224 students registered for entering
class, Fall 1975
Forty-four minorities, exclud ing the
females who would not fall into the
ethnic/racial categories given above ,
were admitted. Of these, 14 actually
registered, including 5 females . Of the
65 ,ethnic/racial minority- applicants,
21 were denied admission . So that the
Fall 1975 entering class consisted of
6.33% ethnic/racial minorities , including 5 females, and 20.5 % of the
entering class consisted of females
who would
not fall
into the
ethnic/racial categories , and the
figures for 1976 are based on these
new categories: White not of Hispanic
origin , Black not of Hispanic origin ,
Hispanic, Asian or Pacific Islander,
American Indian or Alaskan Native,
Foreign , and other.
FALL 1976
ENTERING CLASS
14 Mexican-Ameri,can (2 females)
6.51%
2 Blacks (1 female) .93%
2 American Indian (female) .93"/0
1 Puerto R,ican .46%
2 Hispanic .93%
3 Asian (1 female) 1.39%
1 Cuban .46%
215 registered for entering class ,
Fall 1976.
Total percentage of minorities
11.61 %
Figures for females who did not fall
into the above ethnic/ racial categories
are unavailable 'at this time.
We would like to reiterate that these
figures are incomplete, that they are
applicable only to entering classes
and that an analysis will be
forthcoming in the final article of this
series. Undoubtedly, this article will
spur many an extraneous comment
insofar as the deciphering of the data
is concerned. The purpose of this
article is to provide the reader with
presently available statistics and the
breakdown of these statistics. It
would certainly be presumptuous on
the part of any person to draw any
solid conclusions from the information presented. At best, "these figures
constitute a realization that further
research will be extensive and
complex, and at worst, they serve as
the peice of an elusive whole.

=

=

Dear Sir:
I feel it is important, in the interest
of fairness, to comment on Mr.
Mullin's article entitled "Viewpoint"
which appeared in this past issue of
the WITAN.The first sentence of the
article reads as follows: "This school
is confrontation oriented rather than
;A,operation oriented." This mayor
~ay not be true, but from the tone of
that statement, it appears that the
writer is the person who fired the first
shot. And, we might ask, "Who is the
enemy here?" The facts from the
article reveal that t~e library and its
staff is a chief contributor to this
"confrontation" spirit. Confrontation
in this case consists of "walkways
blocked by bookshelves and ... guarded
by Work-study students and 'keep out'
signs."
How fair is this estimate and in what
spirit o.t fairness was this conclusion
reached? How many other students
feel this way? Was Mr. Fe~guson or
anyone else on the library staff asked
why these arrangements may, or may
not, be necessary? We cannot answer
these questions by reading Mr.
Mullins' ,artic'ie. This is sad, chiefly
because of the spirit alleged by the
articl~-"c,Onfrontation"; i.e., to stand
facing ... in challenge, defiance, or
accusation.: ; When I we examine the

whole picture in this instance; the
facts alleged, the number of possible
interested persons who were never
given the chance to answer these
allegations through the courtesy of an
inquiry; who really has engaged the
"confrontation" in this case?
Indeed, there are problems that
exist here at St.I IMary's as there
inevitably are at mo's t' schools. They
can be dealt with and solved through
mutual cooperation. However, this
requires a mature outlook which was
lacking in Mr. Mullins' article.
The art of confrontation is so very
easy, a person only needs a pen and
paper. But the art of cooperation is
more difficult. A person must have the
interest to be fair enough to inquire, to
gather all the facts, and to respect the
individuals involved and their respective functions enough to consult with
them when a complaint is at hand.
This ,is not an easy job because it
takes infinitely more time. But in the
end an understanding is reached, ari in
journalism, the truth is found.
In this situation a comment from the
comic strip character Pogo seems
appropriate, "We have met the enemy
and he is us."
Sincerely,
Timothy J. :O'Shaughnessy

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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Cumulative Voting for Mu~icipal Elections
by L.A. Potter
An article by Ray Desmone and
Tony Chauveaux in the October
edition of the WITAN pOinted up the
dilemma facing the city of San
Antonio as result of a justice
department determination that recent
annexations by the city have dilluted
the
Mexican-American
majority's
voting strength-the justice department
has stated its preference for single
members districting over at-large or
multimember districting as is currently employed to elect San Antonio city
council members.
The city is thus perceived as having
the choice of adopting an acceptable
charter revIsion involv.ing single
member districts or entering into a law
suit which experience has shown will
extend for 2 or 3 yrs. at minimum and
with no elections being permitted in
the interior period. The outcome of
any ',of this is uncertain at best.
Note the following language in
White V. Register (37 L. Ed . 2d 326,
1973) concerning a state reapportionment plan:
'
Bexar County Mexican-Americans
"are effectively removed from the
political processes of Bexar
(County) ... whatever their absolute numbers may total in the
county. "Single-member districts
were thought required to remedy
the' effects of past and present
discrimination against MexicanAmericans ... and to bring them
into the full stream of political life
of the county and state.
They would argue that single
member districts would result in a
fractionalized council of territorial
interest groups contending for the
resources of the city for the benefit of
their own geographical area to the
detriment of the city as an entity .
Are there really only two choices?
There is a method of voting
presently utilized in corporate board
elections which does provide minority
voter representation without any
territorial basis. Reference is of
course to the concept , of cumulative
voting . Applied to municipal elections
cumulative voting would operate as
follows: each voter would have one
vote for each council seat race (8
races-8votes).
Instead
of
being
required to cast one vote in each race,
the voter would have the opt;on of
casting any number of votes in any of
the races or combination of races so
long as he does not exceed the total

number he could of cast in the
conventional method ' (8 votes for a
candidate for seat #1 and no other
votes; 6 votes for a candidate for seat
#2, 2 votes for a candidate for seat #4;
and no other votes; one vote for a
candidate in each of the eight races:
etc.) Candidates would be determined
by a pluralty or a majority of the votes
cast in the race.
A little reflection will confirm the
ability of a relatively small percentage
of ' voters to elect a representative of
their choice for a 'particular seat by
applying all their votes for their
candidate .
The positive benefits would lie in
the ability of a minority group to gain
representation no matter how widely

dispersed within the population . Voter
apathy might be lessened since a voter
could enhance his impact eight fold in
anyone race if he chose to do so.
This idea might well run afoul of
statutory and constitutional bars. But
a municipal corporation is widely
viewed to be a creation of the state
and wide latitude has been given in the
past in its structure and function. The
usual roadblock to suffrage issues is
of course the equality concept in the
14th amendment. Cumulative voting
would not appear to have any problem
in this regard unless the doctrine of
one man one vote is to be literally
extended. The greatest problem would
be in convincing the electorate to
adopt it.

Send in the Clowns
If your delight is musical comedies,
then the night of Nov. 22 saw your
,displeasure at the Theatre for the
Performing Arts. The Contemporary
Theatre Co. 's production of A Little
Night Music wisked by San AntoniO,
threw out Broadway's understudies ,
and barely left a trail for its
remembrance.
I guess the worst part of this
production was the embarrassingly
thin plot; well maybe all musical
comedies are .... No, perhaps it was
merely the fact that the Theatre has
practically no acoustics and you can 't
make out a single line. Wha'd he say? I
seconded one fellow's query during
intermission: "But why is she still a

byD.Caliahan

virgin
after eleven
months of
marriage?"
Stephen Sondheim's Send In The
Clowns was excellent. Desiree's (Julie
Wilson) rendition was miles from
Sinatra's, but was, nevertheless, the
high point of the play . Don 't you love
the farce? Their fault I fear. They
thought that we'd like what they I ike;
sorry, my dear. Send in the clowns.
Where are the clowns? Don't bother,
there here.
I won't write anything more . If you
understood all of the above, then I
won 't be able to end this review with
the comment that you had to be there
because obviously you were there .
fact , you had to be there .

Kim Answers Your Legal Questions
by Kim Weixel

CORRECTION: In the last editon of
the WIT AN I refered to the recent
supreme court decision affirming a
case in which a certain part of a mans
anatomy was used as a door-stop , in a
state building . The article, as printed,
stated that his " things" were used as
door stops. This is a typographical
error. The correct word is 'thighs '-the
disposition of his 'things' is presently
being adjudicated .
No letters this weeks folks .
Kim's Christmas '
Christmas is not only a holiday , but ,
it is also one of the few times during
I

the year that my mother will allow an
audaciously gilded seven foot Douglas
fir to stand unattended in the corner of
our living room . After the traditional
Christmas Eve dinner of pizza and
peach ice cream the entire family curls
up under the car for a long winter nap .
The next morning presents are
opened. (This year I'm giving Aunt
Marya Tupperware parakeet casket).
In keeping
w ith time honored
tradition . I, as elsest son , am
delegated the task of shoveling the
reindeer droppings off the snow
covered rQof: At the e,nd ot'the day ,we
all go visi t ,lIncle ~u~~ , still J dozing
under our !1eighbor~ Bu ick Electra.
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Clients C'o unseling Proposed

Moot Court Adjourned
by John Stempfle
After eight
nights and
two
afternoons of competition
Tom
Hallstead and Larry Hayes emerged as
the winning team in the recently
completed mock trail competition. In
second place was the team of John
Hunt and and Paul Ireland . This year's
problem involved a guard at a federal
penal institution who was accused of
aiding the escape of an inmate.
Serving as judges for the finals were
the Hon . James Barlow and attorneys
Gerald Goldstein and Gordon Armstrong. In addition to the winning team
who were automatically chosen to
IAnl'A~~~nt the school in the Regionals
ich will be held in Houston in late
January 1977, John Hunt, Paul
Ireland, Wade Noble and Claude
. Ducloux were also chosen and will
comprise St. Mary's two three number
teams . Faculty sponsor Prof. Tom
Black will again coach the teams in
the upcoming competition . Prof.
Black al1d the Moot Court Board are

grateful to the many attorneys who
spent their evenings and afternoons
judging the competition.
Recently the Moot Court Board has
expanded from seven to nine students
and elected a new chairman, Tom
Hallstead.
The
expansion
was
neccessitated by an ever increasing
moot court and mock trial program.
The Board is delighted to see ' more
and more students participating in
these invaluable programs.
On Nov. 11 the faculty council
approved the study of a new program
entitled client counseling possibly to
be initiated next semester. It is hoped
that client counseling will fill a g~p in
the programs by involving students
who don 't have the time to devote to a
demanding moot court or mock trial
competition. This national program is
now in its ninth year of operation with
ninety three schools participating ,last
year. This competition focused on the
interviewing,
student's skills in

counseling and general law office
techniques. This year's topic will
involve a landlord-tenant fact situation. The format of the competition is
that prior to the day of the actual
competition each two member team
receives a brief memo on the specific
topic . The team then prepares a
preliminary memo on the topic though
the memo itself is not judged as part
of the competition. On the day of the
competition each team is given thirty
minutes to interview a client in order
to elicit the remaining relevant
information. Each team is then given
fifteen minutes to confer between
themselves and verbally prepare a post
interview memorandum . They then
explain 10 the judges their solution
and why they handled the interview
the way they did . The winning team
represents the school in the regionals
which will be held on March 5, 1977.
Sign up lists and explanatory letters
will be posted on the bulletin boards.

i--------------------------p---------------------.·
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Football Season
Ends in Controversy
by Tim
The intramural football season
ended on Halloween. The law team did
the tricking and Rho Chi got the treat.
In the preliminaries , the 55's tied the
Shysters 0-0 in a downpour the
previous Wednesday evening, forcing
a "penetration" playoff before the
championship game. The Shysters ,
the reigning champs, won the toss
and elected defense. The 55's, a fine
team of mostly freshmen, lost 20
yards on their possession caused
largely by Don DeCort's Devastating
Defense Department. Based on the
penetrations the Shysters moved into
their third straight championship
game.
,
In the third place game . the 55ers
were edged by Sig Eps. The Shysters
faced Rho Chi in a rematch of last
years playoff. The Shysters entered
the game 4-0-1 and like a law co-ed
their defense hadn't been scored on in
two years. The Rho Chi Shyster games
in the past had always been rough
affairs with an abundance of fights .
This game was hard fought but clean .
It was a scoreless tie until less than 2
minutes were left when an overweight
Rho Chi receiver discovered a tipped
pass in his arms as he stumbled into
the end-zone. After the kick off, Gary
Hutton stopped by the hudd le then
wandered to the sidelines and
oonferred with the Shysters brilliant
head coach while remaining on the
field. At the snap, Hutton flew down
the sidelines, AI Stricklan.d hit him
with a perfect pass on the 50, and
Hutton went on in for an 80 yard TO.
Jack Fuini made a great catch for the 2
point conversion .
The game ended when Gary Hutton
intercepted a Rho Chi pass only to
have the seats of his pants torn off .
The Shysters won 8-6. Rho Chi

Editor·in·Ch ief . .. .. . . . ...... . . Mac Secrest
Kayo Mullins
Managing Editor ..
. Den ny Callahan
Articles Editor .
Features Editor ..... . , . . . . . . Claude Duclo~x
Copy Editor .
. .. Tony Chauveau x

(Continued from page 1)

Johnson
protested the play. The Intramural
Department has tentatively upheld the
protest. The Shysters reply that they
know wh~ won the game.
The law defense as mentioned was
anchored by the brilliant play of Don
DeCort. Among the defensive Standouts were rookies Burt Mason, Dennis
Shell y, Ken Link, John Cornyn , John
Norris, Gary Hutton, Box Fox, Ron M.
Schmidt, John Hedrick and Doug
Poole . The offense consisted of Rich
Roberson, Frank Porter, John Vaught ,
Art Lewis, Vic DeYurre, Jack Fuini, AI
Strickland and Scott Breen .
Special thanks to John Primomo for
his play and organization. The author ' I '
of the article was the coach . The
Shysters hereby serve notice that
they will be back next year gunning for
their 4th consecutive title.

Viewpoint

people
do
not
close
These
themselves off rom the students; they
are more than willing to help-they'are,
however, bound by th e same physical
limitations of ·the library building as
everyone else who enters.
The staff offices and working area
must be segregated from the open
(public) areas in order that library
business (aquisitions, dispatch, repair , etc.) can be transacted in an
effective manner. This is not meant to
foi I the students' access to the

. .. Geri Mery
. .. Bill Crow

One need only examine the state of
the automobile insurance industry or
the medical malpratice insurance
industry in .order to detect a wariness
of some companies in these fields.
Well , at whatever price or whatever
pain , it ' should be clear that the
"Grinch" who steals Christmas will
have notable operating expenses.

I

librarians but to provide the students
with better service and a better library.
Good fences do not make good
neighbors , and as Robert Frost shows
in his article it takes two sides to build
them . A student (especially 1st year)
should not feel intimidated when
approach ing the circulation desk, even
if it is to ask where Sheppard's
citations are ... the person on duty i
there to help; to answer any and al
quest ions a 'student may have. If
perhaps an upper class student does
crack a smile when you ask for the
" Sheppard's" its probably because
they did the same thing first year!
The librarians are there for service to
the students and always have gone out
of their way to help those who need it.
So ... "Ask
and
you
shall
receive" ... it does;,'t cost a oent!

Witan is published by students of SL Mary's
Law School, monthly except June and July. The
views expressed herein are those of the individual
writers 'and do not necessarily reflect those of the
WITAN , its editors, the administrators , or faculty,
unless otherwise stated . The Editor is responsible
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Articles in WITAN may be reproduced an d
quoted provided that ~re dit is extended to the
publication and th e
IlL· ' of the article so used,
and not;ce of su
;s given to the publication.
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insurance policy will experience
considerable
increases as have
doctors , lawyers, and producers of
products who carry liability insurance.
the prospects can be unkindly. Many
may decide to go " bare" rather than
bear the additional expense of
insurance. Many insurance companies
may question whether to continue in
that market. But this problem is not a
novel one either.

(Continued from page 2)

Jan White and Mrs. Louisa Vaneck
(whose desk is just behind the
circulation desk). Although the offices
of the four librarians are in the back of
the library,
they always make
themselves available to help any
student who might ask.

Business Manager . .
Associate Editor .
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SAN ANTONIO
APARTMENT
ASSN.
2011 BANDERA (Between Hillcrest & Callaghan)
From SECURITY WITH TV MONITORS peace of mind ... to a health spa and gym for a well toned body,
P ark Towne is a quiet village of 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments that have been' a favorite of university
people. Garden patios , lots of soft shag, groumet kitchens , versatile floorplansand bi-Ievel lounge &

du~~oom

-

Le"

7:

" ':i J.'
. , .. ,

5 m;nute, f'om <amp:: UH!;t;e' pa;d. ~h

erril

434.5154

(@
aks 4010 Sherril Brook
Just around the cornerfrom Park

~

--~-'"'--';;=--~

PawnUJr'oM 434·9394
3301 W. Woodlawn (betw. Bandera and
Hillcrest) Luxury and value in a Univer-

U

sity environment . All utilities included
Walk to school.

f'~42.0191
4019 Vance Jackson at Loop 41 O.
A lovely small compleswith truly
large one and two bedroom designs
centro Ily heated and air conditioned. Picn ic tables neath towering
trees, sparkl ing pool and clubhouse.
All utilities paid .

FURNITURE AVAILABLE
WHERE THE "GOLDEN RULE"
IS YOUR ASSURANCE
OF FAIR MEASURE

BR

_~
OSS
Aparlment Communities
P.o . BO X 5338
SAN ANTON IO, TE XAS 78201

Towne. More room for the money I Garden pools, full convenience kitchens, quiet lJeighborhood, handy to school & shops.

okviEW

DuplEX
COMMUNiTY
.. 42·3702
Economy
with quiet
sec Ius ion.
6831 Basilwood (between West
&Blanco) Gas&waterpaid.
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Placement News
by Sue M. Hall, Director of Placement

HALL'S
HELPFUL
HINTS

possibly to even have interviews for
positions. If you think you might be
with
potential
making
contact
employers around Christmas, do
prepare a resume to take with you and
leave with employers. Come and see
us if you want some help in preparing
your resume .
The Placement Office currently has
brochures on the law school which
might be of use to you in your job
search. The brochure gives some
statistics on the law school, describes
the
majority
of
extra-curricular
programs offered, has some pictures
of facilities and students, an'd is
designed to give someone not familiar
with St. Mary's brief overall look at the
program. Especially in which St.
Mary's is now well known , you
might want to take along a few of \
these and leave them with your
resume. They are free.
Many students have been in asking
about summer jobs with the U.S.
Government. We have finally received
the bulletin of summer jobs for next
<

As finals approach, most students
are getting serious about studying and
are losing ' interest in placement
matters. Before finals are actually
here, and you are on the plane or in the
car on your way home for Christmas
vacation, give some thought to
whether you might be able to use
some of your vacation to lay some
groundwork for a job for next summer
or for a permanent position if you will
be graduating soon.
Vacation periods are often good
times to introduce yourself around, to
make contacts with persons who
might give you job leads later, or

summer, and it is available for reading
in the Placement Office.
Reading reminds me of bookcases,
which reminds me that we now have
one. To Mr. Johnson of the Physical
Plant we owe a special thanks for
finding us a bookcase which is not
only utilitarian, but also matches our
filing cabinets. Thank you .
A couple of weeks ago I spoke to the
Student Bar Association assembly
and among other things asked them to
help me with a Placement Committee.
As we discussed the committee , it
would be made up of both elected
representatives of the SBA and other
with
an
interest
in
students
placement. There were a number 0
volunteers from the SBA group,
enough to form a core of a
comm ittee.
If any of you are
interested in participating on a
placement committee (primarily 2nd
semester), please come by the
Placement Office and leave your
name, or contact one of the persons
on the committee from the SBA.
~.i~

fatso's bar-b-q

r?~~
~;.·
~" ,

1734 Bandera Road
432·9439
NOW SERVING BREAKFAST.
AND FLOUR TACOS

~~

-

~

ORTEGON RECORDS
& LIQUOR STORE
ENGLISH & SPANISH LP 'S

OPEN 9:00 A.M. -, 9:00 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

•

TAPES

•

ACCESSORIES

ALSO MEXICAN CURIOS
JOSE ORTEGON

937 BANDERA RD
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78228

TAVERN IN REAR. OPEN 9 A.M. - 12 P.M.
1 A.M. ON SATURDAY

432,4805

-Next to Handy Andy at Bandera & Woodlawn-

Offer Expires Jan. 25th

,-------------------------I
I
ONE PER CUSTOMER

!SANDWICH, SALAD
I
I

:

& SMALL DRINK

$1 35

$ 20
BEER 1
Pitcher
OR

PLUS TAX

!
I
I

!

L____________ ~.!!~c.£~~~ ______I
-------------------------~
ONE PER CUSTOMER
I

Regular BAR·B·Q PLATE

[TEA ~R ~~~N!Al
WITH COUPON

I

$1 ?u~AX i
I
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Bi" Robinson Service Center
BABCOCK AT HILLCREST

24 HR. GARAGE. SERVICE

Prearran ged Picl<. Up Servic e & Delive r y
7Jj~

Complete Mechanical Service
Specialize in fo reign car service
"Let us servi c e you wHile you sleep"
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French Justice?
by David Baram
Based on the Extradition convention
between Israel and France, Israel
pursuant to Section 10 of this Treaty,
urgently requested on January 10,
977, that the French government
in Arab terrorist, Black September
leader, "Abu Daoud". According to
of
the
Extradition
Section 11
Convention , French authorities were
obligated to detain the subject for a
period not longer than sixty days,
request
for
pending
a formal
extradition by the complaining State.
Israel submitted its extradition
request based on evidence that Mr.
Daoud allegedly mastermindep the
massacre of eleven Israel i athletes
during the 1972 Munich Olympics.
This request was made after Israeli
officials learned from the news media
that French police had already
arrested Mr. Daoud for entering
France under an assumed name and
_ false passport. In violation of the spirit
'Wand accords of the Treaty, French
authorities never informed the Israeli
Ambassador of the arrest, nor kept
him abreast of the legal proceedings.
Contrary to accepted practice, Israel
was not allowed to be represented at ·
the extradition hearing . The proceeding was held in camera, even though
French law guarantees an open form
hearing unless the court decides
otherwise, on grounds that must be
expressly stated.
After a specially convened, and
secret hearing, Mr. Daoud was
released and flown out of France. It
was claimed that the extradition treaty
was entered into force in 1974 or 1975
and that the crimes committed by Mr.
Daoud commenced in 1972, prior to
the accord. It is also contended ·that
the provision in the Israeli Criminal
Code that would subject terrorists to
Israeli jurisdiction, was passed on
\ .March 1, 1973 after this atrocity was
, committed. Finally it is argued, that
\ Israel's request for extradition did not

meet the formal requisites contained
in the Treaty. French authorities
defended their acquittal on these
grounds.
Israel, outraged and dismayed by
the French decision, has released a
point by point refutation of the legal '
principles relied upon by the French
court. They are as follows:
1. The extradition treaty between
France and Israel was signed on
November 12, 1958, and ratified on
November 14, 1971. Since 1971 several
persons have been extradited to
France on the basis of this
agreement;
2. The murders in Munich were
committed in September 1972, and
Article 23 of the treaty explicitly states
that crimes committed prior to its
entry are within its purview;
3. The Israeli Criminal Code
conferring jurisdiction was in existence long before this crime took
place ;
4. The argument that French courts
have no jurisdiction over terrorist acts
committed outside the country is

erroneous in that Article 55 of the
French Constitution of October 4,
1958 expressly states that in the event
of a contradiction between an
international treaty and French law,
the treaty shall be applied;
5. On November 10, 1976, France
signed the European Convention
which regulates the suppression of
terrorism . This is another instance of
France's moral and legal commitment
to cooperate with other nations in
combating terrorism; and
6. It is true that Israel's request did
not meet the formalities contained in
the treaty. However it should be noted
that under the'· treaty , arrest is
automatic upon request, and legal
proceedings are to be held after
receipt of the formal request for
extradition. Instead, French authorities held a hastened and secret trial ,
without informing the Israeli Ambassador, or giving the four days advance
notice required.
Based on the facts avai lab Ie, the
(Continued on page 3)

Plague Spreads
by John Austin
The lawyer is the blackhat in the
paradoxes anq metaphors, the author
human psycho-drama. As societal
ends by begging the most significant
whipping-boy nonpariel, he is trotted
issue raised. Our most dangerous
through his part , exciting both
national trait, says Auerbach , is our
" contentious
individualism".
The
veneration and villification . From
exacerbation ot this quality by lawyers
among the audiences grudgingly given
who encourage " People to act as if
accolades and none too muted
imprecations, the odd missile is
every human problem has a legal
thrown Conspicuous among those
solution" will eventually fragment us,
Auerbach argues.
He obviously
recently launched is alittle incendiary
believes this and wishes us to as well;
by J .S. Auerbach, "A Plague of
Lawyers" (Harpers , Oct. '76).
but mysteriously wastes a good deal
of his arguments on cheap shot at
It's provoking that so well-written an
article be at the same time , so
legal formalism. It's apodictic that
wrong-minded , and ultimately invidious . Replete with catchy parallels,
(Continued on Page 6)
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Witan Editorials
Where were. we? Oh yes. Now I remember. I am sure that we haven't heard the
last concerning the tuition issue. The Witan will make a concerted effort in the next
issue or issues to give other concerned parties an opp.o rtunity to explore this
subject through their own' respective viewpoint. As for recent developments in
other areas of student faculty and administrative concern, the SBA last Wednesday
had a rather interesting meeting that deserves mention. The practice of some faculty
members of relying primarily on "objective" tests was unanimously condemned by
formal vote of that august body. That is to say, while the SBA recognized the
efficacy of maintaining and promoting academic freedom in the faculty, the
practice of relegating a students' grade totally to a True or False and/or A,B,C,D,
hopefully E but never F approach was rejected as being less than a reliable
indicator of one's knowledge and .understanding. This brief column is not the place
to quibble over various educational testing theories. But I wanted to make the point
that it was the consensus of the SBA, whose members are both duly elected and
respected by the law students, that a semester's worth of preparation and lecture
deserves more than the old No.2 lead pencil, fill in the 0 routine. I bet you agree.
True or False (No. 2 lead pencil, please).
And, I understand that LAW DAY this year will be held on April 1. Dean Raba has
told me that this year the format will be somewhat different. No dinner is slated but
in its place we will have a luncheon at the officer's club at one of the local military
bases. Cocktails will be served that afternoon back on campus. Hopefully the
awards format at least as pertains to student organizations will be somewhat
different also. (See Witan, Editorial, Vol. 4 No.2 Pg. 2, Sept. 1976).
Finally, since this brief column has dealt with a little bit of everything this time,
it seems only appropriate to end with a little riddle which I find real cute and dandy.
Not only does the Witan criticize but we also provide mirth and cheer, as well. Here
goes.How does one ascertain whether or not a transexual is ticklish? You give him
a test tickle. Really good, no?

Viewpoint

by Kayo Mullins

I am disillusioned . Perhaps it's my
laws .
own fault. Maybe I shouldn't cling to
If I sound disappointed it is only
my naivete like one clings to a life
because I am. My disappointment
preserver in a storm-tossed sea, but I
comes not so much from the fact that
can't help it. All my life I was told
law school is not what it's cracked up
about the magnificent system of
to be, as it does from watching the
justice in the United States. Now, in
effect law school has on my fellow
law school, where this system is
students. Many, before they came
studied in depth, I find "justice
here, had the same ideals as I. But
system" is a misnomer. Justice does
now , I watch them concede one pOint
not enter into the system at all.
after another to the establishment
I came to law school to become a
which they so recently hated and
member of a noble profession (another
openly fought. They quiver in fear that
misnomer). I wanted to right wrongs,
the Dean will have reason to place
champion the "little" man, and fight
their face with their name. Low profile
for those helpless causes which
is the watch word around here.
everyone accepts as a result of the
Others, who until recently wore long
hair and raggy jeans as symbols of
nature of man (maybe tilt windmills
their independence and defiance, now
too). In law school I expected to
have razor cut hair and three piece pin
acquire the tools necessary to achieve
striped suits. I could accept this
these ends. The myth that shrouds the
concession if it were not for the fact
truth about law school led me to
that often the guts to stand up for
believe that was what law school was
all about. Where the myth comes from
what they once believed goes with it.
When you lose the courage to say
I don't know, but the truth-the truth
openly what you believe, you also lose
is so different. The only time I have
heard th~ word "justice" in a year and . respect, credibility and force behind
I a half of classes was when I was your opinion.
warned not to look for it in the tax .
Perhaps one reason for this change

of heart of many is the professors. (It
is by no means the only or even the
main reason.) From the profs we are to
learn how to be lawyers. They don't
teach justice and how to achieve i
They teach money and how to make i
Have you ever noticed how their eyes
light up every time they merely say the
word money? Some shake noticeably
with excitement when they talk about
a case in which the parties are big
corporations . Their gleaming eyes and
enthusiasm are contagious. It seems
to infect almost everyone. Perhaps if
the
student's
convictions
were
strong to start with, they would not be
effected so easily .
.
The purpose of this article is
two-fold. The first is for me to assure
myself that I have not been caught up
in this epidemic. The second is to
warn that the longer you have this
disease the harder it is to shake. It is
mere illusion to think that after you
have an established practice you will
change back to your old idealism. You
will then be fat, old and comfortable
and too lazy to change. Now is the
time to right the wrongs, champion
the "little" man , and fight for those
hopeless causes which everyone
accepts as the result of the nature of
man (maybe tilt windmills too). Now
or never.
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French Justice?
[continued from page 1]

Pictured abo¥e~ is the 1st meeting of the Las Vegas Nevada chapter of the St.
Mary's Law School Alumni Association. [L to R] Kelly Slade, District Judge Carl
Christensen, Bob Masse formed the association to further awareness of the Law
School in the Las Vegas area.

C.L.A~ Active

by Dan Edwa~ds & Chuck Billings
On Jan. 19, the C.L.A . held its first
judicial offices. The anticipated cost
of the luncheon will be $7.50 which
luncheon of the new year. The guest
' includes a mixed drink.
peaker was Col. Donald S. O'Neil of
The C.L.A. continues to host the
Sam Houston who spoke on the
monthly luncheons on campus . This
court martial system in the military.
tradition has recently enjoyed a new
Col. O'Neil received his law degree
burst of enthusiasm as new and
from Marquette University in 1947 and
interesting speakers continue to
has served in the military's Judge
enthral the students with information
Advocate General Corps (JAGC).
and stories of legal life. · The
Col. O'Neil's lecture was essentially
Association brings a broad range of
an outline of the military court martial
noted experts in the field of criminal
system and encompassed such
law . S.ome of the fi ne speakers in the
aspects as the hierarchy of the
past have been; Judge John F. Onion,
different military tribunals and their
Jr., Presiding Judge of the Texas
jurisdictional limitations, processes
Court of Criminal Appeals; John J.
of appeals, and the roles of both
Flynn, defense attorney in Miranda v.
counsel and judge at these different
Arizona; William Sessions, U.S .
levels. Also discussed were the rights
Attorney and others .
of the accused and an explanation of
Two proposed programs which the
the differences between the military
Association is presently organizing
and civilian court systems.
and hopes to have in effect soon are
NEW MEMBERS WELCOMED
an Indigent Defense Program and a
Juvenile Law Program.
Membership in C.L.A. entitles the
Some people may tell you to join
student to attend the annual Court of
this organization because you will
Criminal Appeals luncheon in Austin
receive a certificate, suitable for
(to be held February 4th). This activity
includes a mid-day meal with the
framing. Others will tell you to join to
Judges in an informal exchange of
get the wallet identification card. But
viewpoints and ideas. Afterwards, the
the true benefit of this organization i~
in its co-curricular commitment to the
individual judges will take the
members on
guided tour of the
furtherance 6f the study of criminal
law.
capital, . thier chambers, and other

!
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reasonably prudent person undoubtedly would
agree that
France
committed a grave miscarriage of
justice. The political reasons prompting France to behave so irresponsibly
are open for discussion. However
there are certain desecrating influences that cannot be overlooked. First,
might
have
Daoud 's extradition
caused great strain between France
and her oil-supplying Arab countries.
Second, France had just agreed to sell
Egypt Mirage fighters,
and to
construct an assembly plant in Egypt
for the planes. Lastly, France feared
the enragement of other Arab
terrorist groups known for their
merciless retaliatory tactics. As the
Israeli Consulate General's Office in
Houston, Texas said,
"These breaches of international
law by France will only serve to
encourage international terrorists who
will from now on be aware that a legal
precedent exists making it possible
for murderers to find asylum on
French soil under the cloak of in
camera proceedings."
By David Baram
·Source: Consulate General of Israel,
1 . Greenway Plaza East, Suite 722,
Houston, TX.

I

A lawyer is all individual who
passes as an expert by reason of his ability
to turn out with prolific fortitude an infinite string of incomprehensible logic
calculated with micromatic precision from
vague assumptions which are based on debateable premises ' taken from inconclusive
past experiences by relying on the pro·
blematical testimony of persons of doubtful reliability and questionable mentality
for the avowed purpose of confounding a
mystic and hopelessly confused group of
fanatics known as judges.

Witan is published by students of SI. Mary 's '
Law School, monthly except June and lu ly. The
views expressed herein are those of thF- Idividual
writers and do not necessarily reflec t t , . of the
WITAN, its editors , the administra' .
,. ~ culty ,
unless otherwise stated. The Edito: ,. - .1sible
for the views expressed in uns ir. .l~.:r .1i:,·les .
Articles in WITAN may be r ~p, >e ~c d and
quoted provided that credit is extended to the
publication and the aut hor of the article so used
and notice of such use is given to the publication :
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ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL:
E.F. Schumacher

REVIEWS

Small is Beautiful
by Raymond A. Demone

The problem with economic theory
is that it has become so complex as to
be incomprehensible to most of us.
Topics which once were mere
components of the whole of economic
theory have grown into separate
disciplines , such as macro, micro,
and econometrics to name but· a few.
With the proliferation of so called
economic specialities, do you wonder
how you can ever understand modern
economics without becoming lost in
the maze of components? Well, relax,
you have Small is Beautiful.
The author, who is a British
economist and philosopher, has
formulated what appears to be a better
way to run Planet Earth-economically speaking . Instead of using the
sterile charts and graphs of traditional
economic treatises, Mr. Schumacher
has
presented
his
enlightening
economic game plan as if you matter.
That is, the language is refreshingly
readable with not a Single "marginal
propensity to consume" to be found
anywhere . With an impecable command of the Queen's English he wi ll
convince you that biggest is not
always best.
The basic premise of this work is
simply that economic developmentnot Henry Kissinger-will have the
greatest impact on world peace.
Peace, as Mr. Shumacher conceptualizes it , is not merely a state of
non-war, but genuine serenity. On the
surface this seems like a utopian
dream. But read on and you'll find that
the author is no dreamer.
Schumacher's thesis is set out in
four parts which deal with the
economic problems of: the modern
worl d; the use, development, and
dis'ribution of resources; suggesti ons for the economic development of
t he Third World; and the fallacies and
shortcom ings of current economic
org anization. Small is Beautiful is not,
however, merely a criticism of modern
economic madness . Solutions which
are practical, sensible, and humane
are offered wherever current policies
are crit\~fZ'ed.

As a pOint of departure Schumacher
postulates that the super powerscapitalist and communist alike - cause
an irreversible waste of non-renewal
resources which puts the developed
nations on a collision course. By way
of example, Schumacher points out
that the developed nations become
much more dependent on non-renewabies dwindle to the point of scarcity,
it will be the developed nations who
will have the strength, and, most
important, the utter need to slug it out
over that last drop of oil, or water. If
the prospect of a world with only a few
drops of oil or water left seems too
remote to be of any concern, then you
have unwittingly come to grips with
the reasons for Small is Beautiful.
The pOint is that our economists
develop . long range plans which
conceptualize tomorrow in terms
which will maximize economic growth
today. Those long range plans look
forty or fifty years down the road - at
most. But that's not far enough when
we consider that the world's supply of
oil, among other things, will be gone
by then . No matter how far ahead we
plan, as long as those plans are for the
purpose of perfecting today , they will
be aleatory. Schumacher warns that
such long range planning is fatal to

il

economists and all o~ us because the future cannot be
controlled, and today's greed is not a
factor in the survival of the human
race. People do not remain as
constant as numbers, and, therefore,
any sort of planning that does not
account for the flaws of humanity is
done in a vaCl,lum. Moreover,
to
the uncertainty of the future
range planning is inaccurate,
requires stop-gap measures to fill in
the holes which occur when any plan
is built on such shaky foundation
as greed. Most important, however,
the economists' brand of long range
planning is unprofitable because It
wastes the non-renewables essential
to long range survival.
Schumacher takes the adage, 'take
care of the little things and the big
things will take care of themselves',
and builds it into 'plan the details and
you will have a detailed plan'. To plan
any other way creates scales which are
far too cumbersome to manage, and
which do not take into account the
world's most important resour
us. Schumacher contends tha
economics of giantism and aut a·
tion is a left over of nineteenth century
conditions and ... thinking and
(Continued On Page 8)
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tEvidentiary Admissions
kSmalils Beautiful
k The Adversary
Pornographic Humor
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.The Adversary

by L.A. Potter III

HANDSHAKE
CONFIDENT, RELAXED, DIGNIFIED -"LONG TIME", "FAMILY",
"BUSINESS?"-PREENING, POSTURING
"ORDER ... " Tense. Wary ...... Pacing, Circling, Stalking
STRIKE!! TEETH, BLOOD, HAIR, EYEBALLS, GOUGING, KICKING,
SLASHING OBJECTION!!
***JUGULAR***
APPEAL! APPEAL!
"ADJOU.RNED"
muted, subdued, sullen-"get together", "Iunch some day".
scowling, muttering
handshake

Evidentiary Admissions
by D. Callahan
One. Let's try it. You 'll catch on.
Two. Whoops. Who taught who?
You're still back in first semester.
One. In Boston . Try this. Even though
I was in Boston, I know the
Vikings lost.
Two. Move over a little. Want of
personal knowledge .
,l ,
One. No, not true. Turn on the light. I
saw it on television.
Two. Guaranteed trustworthiness? Try
his way. My brother told me
lost.
One. Try, hearsay, my baby .
Two. 'Oh' yes. Imagine that in court.
One. Yeah , Woods would freak out.

Two. You testified you ' were in
Boston. Oops . But tell me about
the game.
One. Want of personal knowledge?
Two. Can we keep this up' much
longer?
One. Keep trying . Try this. I know that
I don't know who won .
Two. No, no, no, ow . Try it this way . I
don't know that I know who won.
One. Yeah, Tibbs febber that way .
Two. Tibbs febber?
One. Fits better that way .
Two. Want of personal knowledge, no
doubt.
One. Hearsay. Inexperienced declar- .

U ·HAUL DEALER

~f,~ ~

EVERYBODY'S RESTAURANT
NINA & GAR NG, owners

Bill Robinson Service Center
BABCOCK AT HILLCREST

24 HR. GARAGE SERVICE
Pr earranged Picl< Up Service & Delive r y

"Specializing in American and
Mexican Dishes for 25 Years
FOOD TO GO

DElICIOUS HAMBURGERS

Law Students Welcome
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

1lj--C355
Compl ete Mechanical Service
Sp ec ial ize in foreign car service

ant.
One . My brother told me that while he
was in Boston, the ' Vikings won.
Two. Depends on the purpose.
One. 'Ok.' Gasp. Whether they won or
not.
Two . Hearsay. Ouch.
One. Fran wrote before and promised
me they'd win.
Two. Hah! Oh! Both! Hearsay and
want of personal knowledge.
Ah-hah!
.
One. I can 't think any more .
Two. Go on . Let's not waste time.
One. Do we have to talk about law all
the time?

Reasonable
Prices

r------...,
I
I

FREE PEN
WITH COUPON
LIMIT ONE

CINCINNATI

'-1.

I
I

L ______ ...I

~

1(,~

Cold Beer
(Securi ty National
0
Bank )

,

~ 'e;r _ Everybody s
.,. ~ Restaurant

W. ASHBY-+

603 BANDERA
432.6420

(Corner of West Ashby & Bandera)

...:
I/)

-

"!~e t

us service yo u wh il e Y9 U slee p"

Mon .• Thurs. 8:30 A .M. - 8:00 P.M. • Fri. & Sat. 8:30 A.M.·10 P.M
Closed Sundays

,

.
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Plague Spreads
empty formalism is all too often a
monkey on the back of susbtantive
justice. However, pointing out the
need for a " Luther of the Law,"
suggesting that, as Luther made every
man his own priest , the legal Luther
would and should make every oQe his
own advocate, Auerbach over-stretches his analogy. He ignores or
refuses to see that, while it may be
conceivable to anticipate disinterested
justice from on
high, it's a
dangerously "naive delusion to expect
to wrest it easily from our fellows here
below , even with the aid of expensive
talent , and under the best of
circumstances . While Profess Auerbach might plead effectively for
himself , the fact is , that most people
cannot.
The author obviously has trouble in
restraining himself from telling us that
we'd better shape up, or else . Instead
he approaches the prospect obi iq uely ;
" A move toward substantive justice
would generate a major redistribution
of political power,' which might
ultimately subvert the legal system
itself ... the on Iy choice is to accept the
legal framework , however constricting
it is , and provide legal services to

(Continued From Page 1)

anyone who needs them." Gasp! What
a daring notion . The only problem is,
it's already been thought of, and is
well on its way to being implemented, "
in the form of pre-paid legal services.
As for the author's suggestion that
"we could compel lawyers to donate
several years of practive to public service ," it's too laughable a notion to

Senator
Warns

by Pat

Flachs
In response to student requests to
the SBA and in cooperation with the
Law Librarians , the Library will be
open Monday to Thursday until
midnight. These expanded hours will
be for an initial trial period (Jan. 17 to
Feb . 10) after which the Librarians and
the Library Committee of the SBA will
review library use to determine
whether
the
hours
should
be
permanently expanded .
So , if your ' sibling
is too
boisterous , your spouse snores, or
your dorm room is too loud, make use
of the I ibrary and ensure the
permanent implementation of these
expanded hours.
.

entertain. One can hear the cries of
outrage from the Wellesley College
faculty (Auerbach's observation post
on the social change front) when they
are all herded off for their compulsory
service. What's good for Justice is
good for Learning, right, professor?
This sort of non-thinking is typical of
the contradictions that comprise
much of the article. Decrying the
numbers of lawyers in government, he
suggests compelling them to go into
"publ ic service."
Auerbach eventually concedes that
"modern America could not easily
surviv"e the absence of lawyers,"
although one can hear him swallowing
hard to choke this nugget of wisdom
down . However, Auerbach's conclusion is actually only the beginning of
wisdom. What America could easily
survive is the absence of more of such
drivel as this article, served up in the
form of a feature article in a major
magazine. Auerbach is content to
settle for polemical pillorying, a
choice which unfortunately simply
leaves him hoist by his own petard,
and the audience wondering why the
boy in the peanut gallery insists on
tossing firecrackers .

•---------------------li------------------------TINKA TACO
UNIVERSITY

DRUGS

2250 Cincinnati at Bander~

SERVICE
'SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• PRESCRIPTIONS Mon.- Sat. / 8am - 9p: n
• DRUG NEEDS
• COSMETICS
Sunday/ lOarn- 6pm
• LUNCHES
Phone: 432-7866 for FREE dorm delivery

...

With
Coupon

Every Wednesday

With
Coupon

9g

FOUNTAIN

,

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

ENCHILADA Reg. $1.80_
e
PLATE LUNCH

COMPLETE

v

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2 Enchiladas Smothered In "Home Made"
Chili and Grated Cheese, With Rice, Beans,
Salad and Homemade Tortillas

Bandera Location Only
OPEN 24 HOURS

1902
BANDERA RD.

432·5173

-------------------------
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Fruit Salad, Marble Swirl or Angel Food?
by Pablo Bustamante and Victor Hugo Negron, Jr.

PART III
In aur first article, we established
certain gaals. Amang these were an
examinatian af the campasitian af
minarities past and present at aur l.aw
Schaal, and a camparisan between
this Law Schaal and ather ABA-accredited law schaals across the United
States . We wish to. address aurselves
to. these particular tapics in this
article.
, An interview with Dean Ernest Raba
Irevealed the minarity enrallment at aur
,Law Schaal since 1970 to. be as
Ifallaws:
In the Fall af 1970, the American Bar
Assaciatian did
nat
require a
breakdawn af minarities, and the anly
figure af minarities available far 1970
an enrallment af 26 wamen. The
BA did nat require a breakdawn far
years priar to. 1971. Figures priar to.
this time are available in fragmented
farm anly, since the ABA and the
Department af Health, Educatian and
Welfare did nat require minarity
categarizatian by law schaals priar to.
1970, and the cansalidatian and
breakdawn alane af these statistics
wauld entail a minimum af twa
weeks' full-time wark, accarding to.
Dean Raba.
In academic year 1971, there were
enralled at aur Law Schaal
49 Mexican-Americans (6 was the
natianal average),
2 Blacks (23 was the natianal
average),
1 American Indian (1 was the
natianal average), and
1 Asian (3 was the natianal average).
There was a tatal af 28 wamen
enralled at St. Mary's Law Schaal

beginning academic year 1971.
In Fall 1972,
38 Mexican-Americans (7 was the
natianal average) ,
2 Blacks (28 was the natianal
average),
1 American Indian (1 was the
natianal average and,
1 Asian (4 was the natianal average)
There was a tatal af 39 wamen
enralled at aur Law Schaal beginning
academic year 1972.
Fall 1973 revealed that there were
35 Mexican-Americans (9 was the
natianal average) ,
4 Blacks (30 was the natianal
average),
1 American Indian (1 was the
natianal average) , ~nd
1 Asian (5 was the natianal' average
enralled .
A tatal af 63 wamen were enralled at
St. Mary's Law Schaal beginning
academic year 1973.

Frat Slates
"Mock Trial
by Tony Hajek
Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity
invites all members af the law schaal
and faculty to. attend OWl: A Mack
Trial and Explanatian af the Legal
Process. The Pragram
will
be
presented by faur men fram the
District Attarney's affice; Judge Rase
Specter will preside. There is no.
charge far the 7 p.m. pragram to. be
held Tuesday, February 8 in the Law
Center at St. Mary's University.

1214 BABCOCK RD.
OFF THE INTERSECTION OF BABCOCK & HILLCREST

735-6154
2018 SAN PEDRO AVE.
735-9423
TAKE OUT ORDERS

Academic year 1974 saw
30 Mexican-Americans (8 was the
natianal average) and
6 Blacks (31 was the natianal
average) enrolled.
Tatal schaal female enrallment at that
time was 77.
In Fall 1975,
.
35 Mexican-Americans (8 was the
natianal average),
8 Blacks (32 was the natianal
average),
1 American Indian (2 was the
natianal average),
1 Asian (7 was the natianal average
. and 1 Hispana American (3 was the
natianal average) were enralled.
The 1976 academic year shawed the
fallawing enrallment:
41 Mexican-Americans (Natianal
average unavailable),
4 Blacks (natianal average unavailable),
3 American Indian ar Alaskan
natives (natianal average unavailable),
1 Puerto. Rican (natianal average
unavailable), and
4 Hispana Americans (natianal
average unavailable)
Like aur preceding article, this
article is primarily factual and
statistical. Once again, in the name af
prudence we must refrain from
judgment, analysis , canclusians and
recammendatians until aur final
article. The abave figures an minarity
enrollment at St. Mary's University
Schaal af Law were pravided entirely
by Dean Raba, and we extend aur
gratitude to. him .
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Small Is Beautifu I
totally incapable of solving any of the
real problems of today. An entirely
new system of thought is needed, a
system based on attention to people,
and not primarily attention to goods
(the goods will look after themselves!)" . Moreover, " ... people can be
themselves only in small comprehen
sible groups. Therefore, we must learn
to think in terms of an articulated
structure that can cope with a
multiplicity of small scale units."
Schumacher does not espouse a
return to cottage industry, rather he
recommends "production by the
masses, not mass production."
According to Schumacher, economic policy should be developed for
people and not for giant industries or
faceless
nations .
His
sensible
suggestions for eC9nomic responsibility are derived from unusual sources
in this age of computers and
specialists . In developing his thesis
he draws from Ghandi, the Bhudda,
St. Thomas Aquinas, and Kierkegaard,
while he strikes out a Keynes and
other "established" economists. One
of his major arguments is that what
is good for. G.M. is not always good

(Continued from page 4)

for America, and is almost always
disastrous to people. Moreover, the
world's economic planners ' have
gotten us where we are today
(inflation, recession, unemployment)
through " schemes too large to be
sucessfully implemented or managed .
The overall message of Small is
Beautiful seems to be that we cannot
go on conceiving vast economic plans
with only half-vast ideas. Human
rights and survival must be sedulously
guarded, and, therefore, economic
growth must be secondary to human
survival, or economic growth simply
will not matter. As a safeguard,
economic · planning must be done
outside the realm of politicans who,
as
SChumacher
contends,
are

" untaught, unteachable, and incapable of intellectual doubt". One
economist - politician who would do
well to read this book is that half-vast
the Ted
Baxter of
idealouge,
economists , the winner of this year's
Nobel Prize for Economics (!), Milton
Friedman.
Unfortunately,
it
is
doubtful that Mr. Friedman would pay
any attention to anything that makes
as much sense as economics as if
people mattered. Hopefully , before
any future prizes for economics are
awarded, the Nobel Committee will
read Small is Beautiful. If they do they
will realize that people are more
beautiful than machines because only
people have the intelligence or the
desire to save Planet Earth for our
children's , children 's, children.

Placement News
Whatever you do, don't procrastinate in the preparation of your resume
and in making plans for looking for a
job the way I did in writing this
column.
Thanks to those of you who picked
up brochures on the school and

spread them around over Christmas .
We have already had one job called in
to us because the brochure was left at
their firm .
See you next issue, hopefully more
prepared .

fatso's bar-b-q

11lafn

1734 Bandera Road
432·9439

1Ifrai£rnitt!,

NOW SERVING BREAKFAST
AND FLOUR TACOS

:JJni£rnaiinnal

OPEN 9:00 A.M. ·. 9:00 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

(P.A.D.) Schedule of Events

TAVERN IN REAR. OPEN 9 A.M. - 12 P.M.
1 A.M. ON SATURDAY

Offer Expires Feb. 25th.

r--------------------------I

I

ONE PER CUSTOMER

!SANDWICH, SALAD
& SMALL DRINK
$ 20
I
I

OR

1

$1 35

.

!

PLUS TAX

BEER
Pitcher
L____________
~~~C2l!!~N

:

_______

I
I

I:

-------------------------~

ONE PER

I

CUSTOMER

Regular BAR·B·Q PLATE

ITEA ~. !~!c~~AI
WITH COUPON

By Sue ' Hall

I

$1 ?u~AX i
I

--- 7~u~-----~----------~--

Jan. 14-18 Booksale
18 General Meeting
22 Friday Afternoon CI ub (F.A.C.)
Feb. 1 Dues Payable
5 Party
8 General Meeting 7:30 p.m.
18 Rush Smoker For All Eligible
Students Not Already In A Fraternity.
Mar. 8 General Meeting 7:30 p.m.
12 Rush Party! Don't Miss This!
14-18 Pledge Week26 Car Rallye-Open Event
Not Limited To PAD Members.
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Viewpoint
Considerable lack of informatfo~
or even 'Tlisinformation seems to be
abroad about the student activity fee.
This fee has remained unchange
since it was first establ ished almost al
decade ago, while the cost of all tnei
a tems to b~ supported,by the fe: ha,ve
l
'W isen drastically. EVidently this Slt, uation is long overdue for adjustment.'
However, apart from any such'
quest ions of adjustments or changes
in the fee, the actual present facts
regarding the fee and the extent to
which the operations it supports are
in deficit, should be 'clearly communicated. The following summary lists
the activities that are supposed to be
covered by the student activity fee,
the current size of the budgets so to
be covered, and the current allotment
of the estima·ted $102,800 income
from the student activity fee for
1976-77.

1

by Bro. James Gray, S.M.

COST

GRA- DES

OF
LIVING-

D'

TUITtoN

76-77
Allocation

Athletics
University Center
Rattler
Diamondback
Student Senate
Swimming Pool
Health Center
Golf Course
Student Bar Association

$

$

TOT A L

$

Activities

DEFICIT

Some brief comments about the
above figures:
I. At St. Mary's University, by
tradition, structure, and policy intercollegiate athletics, the University
Center, the University Student Senate,
the University Health Center, the
RA TTLER, and all of the other above
activities except the Student Bar
Association are University-wide structures or activities, as is customary in
most colleges and universities. They

101,669
24,411
12,308

3. The University administration
has also recognized that the special
interest of the law students are unique
enough so that a separate and
identifiable student structure within
the School of Law itself has been
approved. This is an added structure,
in no way changing the university-wide
nature of the University Student
Senate. Whether or not it should be
that way might be a question to be
raised; that it is that way is merely a
fact.
-

64,000
26,000

16,956
11,356
32,924

9,580

3,220

3,220

202,944

2.
In particular, it should be
pointed out that we do not have at St.
Mary's University two parallel structures -a Student Bar Association or
Law Student Senate on the one hand
for certain students and an undergraduate Student Senate for others.
Preceding the admission of any of the
current students enrolled in St. Mary's
into St. Mary's, the University has, and
has had for many years, a University
Student Senate which is a senate for
the entire student body of the
University. Right, wrong, or indifferent--this is a fact. The administration has generally regretted the low
profile of part icipation by students in
the School of. Law in this Senate.

o

76-77
Budget Needs

$

102,800

$

100,144
I

are to be supported by fees assessed to
all students. University administration is aware that many students, like
many tax-payers, are preoccupied with
trying to trace the relationship between their activity fee payment and
individual benefits that seem to come,
or not to come, to them directly from
the various things covered by the fee.
Socially, this is an almost impossible
undertaking. It reflects somewhat the
same logic, or lack . of logic, by which

school taxes are assessed to people
who no longer have children

4. As the above figures show, the
total student activity fee income is
barely enough to cover half of the
University-wide (not located in any
single school) activities which the fee
is supposed to support. The student
activity from students in all schools go
to support these activities. It is both
incorrect and prejudicial to continue
to speak as if law student fees were
going to support activities in one of the
other schools.
They are merely
bearing their share of expenses which
ar e associated with the overall general
University body.
(Continued on Page 7)

I personally feel that many of our present travails emanate from the existence of a med iocre
relationship between the University , "t he Hill " and the law school. See . Even a special
nomenclature is utilized , imbued with a threatening " us vs. them" context. What or who
caused or incited the present situation is rather irrelevant. The polarization, I am reasonably
sure, was not made out of ill will or with a black heart. Perhaps the culprit is more likely
competing academic interests which is understandable. Yet the net effect of the situation
clearly calls for an abrupt about face by the law school and the University community damned
quick.
The tuition dollar and student fee has been in the news of late and will continue to be. And
it should . The students have an undeniable right in knowing where the $80 a credit hour goes
and in having access to basic University and law school financial data. But I personally feel
that many of us d,eal with the $ issue in the wrong vain . That is to say, I believe we must have a
self perception of being a part of St. Mary's University and of not being St. Mary's law school
which may be incidentally or indirectlv attached to the University " up on the hill ."
It has been my experience in dealing with the Univers ity administration that they have been
extremely open , patient , courteous , and sympathetic with the law students. When the S. B.A .
needed cash , it was the University Admin istration which arranged funding that ultimately
came out of the law school budget. It was the University Administration which supported the
Witan a while back, assuring that this tabloid would be afforded the protection of free
expression so essential in an academic community . It was t he University administration
which communicated with the S.B.A. over the student service fees and even attended an
S.B .A. meeting . And although there is certainly room for criticism of present policies relative
to University financing, I have found my few and brief encounters with the University
administration to be forthright and completely open-minded.
I guess what I am trying 'to say is that St. Mary's University should be viewed
federalistically. That is to say , we are made up of concurrent republics if you will , the law
school , the graduate school , Arts al)d Sciences , and Business School on the one part and the
University superstructure on the other. All parts are integral to the whole . And neither can
exist without the other. Even though we law students have a greater academic burden to bear
this shouldn 't result in an ipso facto disenfranchisement from University life . And although I
am not lobbying for a greater turn out at the pool or the Rattler home games , a better quality
of involvement on our parts with the University is needed . For instance, the law students
rarely have chosen to run for any of the four seats allocated for graduate school
representation (of which we are a part)' in the University Senate. This indifference and apathy
is probably the biggest burden to overcome. The University Senate has access to a lot of
dollars and " ears" , yet it is a source truly foreign to the law school community.

Witan
Editorials '

And I am not saying that in some respects we shouldn't be autonomous . I believe for
instance, in the efficacy of an independent law school student government and newspaper.
Many of our endeavors, events , and functions are structured in such a manner that a truly
" local" approach is justified . But these entities have not and should never operate in a
reclusive manner. We must always remember from whence we came and of what we are a part.
I am not castigating the law school per se, and I sincerely believe that the best interests of
the students have been the focal points of its endeavors, although I frankly believe that the
P.R. of the school is less then adequate. Yet I really think , for instance, that had we had a
better relationship with the University in the past , the idea of a separate law school graduation
exercise of which I am strongly in favor, would be far more palatable to them . As it stands
now, it is not hard to understand the University's reluctance in bifurcating the ceremony.
Perhaps if we rally around the old school with a little more ferver and actively take part in
University affairs which is structured for our input , we would not find ourselves on the end of
the program in May .

J
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The Importance of Being Jimmy
Spring is on the way, Jimmy is in
the White House, God is in his heaven,
and all is well. Well? Well, maybe not
quite. President Carter's two main
objectives for his administration are to
lower unemployment and improve
America's energy posture. Unfortunately, the Carter administration will
hit a stone wall in both of these noble
and necessary goals. The reason? The
weather, or so we're told.
The entire nation has experienced a
bizarre winter.
Due to subzero
terr:nperatures, high winds, and many
feet of snow, business and industry in
the Northeast have all but come to a
standstill. Even schools and churches
have been closed in an effort to
conserve enough natural gas to keep
~ hospitals and homes warm. As a result,
. . an additional I V4 million Americans
were. out of work in January. The
reason? An energy shortage.
Amer ica
doesn't have enough
natural gas on hand to cope with the
most severe winter in over 100 years.
There is even s()me doubt as to whether
enough can be produced to alleviate
the problem within the next fiveregardless of weather conditions. The
fact is that there is just not enough gas
or oil to meet the tremendous needs of
American society this year, next year,
or any year hereafter. Another stubborn fact is that within our lifetime,
the world's supply of gas and oil will be
exhausted.
There has been a great deal of
controversy within the halls of Cone
greSS as to whether the current natural
gas shortage is real or merely contrived by the producers to drive up the
price. To regulategas prices or to

r

Letters

Dear Editor,

1

I would like to know if there is
anything that can be done about the
dis functional water fountain by the
palm tree near Room 101. If there is
some specified procedure, please let
me know. My right thumb is geeting
stiff trying to squeeze water out of the
thing and this has been going on for
months.
Thanks,
Pete Bloodworth '
Editor's Note:
The Witan is sorry about your
pressing problem and hopes the stiffness subsi des.

deregu late is the current discussion
raging in Washington. Your reporter
offers no commentary on this polemical patter. The opinion here offered is
that the new administration has a more
crucial goal which requires major
surgery, not the band aid emergency
measures, and vote getting consumer
advocacy for which congresspeople
and senators are famous.
Conservation is a necessary measure, especially since we waste more
than we import. But it doesn't address
the long range energy problem--we're
running out of gas and oil. We are
recognizing this fact and are looking to
coal and nuclear power for our
salvation. Another thumb in the dike.
Our coa l will also be gone, or at least
seriously depleted, in our lifetime .
And nuclear power is dangerous and
uncertain.
What are the alternatives? The
sun, the wind, and water. Once the
technologies for utilizing and storing
e lemental energy are developed, the
road to energy independence will be
clearly mapped. There will always he
sunshine, wind and running water,and
if we awake one day and find any of
these e1prnents absent, it won't matter

by Raymond A. Desmore
anymore.
David E. Lillienthal, former chairman of. the Atomic Energy Commission, in an artic le appearing in the New
York Times of December 28, 1976,
asserts that a lthough nuclear and coal
power will be needed, electrical energy from running water is a major
energy asset in the Northeast, Midwest, and Northwest.
In fact, the
Federal Power Comm ission estimates
that our underdeveloped water power
could supply the elec trical needs of 40
million people and replace 2 billion
barrels of oil per day in the Northeast
alone. Moreover, the cost of developing our waterpower in terms of both
time and money is at least 75% lower
than development of nuclear power.
Most important, wind, water, and
sunshine are renewable, do not pollute,
are readily available, and inexpensive
to develop.
. If sun, wind, and water are all these
things, why haven't they been developed? Greed. The' major petroleum
producers are investing in coal and
nuclear power, both of which are dead
end streets. The "majors," like all
entrepenuers, are motivated by profit.
(Continued on Page 5)

Carter Foreign Policy
This year's Presidential election
served as a referendum on foreign
policy. The opponents of Mr. Kissinger's secretive, pragmatic style, were
represented by Mr. Carter. Without
denying the reputed benefits of a
purely pragmatic strategy, they
sought to inject two additonal elements that would allegedly compliment and give peace and stability.
First, the United States needed an
"cpen" and candid decision-making
process that would permit input and
oversight. Second, America needed
"morality." In order to provide fullness, humanitarianism, and direction
to our pursuits, the government would
have to justify and explain long range
objectives, rather than continue
negotiations that were little understood, quickly manuevered and sometimes antithetical to our own democratic principles.
Everyone knows the meaning of
"morat" and "open," but few understand just how these ideas can become integrated into decision making
without sacrificing our military
might. For many, the fear of the

by David Barara

Soviet Union, and doubts about Kissinger's Detente, acted as a catalyst,
making Mr. Carter's newly espoused
approaches an acceptable alterna t ive.
It didn't make sense that we wou ld
sell Russia wheat, depleting our own
supplies, causing prices to skyrocket.
The Helsinki agreement mystifi ed
Americans as the Ford Administration continued placating without
making the slightest effort to enforce its human rights prov isions,
being extravagantly violated by the
Kremlin . As Mr . Kissinger staunchly
defended his bend over backwards,
give them a slice of apple pie strategy, worry abounded when new statistics revealed that the Soviet Union
was pursuing an aggress ive military
proliferation that might soon re legate us to an infer ior mi Ii tary position.
The irony of Mr. Kissinger's execution of foreign policy was tha t it
contrasted vastly from his teachings
while he was a professor at Harvard
University. In fact, if orlle reads his
book American Foreiqn Policy: Ex(Continued on Page 7)

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

REVIEWS
The Death of Wystan (:;rey
by E. Schroeder
The Death of Wystan GRey
Grey strangeness,
Yellow muon-eyes,
Wystan, thy mists feet
No longer will glide throu'
The deep winter flax,
Where thy foe-beast's
Cruel shadow now stalks,
Slips unchallenged, and
Lo, when the spring wakes
Thy lady will flee.

o

Even yet the last foot-falls
So soft on the terrace
Still echo the passage
Of grey light to black.

The All-American Boy or Almeda Street Blues
by Mike Robbins
\Jho is this dude, the Reasonable
and Prudent Man '?
Well he's an
ordinary Joe Friday sort of a guy.
He's married. His wife is also a
Reasonable and Prudent Man. They
have a twelve year old son named
lieason and a fifteen year old daughter named Prudence. They live on
tllackacre in suburban Columbus,
Ohio.
Their beloved son is of the
exact same age, exper ience, and
mental capacity as your average kid.
Prudence is, in some situations, of
this, exact same age, experience, and
capacity, but is often j(Jst a Reasonable and Prudent Adult.

The Reasonable and Prudent Man
(hereafter called R.P.M.) is a solid
middle-classman with a solid middleclass job. He deals at arm's length at
work and adheres to the standards of
his profession. He wouldn't think of
dealing unfairly with his associates,
but he always looks out for number
one.

He always slows down for small
animals. He wouldn't think of breaking the speed limit.
He always
shovels the snow from his sidewalk.
He doesn't frequent massage parlours
or gay bars. His favorite TV show is
CHARLIE'S A NG ELS, his favorite
magazine is Reader's Digest, and his
favorite song is ,"Moon River."

Needless to say, R.P .M. never
breaks the law.
Not that he isn't
tempted to, but his best judgement
always prevails. He complains that
he always gets picked for jury duty,
but he never makes up excuses and is
never dismissed.

He votes for the winner in every
election, but sometimes regrets his
vote if the winner is subsequently
proven corrupt.
Unhappily, R.P.M. is not well. It
happened one day when he, while
driving his C hevy, came upon a dangerous railroad crossing. He slowed
down to a safe speed, looked in both
directions, and, seeing no train, star, He goes bow ling every Tuesday ted across the track s. At the very
night with the boys--except for one moment he crossed, a flaming helitime when he didn't because the copter crashed on his head. Now,
headlight on his car was burned out-- ' he lies seriously ill in the hospital,
and plays golf every Saturday. He regretfully reflects on his life an
~Qlways shouts "Fore!" before hitting decides that, if he could' do it all over
the golf ball.
again, he'd have beccme a pimp.

by P. McNair and T. Hailstead

The winners of the new Client
Counseling Program for 1977 were

New Orleans to compete
tournament finals.

Richard L. Reed and Lawrence
A.Potter. How to "cross-examinate"
your client in an effort, to ascertain

Please
Support

all relevant facts in preparing an
adequate representation was the

The Witan's

purpose of the competition. Shortly,
Lawrence and Richard will travel to
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Memories of Semester
First

Placement News

by G. Tucker

Memories of Semest er First
In the car on that"first day
Wondering what's ahead
Arriv e fifteen minutes early
Not a bad start.
The regis tration line
Assessing those around me
Knowing somehow they're smarter
Why am I here ?
That fi rst week
My act is definitely not together
A br.ief ? That's underwear.
Don't let him callan me.
Limmerman v. Shreeve
Fourteen terms laboriously copied
a notebook
Only took thr ee hours
Some progress.

In

Promisor ? Promisee? Flower power ?
Oh, he's looking my way
Got the guy in back
Some days you live right.
Coffee, learning names finally
Not so alone now
Little time for old friends
And I think law talk bores them .
My name--he said my name!
On my feet ...
My mouth is moving, bu t I think I'm
speaking Greek
In my seat again my pulse still pounding.
"T ouch, blow or contact"
T urn off brain--it's one a.m.
why can 't I sleep '~
"touch, blow or contac t."
'I

,

Study at 'your place?
All day Saturday?
Can't think of anything
I'd rather do.
Outlines, outlines, outlines
I'll give you one tort
And rai se you two Betsy Halls'
Six dollars and twenty cents into the
Xerox's voracious stomach.
Finals--I don't be lieve they're here
Never make it •.
No way to spill it all out
The way they want
Grades dribbling in
Made it after all
Gearing up for another term
Thank fu I that fi rst semesters never
come
again .•.•.•....•.

As you may know, your Director of
Placement also occupies the position
;)f Director of Alumni Affairs for the
law school. In the latter capacity I
have recently been making trips
throughout the state visiting with our
alumni. One result of these trips is
some programs in the area of placement.
One firm which has never interviewed on campus at St. Mary's has
agreed to do so next fall; several firms
have promised to inform us of any
future openings; a number of current
job possibilities have been suggested to
us and we will be checking them out
soon; plus, more and more alumni are
assuring us that they will inform us in
the future of job openings in their
geographical area.
When you have contact with our
graduates in future times, encourage
them to keep us informed of opportunities they hear about. It is the most
effective way I know of for us to stay
in tune with the small firms in areas
removed from San Antonio who have
openings very infrequently. And we
hope that you, us students, wi II do the

Being Jimmy

by Suzi Hall

same and forward to us any rumblings
or rumors you might hear of positions
,for associates or law clerks.
The spr ing semester is traditionally
much slower in terms of on-campus
interviews than the fall. This year is
no exception.

The Placement Committee met
with 'me February 14 and decided on
topics they would like to see presented
this . spring.
The two most popular
topics were a panel of lawyers from
various sizes of law firms and a
program on LLM programs in tax.
These two are currently in the planning
stages--as well as perhaps a third on
what employers look for in interviewing prospective employees. I am
sorry I don't have dates for you yet.
Watch for notices on bulletin boards if
you are interested in any of these
,topics. And if you are interested in
being on the Placement Committee,
come in and let us know. It is not a
:::Iosed society and we welcome inter-,
ested new members.

(Continued From Page 3)

Profit is derived from ownership and
exploitation of resources. The reason
that the majors have turned their
backs on sun, wind, and water is
because nobody can own the sun, wind,
and water. However, the delivery and
storage systems for energy from these
sources can be exploited--very profitably. For example, Time Magazine
recently reported on "Terraset," a
public grammer school built into the
side of a hill and heated and cooled by
solar energy. During the 1973-74 Arab
oil embargo, the Fairfax County
Virginia School Board developed a plan
for this energy saving school. Unfortunately, the School Board couldn't get
a grant from the Federal Energy
Research and Development Administration. However, the board did get a
$700,000 grant from an Arabian institute. T erraset begins operation this
month w ith a projected annual energy
cost of $10,000 as opposed to $40,000
required for conventional heating. The
disappointing part of this story is that
no American backing was provided for
this project. As a result, the Arabs are
Jetting the benefit of the developI

,nental technology born of the project.
When oil and gas reserves are used up,
the Arabs will sell our technology back
to us, thereby insuring our dependence
on foreign energy for several more
decades.
'
It is unfortunate to see a new
president thwarted in his attempts to
get our nation back on the road to full
employment and independence. However, there is an everwidening gap
between energy supply and demand,
and as long as
we are totally
dependent on non-renewable resources
for the production of energy, the
shortage problem will never go away.
Employment and energy dependence cannot be cured with myopic
programs built on the accelerated
depletion of non-;renewable energy
sources.
Since the majors are not
interested in sun, wind, and water, the
importance of being Jimmy is to guide
America to energy independence. If
Mr. Carter is going to realize his goal,
he must immediately institute developomental programs for turning sunshine, wind and water into useable
energy.

Waco Competition
by Mary Beth Carmody
St. Mary's sent two three-member
. teams to the regional Mock Trial competition held at Baylor University,
Waco, Texas, January 27 to 29. Professor Tom Black, Moderator, accompanied Tom Halstead, Larry Hayes and
Steve Wynn, who comprised one teqmj
and Paul Ireland, John Hunt and Wqde
Noble, who comprised the other tedm.
Twenty teams from Texas, Oklahoma
and Louisiana law schools participated
in the single-elimination competition.
The team of Halstead, Hayes and
Wynn made their way to the. quarterfinals. They eliminated a University of
Texas team in round onej Loyola of
Louisiana in round two, befor'e bowing
- to yet another University of Texas
team in the third round.
Our second team of Irelanq, Hunt
and Noble beat the University of Tulsa
in their first round only to be defeated
by the home team, Baylor in round two.
Only two schools had both their
teams intact after the opener: the
University of Houston and St. Mary's.
St. Mary's can boast that we lost to the
winners, however, as Baylor beat the
University of Texas in a close contest
in the finals.

Positions Open

Persons desiring to apply may pick
up an application form in the Legal
Resear ch Board office or contact any
one of the following Board members:
c.J. Madonna, Pete Susca, Kevin
Reilly, Tim O'Shaughnessy, Ken
Kreis, or Bill Rou ton.

Applicants for one or more of the
above positions must be current Staff

Broads Offer Cash
by Ruth Russell

The Women's Law Association
presented a lecture and discussion
entitled "Women and Employment' on
February 23 at 7:30 in Room ra3 of the
law library. The topic concerned sex
discrimination
in
employment.'
Pauline Martinez, an investigator with
.Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and Randolph Tower, a local
attorney were the featur ed speakers.

Short Snorts

The following individuals havt
been selected as associate editors on
' the St. Mary'S Law Journal: Gregory
N. Jones, Kenneth L. Malone, Suzie
oarrows, Robert E. Corlew III, William R. Crow,Jr., Gail Dalrymple,
Jeffrey S. Doerr, . Robin Vaughan
Dwyer, Rebecca Gregory, John. Aun,t ,
Connie B. Leones, Will is Luttrell,
Claude M. McQuarrie III, and Patricia
t:.. Swanson.
Student organizations ill the
School of Law are ' urged , to review
the current Law School bulletin and if
they wish to alter any part of their
respective
descriptions,
proposed
changes should be submitted to the
Dean's Office not later than Friday, '
March II.

Writters or Staff Writer Candidates
who anticipate attaining staff writer
status before the end of the current
semester.

The Legal Research Board is currently accepting applications for poslitions on the Board of Directors for
the academic year 1977-1 978. The
following positions will be available:
Chairman
Client Relations Director
Business Director
Four (4) Writinq Directors

The Women's Law Association
again offering two $ 100 scholorshi
avai lo.ble to all students. Forms 'are
located on the bullet(n board in the
classroom. The criteria for eligibili ty
is financial need, academic standing,
and participation in activities. The
deadline for applications is March II.
Any and all students are urged to
apply.
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Foreign Policy
ponded edition, 1974, the reader
might think it was written by Mr.
Carter. In Chapter Nine, "The Com
peting Elements of Foreign Policy,"
Mr. Kissinger admonishes against excessive pragmatism. He says, "The
pursuit of peace must therefore begin
with a pragmatic concept of coexistence ••• We must of course avoid
becoming obsessed with
stability.
An excessive pragmatic policy will be
empty of vision and humanity •.• By
the same token, America cannot be
true to itself without moral purpose.

A purely pragmatic policy provides no
cri t eria for other nations to assess
our performance and no standards to
which the American people can
rally."
Judging from the performance of
the nascent Carter Administration a
balance has been struck between excessive pragmatism, and imaginary
idea li sm.
Kissinger, the professor,
would likely commend Mr. Carter in
his new approach to detente with the
Soviet Union, separating bilateral
military reductions from humanistic
objectives. As such, President Carter

Viewpoint
5. Despite the inability of the stuactivity fee income to meet all of
he University-wide student activity
e obligations, and indeed its ability
to barely meet half of these, the
University Planning Office proposed
last year that a small portion of the fee
be directly allocated to the Student
Bar Association for some of their
needs. This was adopted as a budgetary element by Bro. John Donohoo,
Vice President for Student Personne l
Services, and included in the budget.
This was meant to increase and 'expand
funds dedicated to law student activities already provided in the budget
prepared by the Dean of the School of
Law. The administration was disappointed to see that these latter funds
had later been eliminated in the law
budget by action within the School of
aw itself.
I
6. If you look carefully at the
above allocations, you will note that
the Student Bar Association item is
funded by the student fee this year but
that the University Student Senate is
not. The remaining needed $100,00 of
support for these University-wide
activities comes entirely from the
budgets of the other schools and not
from the budget of the School of Law.
,
I
7. The only final conclusions one
can make from the above is not that
student activity fees from the School
of Law are supporting the University
Student Senate, or the University Center but rather that the other schools of
the University are under writing comp.,letly the remaining $100,000 deficit
in this general account, a fair share of
which should be underwritten by the
School of Law also. And, further, the
only student organization this year directly supported by the activity fee, at
the request of the Office of University.

(Continued From Page 3)
can successfully pursue democratic
ideals speaking aga inst f-{ussian op
pression, while sjmultaneously following a path of coexistence without
being myopic.
It is too early to predict, but
perhaps economic sanction and competition will replace military provocation. Possibly economic sanctions
will become America's number one
weapon against oppression and unilateral advances ur:lder the guise of
detente. It is hoped that President
Carter will proceed in this encouraging direction.

(Continued From Page 1)

Planning and the Vice President for
Student Personnel Services and on the
plea of law students from last year, is
the present allocation of $3,220 to the
3tudent Bar Association.

10. The fee problem is real. It is in
a complex area of general social ser-'
vice that does not lend itself to any
easy answers or make any individual's
5imple or personal interpretation the
law of the land. It is an area in which
budgets have to b,e balanced ar.ld also
8. It is not a prerogative of newly on area in which some activities and
orr ived law students at St. Mary's services can be curtailed if the input
University, or indeed students in any from the general student body indiindividual one of the schools, to cates that these are, indeed, not that
decide to rearrange the structure of highly desired by students in general.
the University, to demote the Univer- It is not an area in which a number of
sity Student Sena te to an undergrad- students can determine that these seruate Senate and to promote the Stu- vices are fine but should be put entiredent Bar Association to a completly Iy on the back of eertain other
independent and parallel organization students.
removing the law students still furII. An illustrative example of the
ther from the general University administration's attempt to deal with
community.
student fee matters in as dialogical
manner as ' possible lies in the Univer9: On the other hand, it is a valid sity' g61f course. A number of adminipreoccupation fpr the entire student stratbrs desired to turn the southwest
body, in all schools, to provide some corner of St. Mary'S property into a
input (along wi t, h input from alumni, nice small' 9-hole golf course in the
from administration, from admissions sincere belief that this would ' be a
people, etc.) to raise questions about much desired and much appreciated
and express in formed opinions about feature for student recreational purhow extensive ly and expensively they poses. A budget for special care taking
value a program of intercollegiate ath- and supervision rapidly grew to be an '
letics, they want a University year- annual $12,000 budget pushing this
book to be included in and sustained by added demand to the student activity
the student activity fee, they desire to fee. A serious investigation, suggested
see a non-campus golf course devel- b
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eLA in Austin

S.B.A. Reports

by C. Billines

by P. Flachs

The Criminal Law Association of
I'm certain the vast majority is
St. Mary's University held their annual aware of the referendum c oncerning
luncheon with the justices of the Court a "dead week" or more flexible exam
of Criminal Appeals in Austin, on F eb- schedu le.
This referendum was an
effort to determine the Student
ruary 4th.
Judge John Onion informed the Body's feeling concerning such a resoThe results indicated an
group that the Court currently has a lution.
backlog of 780 cases from 1976 and overwhelming (3 to I) desire for
over 200 appeals have already been change (of what we're not exactly
filed this year. This does not include sure) Consequently, the Senate passed
the number of post convic tion writs of a r esolut ion to take the matter to the
habeas corpus. All of this gives the Faculty Counci I.
Texas Court of Cr iminal Appeals the
Two new Senior Senators havE1
heaviest caseload of any state appel- also been elected in recent weeks.
late court in the nation. There are Congratulations are in order to John
ppproximately 50 trial courts from Redlein and Bill Mundell.
Iwhich appeals may be received. The
practical effect of this situation is an
The Senate has voted to fund the
'increasingly long wait for a case to be annual "Assqult and Flattery" gala se"
heard, even though the judges are for March 25.
doing more work. Judge Onion then
The separate graduation pet itior
jfielded questions from the students,
land there was discussion of the death circu ,l ated some weeks ago was pre!penalty, the Texas' system of jurispru- 'sented to the Faculty Council whic~
ildence and the possibility of expanding vot ed it down I I to 10. Perhaps a
,the court to nine members. The formal similar attempt next year will have q
athering then ended, with students more favorable outcome. Eileen Sulreturning to San Antonio, and the jus- livan should be complemented for her
tices retiring to their chambers to efforts in preparing and organizing
this petiion.
'Catch up on some work.
,

~
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TINKA TACO
MEXICAN RESTAURANT

With
Coupon

Every Wednesday

PREVIEWS OF COMING EVENTS
A faculty evaluation sheet will
probably be distributed this Spri
Dean Raba appears to favor such
evaluation.
Ihe SBA Budget will be submitted
,in the next few months. Anyone who
has suggestions concerning worthwhile proje<;ts they - feel should be
funded by the SBA should see Carter
Crook (yes, he is the treasurer and
tllat is his name).

UNIVE _
R SITY
I

DRUGS
2250 Cincinnati at Bandera

With
Coupon

ENCHILADA Reg. $1.80
e.
PLATE LUNCH

9g

2 Enchi'adas Smothered In "Home Made"
Chi'i a~d Grated Cheese, With Rice, Beans,
Sa'ad and Homemade Tortillas

Bandera Location Only
OPEN 24 HOURS

1902
BANDERA, RD.

Efforts are still under way to
resolve certain differences of opinion
'concerning these budgets and a committee headed by Preston Silvernail
will be in contact with Bro. Gray to
examine these more closely.
Mike
Sadler, a student and CPA, has gra:::ious ly volunteered his time to assist
in this effort.
As you may have read in the last
WITAN (all the news that's fit to
print), the Library hours were temporarily extended until midnight from
Monday until Thursday. Well, due to
student use, those hours are now
permanent.

432·5173

~----------- -------------

COMPLETE
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
·SCHOOL SUPPLIES
· PRESCRIPTIONS Mon.- Sat. / Sam - 9 p: n
.DRUG NEEDS
· COSMETICS
'Sunday/ lOam- 6pm
· LUNCHES
Phone: 43Z -7866 for FREE dorm delivery
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Gala
April Fool's
Edition

Largest Circulation of any St. Mary's Law School Paper

To Teach Constitutional Law-

AMIN NAMED TO FACULTY

-See Page 11

.......:..;...;..:..:......

Freshman Class
Missing: Decin
e Offers RewardPage 9

ClA Indicted
Page 3

Book Stolen:
library Forced
To ClosePage 10

1t

Bed Sores
Can Be FunPage 2

Heat Stroke
Claims Three
in Room 101Page 9

SBA Does
Something-

Page 3

Broad Daylight Attempt-

WLA Holds Witan Staff at Bay
In a daring daylight maneuver, the
Women 's Law Association of the
School of Law of St. Mary's University
kidnapped
the 6-member Witan
Editorial Board late Friday.
The award winning journalists are
being held at knife-point in the Pecan
Grove as hundreds of campus security
men surrounded the small South
Texas Catholic Campus .
Ms. Patricia A. Wueste, Grand

Wizard
of
the
campus
sect ,
announced to all onlookers -that the
WLA was out to redeem its good name
and to demonstrate to all that the
women 's lib organization could make
valuable contributions to the legal
communi ty. The WLA's actions came
in the wake of a scathing Witan.
headline
which
demeaned
the
women's
legal
fraternity

(Continued on Page 3)
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WITAN ENQUIRER

I love everything and everybody . The
Dean is great. The faculty is super,
and the food --at the snack bar
.delightful. Our curriculum is truly
' spectacular and noone could want nor
even dream of a better situation . All
my fellow students are trustworthy,
loyal, hel pfu I, friend Iy, courteous,
kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty,
brave, clean and reverent. My li fe is
. beautiful and so is yours . All of the
campus clubs and gatherings are truly
giggles and the Women's Law
Association is especially full of fun
and witty people. I would also at this
time like to personally thank the
administration for their sincere and
conscientious
approach
to
the
scheduling of final exams. It is truly
admirable and highly commendable
that they have devised a format for
exams that alleviate any conflict's or
impose any undue burden upon the
law student. Also the rapidity in which
the
grades
appear
should
be
commended. Especially delightful , I
might add, is the 12: 00 to 1 : 00 faculty
and administration barricade. This
ingenious device preempts communication between the faculty and the
administration and the students
during the lu'nch hour and ' definitely
subserves the underlying purpose to
make students eat lunch from 12 : 00 to
1 : 00 . And finally I would like to
compliment everyone for their mature
response to criticism during the last
year. Never was the WITAN asked to
change its viewpoint or perhaps alter
an ed itorial. It is tru Iy great to be a part
of such a thriving and dynamic
institution; truly , the mecca of the
Southwest.

WITAN
ENQUIRER

EDITORIAL

, WITAN

T

ENQUIRER

Editor in chief
Soapy Loafers
Managing Editor
Earn Rababa
Articles Editor .
L. Wayne Swatt
Feature Editor
Harold Rig Craigline
Copy Editor
.... Chacha Utu
Business Manager .
. .... Jimmy God
Associate Feature Editor
Auturo Yaoito
Associate Article Editor
Bi x Black
Associate Business Managers . . ..... Joe Andur,
Gene Son

Associate Copy Editor .
Bob Hobbel
Assistant Feature Editor
. Googie Gross
Assistant Articles Editor
Dave Dirtworth
Assistant Copy Editor .
. Jim Strawcastle
Assistant Business Manager . . .. Venny Traitor
Assistant Associate Articles Editor AI LePole
Assistant Associate
Feature Editor
Pabb Ferginson
Supreme High Censor &
• TattleTale
.... Col. W. Frani s Crisco
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Cooking in Georgia

e

Capital punishment is back in vogue
again. It was struck down by the
Supreme Court of the United States in
Furman v. Georgia, as being cruel and
unusual punishment due to the
discriminatory manner in which it
was administered. The court found
strong support for its discussion from
humanitarians and those who were
about to receive the penalty itself.
This latter group itself was particularly
dead set against it.
Alt.hough the Supreme Court ruled
capit~1
punishment as cruel and
unusual punishment there were other
reasons why many felt capital
punishment should have been severely
restricted in its administration , if not
totally eliminated .
In a little-read article by G.E. Watt
entitled "Let's Pull the Plug on
Electrocutions" the author put forth
the argument that electrocution, as a
form of capital punishment , was not
necessarily cruel and unusual , but

that certainly it was shocking . Watt,
put forth the argument that what if the
jolt from Mister Edison's rocking chair
failed to do its job, the man would
have to be reelectricuted. Watt found
this to be positively revolting .

punishment, has been found to
be effective bJt too breath-taking .
Death by a firing squad has also been
found effective , but it normally
requires a man of unusually high
caliber.

There was an editorial printed in the
"Hangman's Noose Letter" that spoke
out strongly against hanging as a form
of capital punishment. The editorial
printed out that hanging usually
involved a high strung individual
caught at rope's end. It further stated
that in older days when a tree sufficed
as the scaffolding, no man should
have been made to go out on the limb
for anyone, because the chance of him
being framed and hung were high . The
editorial stated that in general, " No
noose was good noose."

An argument that has been used in
an attempt to present the reintroduction of capital punishment is if capital
punishment were reintroduced, it may
lead to the introduction of torture , i.e.
the rack. However, many feel that this
is stretching the pOint and have
refused to let this argument be drawn
any further.

Many articles and editorials have
printed out the failings of the other
methods used as a form of capital
punishment. Gas, as a form of capital

In conclusion , though
capital
punishment may have been administerial in a disciplinary manner in the
past,
the
results
were
never
discriminating. The author of this
article expresses no view as to capital
punishment and will remain silent in
order to avoid having to infected upon
himself.

Santa
Maria's

SCHOOL
OF
LAW

College of
Law

Ie

"If your blood is blue ....
we're the school for you"

You too may have the talent to attend law
school! Just fill out the test questions
below and mail today.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

r-------------------------,

LSAT: 350

I

GPA: 2.0

I

I
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I
I
I

a. toasties

c. facto

I
I
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I
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d. office

I
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Send To: Admissions Committee
Santa Maria Law School
San Antonio

I _________________________

-G.I.'s WILeOMIGIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!

INCOME TAX BRACKET: 50%

I
I

* Shop at Neiman Marcus!
* Drive Seville's & Mercedes!

I

* Wear Lacoste shirts, Polo slacks, Bass
Weejuns!
* Attend Cowboy's Games every Sunday!
* At our prices-you don't worry about
grades!

I

J
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Mafia Inyades St. Marys
St. Mary's Un iversity Law School
has finally been infiltrated by the
Company, the Organization , the
Family , I. E. th e Mflf ia. From my
source-Cut Th roat - whose name I
will not reveal (She or he does have
tightly curled bleach blond hair and
occupies a hig h office in the
administration) had given me much
information about t he infiltration by
this organization from a small island
in the south of Texas , much like
Sicily . This is land is ru led by Dons
/ from powerful fam il ies . St. Mary's has
been invaded by one of the most
cunning and powerful fam ili es of the
island of Galvesto n, the Mussolini
Family St. Mary's now has it 's own
Don-Don Mussoli ni.
This cunni ng, co nsplrtng , and
clever Don got his train ing on the
of
steamy and
greasy
streets
Galveston learning the cruel and evil
Roberts
Ru les of
Pari iamentary
Procedure fro m the most conniving ,
greasy and soci all y unacceptable
thugs of the island .
He then went to t he great halls of
the royal pink capital bu il d ing of
Texas , where every vest ige of his

Italian-Galveston accent vanished and '
was replaced by a mouth-twisting,
multisyllabic, down home, good ole
boy accent, that would make Lyndon
Johnson's accent sound like Bella
Abzug . In fact while practicing under
the tutorship of a certain very well
known , very Texas accented LADY (I
won 't say her whole name , but her
middle name is BIRD). He twisted his
mouth so much he had to wear a lip
brace for two weeks.
So equipped with the Roberts Rules
of Parliamentary Procedure and his
new " 80wayee Hoyoweedee" accent
he was aSSigned to the legal-politico
division of the Family and sent to St.
Mary's where he infiltrated the Senate
and Roberts Ruled it into submission
and twisted his mouth around so
much when he applied the rules , that
no red-blooded , good ole boy , son of
the Republic of Texas would argue
w ith him .
He then in quick succession
became governor of this region of the
ADA-LTD by wining and dining the
delegates and with that marvelous
accent convinced them he should be
governor because no one wants to

understand what the gove"r nor says.
Now with agents allover the
school , no place is safe from the Don .
Many students have taken to only
convers ing in their cars , but that is no
longer safe since two students , who
said in their car, that one of the Don 's
dai ly public service speeches to the
class was unneccesary and that he
shouldn 't have Roberts Ruled Mr.
Francisco out of order when he had
the audacity to calion the Don in class
(he just wanted the Don to shut up for
once) disappeared .
The Don and his gang who follow
him aro und faithfully (like hungry
puppies after their mother) then made
their mistake , a deed that made brave
protectors of the law school finally
come ou t and rebe l. The school had
been bowayee hoyoweeded
and
Roberts Ruled into complete submission . Every professor would ask the
Don permiss ion to speak-halls were
silent-classrooms were silent-even
the Snake Pit fell one day when the
checkstand lady had the nerve to ask
the Don to pay. He immediately
Roberts Ruled her out of order and
refused to drink his chocolate milk . He

..............................

In Exotic

LuEUlock
Attend Texas Tax
School of Law

(Continued on Page 8)

South Texas
Church of the
Latter Day Profit
and College of Law
Offering Courses In
* White House Plumbing
* Ice & Snow Removal
*Common Law
* UnCommon Law
* Legal Non-Sectarian Law
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7-Eleven
Expands
There are 6,000 7-Eleven stores in
the U.S . , making them the country 's
largest retai I chai n.
According to the Southland Corp. ,
of Dallas , Tex. , 68 percent of all
7-Eleven customers are male and 19
percent are children and teenagers .
Southland
says
the
average
purchase at 7-Eleven stores is $1.40 ,
and half the customers spend less
than three minutes in the store.
Nevertheless , 7-Eleven sales totaled
$2 billion in 1976, and the stores
served an average of four million
customers a day.

Pollution Shocking
Pollution by cigar smoke is far
worse than pollution by cigarette
smoke , reports the American Lung
Assoc iation (ALA) .
A study of pollution by cigar smoke
showed that the smoke from nine
cigars in one half-hour period pollutes
the air as much as the smoke from 42
cigarettes , the ALA reported.
Both types of pollution ra ised the
level of carbon monoxide above safety
limits set for workers in indust ry .
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Pulitzer Prize To Witan
The WIT AN was recently awarded a
Special Pulitzer Prize for bad taste in
journalism excellence. In announcing
the award , the Pulitzer Committee
c ited
the
WITAN's
outstanding
accomplishments in the fields of bad
taste , depravity and repugnancy.
" Never before has a paper done so
little with so little," noted the

Skladal to
Pay Rent
The Dean has announced that he
has requested George Skladal to pay
rent for the use of the library carrel in
which he has been camped for the last
3 years . George has a couple of hot
plates , a cot , a 4 piece place setting of
Melmac and G.E. frost free ice box in
the third carrel from the left as you
ascend the stairs.
In return for paying rent , Skladal has
requested maid service , bathroom
priv ileges after midnight , curtains and
t he right to hang pictures on the wall.

Regal Researc;:h
Board
Lawyers-We are ready
to research!
Over 30 volumes South Western
Reporter, 20 ALR 3d volumes,
and assorted advance sheets
from the library.

"We'd rather research
than drink beer."

·Law Students Care.

Committee in making the presentation.
Mac Secrest , Editor-in-Chief of the
WIT AN stated that all accolades were
due in great measure to the WITAN's
superb and tawdry staff and also tei
the wine cellar of Copy Editor Tony
Chauveaux. Secrest pointed out that
Chauveaux features such fine and
robust labels as Ripple , March 1976,
A. Greensprings , March 1977 and
Queen Citriana, "a genuine grapefruit
Wine. "
When questioned regarding the
novel Queen Citriana wine, Chauveaux
noted "This delicate , semi-sweet wine
is an exotic blend of Valley grapefruit
and
the delightful
surprise of
succulent cranberry juice , gently
sweetened
and
fermented. "
Chauveaux continued " This wine is
equally at home with any of your
favorite menus . Queen Citriana is the
perfect compliment to your table and
for a delightful change of pace, try a
glass with a heaping platter of chilled
,fruit and wedges of golden cheese. "
Secrest also blamed the award on
Kayo Mullins , managing Editor and
resident freak of St. Mary's University.
(Continued on Page 3)

BEVO'S

School of Law
"Bigger is Better"

* Pass-Fail! Why worry about
grades?
* The "Prep-School" for the Texas
Legislature!
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Amin To Faculty
San Antonio - Idi Amin, beloved
leader and liberator of Uganda, was
today named to the Wm. P. Francisco
Civil Liberties Chair.
Making the announcement Dean
Ernest A. Raba praised the former
dictator and all round nice guy saying
'dE! I : tombrafrembe
"Buwada
iebi
guano." The Dean cont'inued " Rebabo
di wi baba gumbwana sinban bwaha
de wana bi gigi umba.
In returning Raba's praise , Amin
noted "Gigi umba bi wana de bwana
sinba gumbwana baba wi di robobo .
Guana tombra
frembe
iebi
de
uabwada. "
The Wm . P. Francisco Civil
Liberties Chair was purchased at
Clancy's Damaged Freight on Bandera
for $9 .95 . It is covered in genuine
leather like naugahide. Queen Anne in
style, the chair features authentic
simulated hand carved plastic legs.
The holder of the chair has the right
to censor the Witan in any manner he
sees fit , short of torture. CommentinG
on the broad powers connected with
the chair, Col . Francisco , reeling from
his recent run- in with an unnamed
student organizat ion, moaned, "I trust
(Continued on Page 8)

Girls Dribble
by Tim Johnson
Wonder what those red
Ms.
Demeanor T-shirts signify? They are
the exclusive province of the Law
Women 's intramural b'asketball team ,
the Ms . Demeanors (cute, huh?) .
The team bounced over their
opponents to a sterl i ng 4-3 record. Led
by towering Sue Andrews; the Law
School's own Hell 's Angellette , the
lineup consisted of Zol "Elbows"
Courtney , a tough broad under the
boards ; Jan " Nasty" Fisher, the
.t13am 's enforcer ; Mary Ann " Floor
Burns " Oakley , spent more time on
her seat than her feet; " Mean "
Maureen Gerold , used her height to
advantage and her knees as deadly
weapons .
Martha " Mistaken " Tobin shoots at
the first hoop she sees, theirs, ours ,
anybody's; Monita " Fisticuffs " Fontaine, best known for her wristgrabbing breakaway breakup ; Melissa
" Hustles" Hirsch moved up and down
the court so fast she thoroughly
confused her opponent, teammates
and self ; " Decoy " Dawn Bruner, her
mai n task was distraction of the refs ;

WA
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" Hot Lips " Linda Lampe , more bounce
than the ball , sure defense ; Mary Pat
" Most Perturbed " Braunschweiger,
played good ball when she wasn 't
arguing with the refs , fans or other
players ; " Sweet " Sally Swanson , a
sharp-shooter and vic ious rebou nder ;
Kathy "Wrestlin" Randle , best known
for her flying tackles on good-looking
spectators, and the most enthusiastic ,
motley crew of fans anywhere .
Three girls have turned down NBA
offers and one an NFL offer to finish
law school . Seri ous ly the team played
with
enthusiasm ,
intensity
and
i ntelligence.
Their
defense
and
passing were excellent. With a little
more offense they could be ne xt year's
champs. If you didn't attend one of the
games you missed some first class
entertainment. The girls are planning
an athletic banquet for themselves and
their athletic supporters , and it is
rumored that at least o ne of the Spurs
may attend . Fro .Tl a chauvanistic point
of view the Ms . Demeanors were far
and away the best looking team in the
league .

First
Baptist
School /of
Law
"

I

* Learn

how to Prosecute
Presidents - Leon Jaworski
is "Living Proof"

* Moot Chapel Competition!
* Pub on Campus!
* Square Dancing!
* Learn How to
"serve" God
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Dean
Announces
First
Fireside Chat
The St. Mary 's News Agency TASS
announced t oday that the Dean will
hol d the tenth annual fireside chat.
The location for this gala event will be
Flores General Store in Helotes,
Te xas . The topic this year, as in
previous year , will be "Student
Problems ." The dean has said that he
would like the students to see him as a
father figure in "our little family. "

Law Student Tells Witan
"Why I Love 'America"
D. Fortuna , first year law student ,
submitted the following essay to the
Witan Enquirer.
Love of country is next to
Godline'ss . I truly feel at night when I
pray on my knees that dirty , commie
perverts in North Korea can't and
aren't able to love their country
because they have no concept of
democracy and they really love
comingling in collective masses and
are afraid to be free owners of
preferred blue chip stocks . I believe

we should beat God into those rat
infested Vermin suckers because until
they have been represented by Lester
Maddox and I ,other All-American
citizens they cafl never envision and
appreciate our constitutional heritage.
Majority rule is really' great and I
believe all of us know that "Might
makes right " and the " strong suffer
what they will and the weak suffer
what they must ". Thucydides said that
in the Peloponesian War , as did John
Tower . What this cigar needs is some
5c pot in every chicken.

BE YOUR OWN LAWYER!

Oth er highlights of the program will
be a panel discussion involving all of
the professors . The ' Dean
was
overh eard to say that " any professor
o und to be unreceptive will, of
co urse, be fired ."

Divorces, collections, damages, contracts. Defend self if
sued or charged with crime, all without paying lawyers one
dime! Right to use courts in person without hiring lawyer
guaranteed by law in all 50 states! Facts lawyers won't tell

Fo ll o wing the formal part .of the
prog ram , Dean Raba , Dean Schmidt ,
an d Dean Reuschlein will host a dance
semin ar o n " the cotten -eye Joe" to the
tun e o f " Three Blind Mice ."

Trained teachers and chapter leaders needed in all states
now! Even while you learn or learn for private use only! Send
self-addressed stamped envelope for free facts. No
obligation,

A s is the school policy ,
refres hm ent s will be served .

you!

•
•
I
Fu II or Part Time
Jo b Openings.

free
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Paymore Pharmacy ~~ . Santa Maria's
Cans! Cans! Cans!

"The Reader's Digest of

•~ the Texas Legal Community"
"

~~~~~~~~~~

Santa Maria
College Bookstore
.
** Uninformed
Long I mes
Clerk
* High Prices .
* We Never Open
-The Dean's Choice-

~

Lawless .Journal I

~

YOU CAN PASS WITH US!

I

Don't miss our Spring Issue
with such fascinating articles as!

I
I
I
~
~

~*I

I
I
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~
~

am JOhn~y's Tort
~* Community Property for Two
~* Commercial Paper for Fun
~ and Profit

~* Do It Yourself Divorce

- We Print Anything-

~

~

~
~
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Witan

Enquirer's
Double Money Bock Guarantee. Send me $4.95
and I'll send you on essay on HOW I BEAT DOGS
WHEN I'M OUT ON A WALK. Moil all money,
only cosh , to Joe Anderson , P.O. Box 74 , S.A.,
Tex. If not completely satisfied , I' ll send your
money bock twice.
There's a foxy lady with red hair in the
freshman closs thot always ignores me.
Goddamnit, that makes me mod: Henry , at the
bottom of the stairs .
PLANTS FOR SALE. They all soy it looks like
soybeans-,- but you and I know different. 3
wks. , 8 in., lOin . plast. planter , 6 oz. plant
food , PLANTERS HANDBOOK (used). Make best
offer. Call Natasha 684-0730 .
VERN 'S HOUSE OF VIBRATORS- Shake, rattle,
roll. Great for parties , politicians and cooking .
A wonderful hand-me-down!!!
993-7741 ,
348-3417 .
Communists for Rent!!! If you need pinkos,
homosexuals with a TrotsKY touch or perhaps a
few weird longhairs who smoke the devil
weed , we supply them for all functions. All our
people are degenerate as you could want- a
few of them even vote republican! Call
341-2091.
Wonted: We buy & sell your used whatevers,
send us our list of unwanteds, include photo,
satisfaction guaranteed. P.O. Box 1, Paradise
Prariee, Tx .
Needed : We need Gigs. 4 professional
jews- harpists. We do clubs , dances, wedding,
wakes , Barmitzvahs. Call Honk 388-7922 No
Gig too large or small.
Wonted : All available sets of Southwestern
reporter for improvement of the library W.
Ferguson.
To e.e.- Why don ' t we shuffle off to Mexico?
E.G.
MEDITATION LESSIONS. Get involved in things
you know nothing about or that are none of
your business. Call Nicky.
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Up Close And Personal
Dear Editor. The water fountain in front of R.
#101 is fixed . I admire such deliberate action.
YOUR NAME engraved in cheese. Let folks
know where you live. Satisfaction guaranteed .
A&M Mfg. P.O. Box 395 , Sonora , Texas . $8.95
e.O.A. ·

ANTIQUES. Specializing in gloss doornobs,
podded arm choirs , '40 's-style ladies wear ,
granny glosses, and leather tobacco pouches .
418 Main St. M-F ; 9 :090-5 :00 , ask for Bose.

OLDER MEN are better! Learn how to be the
best. Appeal to younger women after fifty .
Send $1.98 to PBS , Box 117, Waxahacie , Tex .,
81226.

LOST MY KNIFE. Call 433-9371.

INSTANT MEMORY. New way to remember. No
memorization . Release "photographic" mem ory. Forget nothing! Liberates knowledge ,
talents, ESP. Pass contracts like you pass legal
696. Institute of Advanced Thinking. 845 E. Via
Lapaz , Pitts. P.A. 90272.

LA MAMA de Rosita , mujer diantes se
encontraba remendanda los calcitines y
calcones de viejo que era muy Lumbre para
ropa ... le decia un pendejo porque tiene oro in
su boca , plato in su boca , y plomo in sus patas.
Asi me gusto Can Sapho.

Tired? Try bee pollen . Why not? You 've tried
everything else. 100 day supply . $3 .95 ,
Worthington Distributors , 59 Lochatong Rd .
Worthington , Minn. 55601 .

Butch: the path to Success leads to ground upon
w h ich the pa th lies : therefore to
the ground , one must get off the path
re ally leav ing it. Ying and Yang _

Leo, or whatever you said your nome was , now
that the shoe's on the other foot- see if you
can ge1 your pants off. Popcorn lady.

You
Are
Welcom e--open
invitation
to
Tricentennial celebration for t~e Statue of
Frauds 1677-1977. Bring this Ad- Parol
invitations will not be accepted.

Found anything yet, Dean?
Kayo Mullins . Comb your hair.
DENNY CALLAHAN . Brush your teeth.
JOHN CORNYN. We found your bottle of
Grecian Formula Seventy-seven.
FOR SALE _ String ties, Turquoise. See George
Glos.
Wonted Knickers. See Ed in faculty build ing.
See me to kick your habit. Sister T.T.
For a new lease on life_ See Sarge_
Wonted-Editors ,
stoff
secretaries
and
assorted peons-must be willing to give 125 ~ .
effort for no reword , except be a snob & learn
to get blood from a turnip. Call Lorry.

Maggots for sale - We offer a unique selection
of genuine Texas size maggots. Never before
have such a cute selection been available . Send
no stomps. If you have token secured
transactions or water low you are entitled to 2
extra maggots. Send for brochure_ Box 2721
Cuero, Texas .

For
sale--Used
Jeans- goo.d
holes
&
tears- few . patches- only 2nd owner. See
GWH.

STOVE FOR SALE. Gass or electric or
microwave. Full inventory. We deliver_All store
doors can be . opened from the inside_ Call
734-9333.

MOOT COURT winners will receive Popeit's
Pocket Fisherman. Best brief will rece ive
K-Tell 's 100 rude interruptions by unprepared
jud ges.

SIGN FOR SALE . Crocked , dead rose flowers,
15'x8 ', tribute to living dead, mismatched
bricks , we deliver. Pick up at front of low
school. $3.50 or best offer. Call engineers St.
Mary's Low School.

I have been looking for my 1964 Lavender
Corvair for the lost two weeks since by
Community property closs and wont to get bock
to Poteet for Easter break , but no one can find
anything when it's full. I can be located living
under the steps of the classroom building .

Sonofabitch. KEXL is gone. Bob.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. Need eight 1st-year low
students to plant Douglas Fir trees as port of a
O vermayer Plan for the futvre. Let resume
reflect the length of your fingers . Call Federal
Inf o rmation for more details.

For on electrifying experience see Orville
Walker . (Does that shock you?)

To B.R.- Who's coming t o d inner? K.M .
BE PREPARED for the im m inent decriminalization of ethnic humor. Order your Encyclopedia
of
Racial
Slurs
now
at
the
special
pre-publication price of only $29 .99 and be the
first on your block to call a spade a spade! Fully
3 ,000 boffo insults, barbs , jibes and pejoratives
(many in foreign languages) will be delivered
: 0 your door if you oct now! Orders received
before April 2, 1977 will receive (in addition to
o ur ethnic caricatures booklet) a second
vo lume of easily-understood slams suitable for
use on whitey! ... order now. Operators
waiting.
WEIGHTS FOR SALE. Never try squats after
consuming a case of Scotch and a troy of hors
d 'ovuers; stomach belt included. Call 226-7661 .
WANTED : Well -hung second year low student
who digs enemas. Object: we are seeking on
associate capable of aiding in the solution of a
client's intimate problem . Cheetham and
Robbum , P.A.
KAREN : ''I'm in town looking for a 'summer
clerking job & thought of our brief encounter
lost year. Wanna go downtown some night and
help me clean the kitchen? Hope Lance is still
in the closet. Ciao, Porky.
FREE : 8 wk. old puppy . Brown/ block exterior,
pink interior, four on the floor. All new hot rod
fuel
sy stem
w / peristaltic
pump .
Some
regulation necessary on dump-tube exhau·st.
PORKY: Lance is out of the closet but now
spends his time exclusively in the boy's room.
No sweot there . Hope to see you soon. Bring
your Frederick 's catalog . Carin'.

